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Abstract 

Effective reuse of design information and knowledge is vital to today's 

globalised competitive manufacturing environment. Preliminary investigation 

into this subject through discussion with practising mechanical design engineers 

showed that majority of their day-to-day design tasks were dealing with 

modifications and changes to existing designs and they faced challenges in 

understanding these existing designs, especially in the context of reusing them. 

The objective of this research is to better understand and effectively reuse 

existing designs. 

Further research through empirical studies showed that mechanical design 

engineers today spent a significant amount of time using computer-based tools 

like Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems for their design task. Parametric 

featured-based three-dimensional (3D) CAD systems have been developed not 

only for creating 3D models and 2D drawings but have also included some 

design intent capturing capability for enhancing design reuse. However, the 

analysis of a collection of 3D models created by different engineers showed that 

engineers used varying combinations of modelling approaches to create the same 

model. This signified that current 3D CAD systems with built-in design intent 

capturing capability are not sufficient to be used to capture design rationale for 

ease of reuse. A design rationale capturing approach integrated as an extension to 

a 3D CAD system is needed. 



In this dissertation, a 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' approach is developed 

to capture, maintain and share design rationale within a CAD environment. This 

approach attempts to capture design rationale by linking design decisions and 

constraints to design dimensions. Models that represent the design decision 

process ('Design Decision Model') and product model ('Product Model') were 

proposed to support this approach. The 'Design Decision Model' is used to 

represent the decision making by means of how the product evolves from its 

initial specifications into its final design. The 'Product Model' represents the 

product and its evolution during the design process. These two Models, covering 

the 'Product-centric' part of the approach, naturally share a common basic 

element - design dimensions - which lay down the foundation for the 

'Dimension-driven' part of the approach. The 'Dimension-driven' design 

rationale capturing method targets to handle the dimensions on engineering 

drawings, may it be paper drawings or electronic 2D/3D drawings. Through 

analysing dimensions on production drawings or 3D computer models, a design 

dimension digraph bearing the design rationale can be constructed. The 

dimension digraph then connects the 'Product Model' to the 'Design Decision 

Model' to allow tracking of design constraints. 

This approach supports capturing both in a forward and a backward manner. In a 

forward manner, this approach captures design rationale when the design 

engineer starts to place a design dimension on a 3D model or a 2D drawing. In a 

backward manner, design dimensions on drawings can be systematically back 

tracked to design decisions and constraints. The proposed approach is 

independent of the product being developed and independent of the design 



process being employed. Although this approach is best integrated as an 

extension to a history-based 3D solid modelling system to capture and share 

design rationale, the underlying principles can be applied independently as a 

general approach. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motive of the research 

Effective reuse of design information and knowledge is vital to today's 

globalised competitive manufacturing environment. Parametric feature-based 

three-dimensional (3D) Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems have been 

developed to enhance design reuse. Parametric associations that were embedded 

in CAD models and drawings helped to speed up product development, reducing 

the time required to make changes to existing designs [Baxter 2007]. 

The questions that lead to this research began to take form while the author was 

involved in a design team in the late 1990's developing sampling tools for 

planetary exploration missions [Westall 2000, Sims 2002]. The author's role in 

this team as a mechanical design engineer was to employ feature-based 3D CAD 

system to create 3D models for design concept visualization and engineering 

drawings for manufacturing. The 3D models were used to realize and evaluate 

design concepts generated during team meetings. The fully dimensioned 2D 

drawings were used for preparing prototypes and making the final products. 

During this period, several innovative sampling tools have been developed for 

various Space missions [Yung 1997, Yung 1998, Yung 2000]. One of the 

products developed by this team, known as the "Corer-Grinder" was selected by 

the European Space Agency (ESA) as the sampling tool for the 2003 Beagle 2 

Mars Mission [Sims 1999, Wright 2003]. The design of this Corer-Grinder was 

1 



original and the team has received a US Patent (#US006837312) on 4 January 

2005. As the team moved on to develop new sampling tools for other Space 

missions, 3D models and drawings of the components and assemblies of the 

Corer-Grinder were retrieved and used as the basis for developing new designs. 

In many cases, the dimensions on these models and drawings have to be changed 

to accommodate the new design requirements. Surprisingly, being the original 

developer of the Corer-Grinder, the team was not able to determine whether a 

certain dimension could be changed and if so, the range and impact of such 

changes. It was soon realized that this phenomenon also applied to other design 

projects that the team had completed over the years. This suggested, with the 

completion of the design project, most of the dimensional design rationale, that is, 

the reasons or criteria behind that lead to certain dimensions were not easily 

obtainable. In some cases, the designer could recall the design rationale by 

referring back to design logbooks, documents, meeting records, computer models 

or drawings. However, in most cases, the design rationale could not be recalled: 

not from memory, not from the documents and not from the computer models 

and drawings. It seemed that there was no record of what design decision had led 

to certain dimensions. Even if there were any, the records were buried in piles of 

files sitting on top of the designer's desk or file cabinets filled with thousands of 

these poorly indexed paper-based documents. The situation became even worse 

when the original designer had left the team. The question that launched this 

research was: "If the dimensions on the CAD models and drawings of an 

engineering design are the results of design decisions, is there a better way to 

keep and recall the design rationale associated with the dimensions?" 

2 



1.2 Overview of engineering design and design rationale capture 

Human being design and manufacture engineering products to satisfy their need 

[Cross 2000]. Engineering design is the set of decision-making processes and 

activities used to determine the form of an object to provide the functions to 

satisfy the need [Eggert 2005]. Decision making and design are so intertwined 

that it has been suggested that all decision making can be viewed as design 

[Simon 1996]. Design generally begins with a need. This need may be met 

already by existing designs; in such cases the designer hopes he can meet the 

need better. It ended with a set of drawings and other information to enable the 

thing designed to be made [French 1999]. 

New designs are, in one way or the other, based on existing designs. Most design 

problems solved in industry are for the redesign of an existing product. Hundreds 

of engineering hours have been spent on developing the features of existing 

products, the time and effort should not be wasted [Ullman 2003]. To better 

reuse existing designs, there is a need to understand the reason behind the 

original design decisions - design rationale. Design rationale can be obtained 

from people, processes, and products [Cross 2006]. 

Cross [Cross 2006] stated that design knowledge resides firstly in people, 

secondly in processes and thirdly in products. Design knowledge obviously 

resided in designer's brain and his secret notebook, which were however tacit 

and not readily available for others. Formal documentations that resulted from 

product development processes such as drawings, specifications and user 

manuals were primarily aimed to provide information required to manufacture, 
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use and maintain the released product. This information was not aimed at 

supporting complex modifications or the development of the next product 

generation [Wiegeraad 1999]. Other informal documentation produced during 

the design process such as meeting notes, reports, calculations and designer's 

notebooks might contain useful information, but they were normally not well 

documented and indexed, making it very hard as a source to retrieve design 

knowledge. Design knowledge also resided in the product itself, presented 

through its form, fit and materials [Cross 2006]. Extracting this implicit design 

knowledge out from the product could be another way to reveal the design 

rationale. 

Over the last 30 years, researchers proposed and developed design rationale 

systems to capture, represent and retrieve design rationale throughout the design 

process. Many researchers have proposed design rationale system for mechanical 

engineering design [Chen 1990, Hwang 1990, McGinnis 1992, Herling 1995, 

Taura 1999, Wiegeraad 1999, Myers 2000, Brissaud 2003, Iyer 2006a, Iyer 

2006b and Baxter 2007]. Despite the massive literature on this subject, few 

successful application of such a design rationale system was reported [Regli 

2000]. At about the same time, computer based design tools such as CAD 

systems have been developed to aid engineering designer in developing the 

forms and fits of the product. CAD systems have had major impact on how 

design was accomplished in workplace [Ullman 2002]. Regli [Regli 2000] 

reported in his survey paper that there was a trend towards tight integration of 

design rationale tools with other design representations, with the design rationale 

system being treated as an extension of the design system. However, only a few 
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of them proposed to link the design rationale directly to the product model [Chen 

1990, Wiegeraad 1999, Taura 1999]. 

1.3 Problems in understanding existing designs 

This research is about engineering design. In broad, it is about the better 

understanding and reuse of existing designs, and in specific, it is about capturing, 

maintaining and sharing the design rationale within a CAD environment. 

Preliminary investigation into this subject through discussion with practising 

mechanical design engineers showed that most of their day-to-day design tasks 

were dealing with modifications and changes to the form and fit of existing 

designs. Most of these modifications and changes were achieved by changing 

some existing dimensions. However, they all faced the same challenge in 

determining whether a particular dimension is changeable and, if so, the extent 

and impact of such changes. Whilst computer-based design supporting tools such 

as computer-aided design (CAD) systems and product data management (PDM) 

systems have been developed to aid the creation and management of design 

information, they did not well support the reuse of design knowledge and 

experience [Regli 2000, Ullman 2002]. Although operation data recorded by 

CAD systems might contain valuable information, it was difficult to generalize 

ways of obtaining useful knowledge directly from the operation data [Ishino 

2002]. On the other hand, PDM systems contain only the information that 

describes what the product is, the reason why a product was designed in a 

particular way was not managed [Wiegeraad 1999]. 
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Different designers may take different process and approach to generate different 

solutions for the same problem. Indeed, should several designers be asked to 

make a selection between a finite range of permissible options, it is likely that 

each will favour a different solution [Birmingham 1997]. In spite that the 

solutions are different, the end result of the design tasks are represented by the 

same common visual presentation - engineering drawings [Henderson 1999]. 

Drawings, whether drawn on paper or created in a CAD system, are the main 

representation of engineering product information [Birmingham 1997]. Drawings 

are not only the preferred form of data communication for designer, they are also 

a necessary part of the design process [Ullman 1990]. There are three types of 

information displayed on drawings: geometry, dimension and annotation. Whilst 

geometry is pictorial information, dimension and annotation are literal 

information. The dimensions on a drawing describe the size, location, orientation, 

and form of components and assemblies comprising the product. In fact, design 

dimensions are the fundamental elements in representing the form and fit of the 

design. Based on these, it was anticipated that while the design dimensions were 

perceived as the result of the design process and used mainly for manufacturing, 

they could be used to reveal the design rationale of the product. 

The initial questions regarding this research were further elaborated: "Is there 

any method or approach to retrieve the design rationale resided in the design 

dimensions of engineering products? If so, how is the design rationale captured 

in the first place, by the tool that the designer used, the design process, or the 

product itself?" To be able to answer these questions was the motive of this 

research. 
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1.4 Initial Research Objectives 

The objective of this research was to develop a systematic approach that can be 

used to capture the design rationale from the form and fit of the design either 

during the design process or from existing designs. 

1.5 Research approach and methodology 

Based upon the objectives of research with respect to the design process, 

Cantamessa [Cantamessa 2003] analysed and classified the research papers 

contributed to the 1997 and 1999 editions of the International Conference on 

Engineering Design (ICED) into five groups: 

1) Empirical research (ES), in which researchers analyse real-world design 

processes. 

2) Experimental research (EX), in which researchers purposely set up design 

processes in a controlled environment. 

3) Development of new tools and methods (NT) for supporting the design 

process or elements of it. 

4) Implementation studies (IS), in which researchers discuss the real-world 

deployment of innovative methods and tools. 

5) Other (OTH), which includes papers dedicated to theory and education. 

Cantamessa's findings showed that empirical research (ES) and development of 

new tools and methods (NT) are the two most active research areas in recent 

years. This suggested that the field of engineering design research can also quite 

suitably be studied from an empirical perspective; that is, looking at how things 
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do happen, rather than how they ought to happen according to some conceptual 

category. 

In this dissertation, the research and development of a systematic design rationale 

capturing approach was based on: 1) Literature review, 2) Empirical research 

(ES), 3) Development of the proposed design rationale capturing approach (NT), 

and 4) Implementation studies (IS). 

1.5.1 Literature review 

Literature review of the three distinct but interrelated research areas: i) research 

in engineering design and representation of the mechanical engineering design 

process, ii) design decision and design rationale representation, and iii) 

mechanical engineering design support systems and representation of product 

models. Each research area will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 

In summary, past studies revealed that: 

a. There was little experimental evidence on how well parametric-based CAD 

systems capture designers' design intent and there was no formal empirical 

study on how practising mechanical engineers use parametric-based 3D 

CAD systems. 

b. Very little effort has been worked on extracting design rationale from 

existing products and there is no approach aimed at linking design decision 

and rationale representation to design dimensions of products which is 

believed to be critical to design reuse. 
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1.5.2 Empirical research 

In order to understand the role of feature-based 3D CAD systems and how 

practising mechanical engineers interact with these systems and the problems in 

employing 3D CAD as the design rationale capturing tool, a series of empirical 

studies have been conducted to support the formulation and validation of the 

proposed design rationale capturing approach. 

The first group of studies focused more on people and consisted of interviews 

with mechanical design engineers at work as well as a large scale survey 

covering topics on how practising mechanical design engineers use 3D and 2D 

CAD to model and dimension designs and their criteria to make design decisions. 

The second group consisted of three studies focused more on processes by 

analysing the 3D CAD models and assemblies created by different engineers at 

work. The first study examined if different engineers may take different 

approaches to model the same part. The second study examined the effect of an 

explicit modelling instruction on design engineer's modelling approaches. The 

third study examined if different design engineers may take different approaches 

to build the same assembly. 

1.5.3 Development of the proposed design rationale approach 

Supported by the findings from the above empirical studies, a dimension-driven 

approach was proposed to capture, maintain and share design rationale within a 

CAD environment. This approach attempted to capture the design rationale by 

linking design decisions and constraints to design dimensions. In a forward 
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manner, this approach captured the design rationale when the designer started to 

place a design dimensions on the 3D models or 2D drawings. In a backward 

manner, design dimensions on the drawings could be back tracked to the design 

decisions and constraints. A new classification scheme was developed to classify 

the design dimensions into 5 categories. The categorized design dimensions were 

then structured to construct the design dimension digraph that connected the 

design dimensions to the design decision and constraints. Representations of the 

mechanical engineering design process, design decision process and product 

model were also formulated to support this approach. 

1.5.4 Implementation studies 

One implementation study was used to demonstrate the proposed approach and 

two real life case studies were used to verify the proposed approach with external 

and imposed constraints. 

1.6 Scope and limitation of the research 

The scope of this research was limited to the portion of engineering design 

broadly referred to as "mechanical engineering design" and focused on products 

that were engineered, discrete and physical [Ulrich 2004]. 

The goal of the proposed approach is to link product design dimensions to design 

decisions and constraints so as to provide a mechanism to capture and retrieve 

the design rationale. No part of the research is a deep investigation into human 

reasoning, logical thinking and communication. They are out of the scope for the 

application of an operational design rationale capturing approach. 
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Knowledge management, at the enterprise level, comprised of many strategies, 

methods and tools that cover long term as well as short term solutions, and 

organisational and human-centric measures as well as approaches based on 

advanced information and communication technology [Wiegeraad 1999]. This 

research was focused on the reuse of design knowledge regarding the 

engineering design process. Organisation and human-centric measures are out of 

the scope of this research. 

Although the goal of this research is to propose an approach that can be used to 

capture design rationale within a 3D CAD environment, the work had been 

focusing on identifying the relationship between design decision and the design 

dimensions. No software had been developed to implement the proposed 

approach. However, the implementation studies in Chapter 7 described in details 

the principles and steps that is required for integrating the proposed approach 

within a 3D CAD environment. 

1.7 Outline of this dissertation 

Chapter 2 gives the background and details on the subject of engineering design, 

design rationale, design supporting tools and design output. It starts with the 

research in wider scope of engineering design, then narrow down to the 

discussion on mechanical engineering design process. Various design decision 

and design rationale representation are presented. The design supporting tools 

and their relation to design rationale capture are discussed. 
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Chapter 3 discusses the problem existed in current design support and design 

rationale systems. After reviewing the "when", "who", "where" and "how" 

aspects of design rationale capture, the need of a practical and integrated 

approach with consistent knowledge source is identified. 

Chapter 4 proposes a 'Product-centric' approach consisting of a 'Design 

Decision Model' and 'Product Model'. In this representation, the design process 

starts with initial constraints and new constraints are imposed by subsequent 

design decisions as the design task progress. A hierarchical product structure 

consists of assemblies, sub-assemblies, components and design dimensions are 

used to represent the 'Product Model'. The product structure is dynamically 

linked to the design constraints by dimensions. 

Chapter 5 discusses the 'Dimension-driven' design rationale approach in detail. 

Dimensions associated with the 'Product Model' are the carriers of design 

decisions. Design dimensions are classified into five categories, namely 

'Unrelated', 'Steering', 'Driven', 'Coupled' and 'Multiplexed'. The proposed 

'Dimension-driven' approach makes use of dimensions tracked on drawings to 

construct a dimension digraph. It could be used to classify the dimensions into 

the 5 categories. This provides a strong basis for dimensions to be used to 

represent the inter-relationships of design rationale. 

Chapter 6 presents the complete design rationale approach by linking the design 

dimension digraph to the design decision network. The proposed 'Product-centric 

Dimension-driven' design rationale capturing was discussed in detail. This 
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approach provides a robust framework for design rationale capturing. It can be 

applied in both forward and backward manners and is independent of the design 

process and the product being developed. During the design phase, the system 

starts to capture the rationale when the designer starts to add dimensions onto the 

models or drawings. It the backward manner, the design rationale was traced 

from the design dimensions, thus allowing companies to build design knowledge 

database from existing products. 

Chapter 7 presents a real-life mechanical engineering design case study to 

demonstrate the backward and forward implementation of the proposed 

"Product-centric Dimension-driven" design rationale capturing approach. The 

advantages and contribution to the field were also discussed. 

Chapter 8 draws the conclusion of this research and provide suggestions for 

further research. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Product development and Engineering design 

2.1.1 Product development 

People are always designing things. Beginning with the simple potter's wheel 

and evolving to complex consumer products and transportation systems, human 

have been designing mechanical objects for nearly five thousand years [Ullman 

2003]. The world is therefore full of tools, utensils, machines, furniture, and 

many other things that human beings apparently need or want in order to make 

their lives better. Everything around us that is not a simple untouched piece of 

nature has been designed and made by someone [Cross 2000]. Each of these 

artefacts is often the end result of a complex and still evolving product 

development process. 

Product development process is the process of turning an idea into an artefact. It 

is the sequence of steps or activities that an enterprise employs to conceive, 

design, and commercialise a product [Ulrich 2004]. Product development 

processes consist of two main activities, namely design and manufacturing [Zeid 

1991]. Design generally begins with a need. The need may be met already by 

existing design, in such cases a mechanical design engineer targets to meet the 

need better. It ends with a set of drawings and other information that enable the 

thing designed to be made [French 1999]. Manufacturing is the making of such 

artefact. It begins with process planning and ends with the actual product [Zeid 
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1999]. A design process is not complete until the idea is fully developed into 

well defined description of the artefact which then can be manufactured. 

Engineering design involves applying scientific principles and technical know-

how to satisfy particular human needs. Manufacturing involves converting and 

changing the properties and form of raw materials to the final product - the 

technical artefact [Pahl 1995]. The technical artefact must provide some 

functions to satisfy the need. For a product to achieve its function, form, material 

and production should be considered altogether. 

Constraints 

r Configuration 

. - • Connections 

-*• Components 

Manufacture 

Material 
-> Production 

"""*• Assembly 

Figure 2-1: Basic elements of product design (adapted from [Ullman 2003, p.222, figure 10.2]) 

Figure 2-1 shows all the major considerations in product generation. Here, the 

relations between form, materials and production are shown. As a design moves 

from abstract to detail, a form (physical structure made from selected materials) 

must exist to realize the function. Function is what the product must do, whereas 

its form conveys how the product will do it [Ullman 2003]. In product 

development, the form of the product is represented by visual representations 
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such as sketches, schematic diagrams and drawings while words are built around 

these visual representations to describe the function. Visual representations play 

a key role in facilitating the activities and communicating ideas in engineering 

design [Henderson 1999]. Drawings, whether on paper or in a CAD system, have 

been the main representations of product information [Birmingham 1997] and the 

dimensions on the drawings are the finest piece of information that are used to 

describe the form as well as the relative position and orientation of a product. 

2.1.2 Engineering design 

Engineering design is in essence an inseparable part of product development and 

vice versa. Design activity can be characterised as a series of decisions. Decision 

making and design are so intertwined that it has been suggested that all decision 

making can be viewed as design [Simon 1996]. Holt [Holt 1983] defined design 

process as "a process which covers the use of knowledge or relevant information 

for the creation and introduction of something that is new and useful". 

Birmingham [Birmingham 1997] described engineering design as a process of 

satisfying perceived needs through the creation of technical solution to problems. 

Decisions are made based on the information available, internal and external 

Constraints and most importantly, the design engineer's knowledge and 

experience. Ullman [Ullman 2003] described the design decision process as a 

continuous constraining of the potential product designs until one final product is 

evolved. These Constraints gradually refine a concept, which may at the outset 

be almost abstract, by defining different aspects of its character until a 

specification is created which is detailed enough to allow manufacturing. 

Engineering design is the set of decision-making processes and activities used to 
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determine the form of an object given the functions to fulfil human needs [Eggert 

2005]. 

2.2 Research in engineering design 

Traditionally, designing is considered as solving an ill-defined, ill-structured, or 

"wicked" problem [Rittel 1973] and design methodology has always seemed to 

have a problematic relationship with science [Cross 2006]. Design methods 

emerged in 1960s as part of a desire (with a history going back to the 1920s) to 

make design somehow more "scientific". It is now more than forty years since 

the first conference on design method which was held in London in 1962. This 

conference is generally regarded as the event which marked the launch of the 

"design methods movement", which in turn led to the emergence of design 

methodology as a subject or field of enquiry [Cross 2006]. 

Research in engineering design has been concerned with systemizing the design 

process - its tools, techniques, methods, and management - for artefacts and 

their specifications. Finger and Dixon, in their review papers [Finger 1989a, 

Finger 1989b] organised research in mechanical engineering design into six areas: 

1) Descriptive models of design process; 2) Prescriptive models of design 

process; 3) Computer-based models of design process; 4) Languages, 

representation, and environments for design; 5) Analysis in support of design; 

and 6) Design for manufacture and the life-cycle. 

In the field of engineering design research, debates upon what constitutes design 

research are not new and still going on. Finger and Dixon [Finger 1989a, Finger 
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1989b] argued that in the emerging field of design research, no such consensus 

exists. Cross [Cross 2006] argued that design method and scientific method were 

not the same and that design is a technology activity. Other researchers from 

different fields that entered the field of design research had brought along their 

own point of view. For example, researchers from psychology [Simon 1996] or 

computer science [Lee 1997] tended to assume that there is "nothing special" 

about design as an activity for investigation, it is just another form of "problem 

solving" or "information processing". The variety of approaches in use, the 

involvement of researchers with different disciplinary backgrounds make it 

difficult to define the contents, the research approach or the community behind 

research in engineering design [Cantamessa 2003]. 

2.3 The engineering design process 

Researchers in this field have produced massive literature on design 

methodology, design cognition, design process, and so on. 

Pahl and Beitz's model of the design process [Pahl 1995] is shown in Figure 2-2. 

This shows the process comprising a number of steps wherein the main phases 

include clarification of tasks, conceptual design, embodiment design and detail 

design. At every step a decision must be made as to whether the next step can be 

taken or whether previous steps need to be repeated. 
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Figure 2-2: The Pahl and Beitz model of the design process [Pahl 1995] 

Ullman [Ullman 1988] described the Task/Episode Accumulation model (TEA 

model) of non-routine mechanical design, which was developed after detailed 

analysis of the audio and video protocols of five mechanical designers. The 

model explained the behaviour of designers at a much finer level of details than 
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previous models. Key features of the TEA model are: (a) the design is 

constructed by incrementally refining and patching an initial conceptual design, 

(b) design alternatives are not considered outside the boundaries of design 

episode, and (c) the design process is controlled locally, primarily at the level of 

individual episodes. 

Cross's model [Cross 2000] is shown in Figure 2-3. It comprises seven stages 

purposefully positioned within the symmetrical problem/solution model. The 

model integrated the procedural aspects of design with the structure aspects of 

design problems. The procedural aspects are represented by the sequence of 

methods while the structural aspects are represented by the larger arrows 

showing the commutative relationships between problem and solution, as well as 

the hierarchical relationships between problems and sub-problems, and between 

solutions and sub-solutions. 
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Figure 2-3: Cross's model of the design process [Cross 2000] 
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Lawson [Lawson 1990] described the engineering design process in its simplest 

form, as shown in Figure 2-4, comprised of three stages, namely analysis, 

synthesis and evaluation. According to Lawson, analysis essentially involves the 

ordering and structuring of the problem, synthesis is the generation of solutions, 

and evaluation is the critical appraisal of potential solutions against the 

objectives identified in the analysis stage [Birmingham 1997]. 

1 
Analysis 

Synthesis 

j 

Evaluation 

7 
Figure 2-4: Lawson's three-stage model of the design process. [Lawson 1990] 

Pugh's total design activity model [Pugh 1991] described that the design process 

is located within the framework of planning and organisation. The model 

comprised a broad design core which is always enveloped by product design 

specification. Moreover, the model showed two types of input to the design core: 

discipline/technology dependent and independent. 

Ulrich [Ulrich 2004] described the engineering design process from the product 

development perspective. The product development process consists of five 

stages: 1) Concept development, 2) System-level design 3) Detail design 4) 

Testing and Refinement, and 5) Production ramp-up. 
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Despite of the varying approaches, it has been shown that the design process can 

be represented by a set of overlapping phases, each consisting of a particular mix 

of procedural steps and other general design activities 

2.4 Design as information processing 

Notwithstanding the many descriptive and prescriptive models of engineering 

design process that have been proposed by various researchers, the design 

process, no matter how simple or complex, could be considered as an 

information processing process [Stauffer 1991]. The raw material of the design 

process is information, and therefore the design engineer's principal skill is 

information handling. Its input is information, for example a set of customer 

requirements or a product specification. The output of a design process is the 

information that defines the actual product entirely, including the manufacturing 

processes and tools to build the product [Wiegeraad 1999]. This design process 

involves the collection, transformation, evaluation, communication, and storage 

of an enormous quantity of information. Clearly these activities are not called on 

sequentially, but used as and when necessary. Birmingham [Birmingham 1997] 

compared the information processing activities of the design process with a 

computer, whose component parts are shown schematically in Figure 2-5. 
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Figure 2-5: Information processing in computers and in design [ Birmingham 1997] 

The psychological theory of problem solving developed by Alan Newell and 

Herbert Simon, and Ullman and Stauffer [Ullman 1988, Stauffer 1991] describes 

the problem-solving performance of a mechanical designer as an information 

processing system (IPS), as shown in Figure 2-6. The heart of IPS is a processor 

that converts information and provides an interface between the design 

engineer's memory and his/her external environment. The process contains 

operators, a short-term memory (STM) and a controller. The operators are 

specific to the particular task domain and are the simplest processes to be 

analysed in the theory. The execution of the operators by the processor changes 

the contents of the STM and thus progress can be made in problem solving. 
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Figure 2-6: Model of the mechanical designer as an information processing system [Stauffer 1991] 

According to this model, the external environment consists of items used by 

subjects as an external memory, as well as manufacturers' catalogues, handbooks 

and the problem statement. The internal environment contains the processor 

which consists of operators, a controller and the Short Term Memory (STM). 

The operators are the elementary information processes that the design engineer 

applies to the design state in order to change the state and thereby solve problems. 

The controller commands the flow of information between the STM and the 

other elements of the model. Ullman and Stauffer identified three types of 

information that are processed by the mechanical IPS: strategies, proposals and 

constraints. "Strategies" are procedures for achieving a goal or simply executing 

the problem-solving effort. "Proposals" are possible alternatives, form or 

function, for satisfying a goal - a proposed solution to a problem. As problem 

solving progresses, initial Proposals are modified so as to specify a final solution. 

"Constraints" are information that helps limit or define a Proposal. Constraints 

include the initial problem specifications and other requirements that the design 
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engineer uses based on experience. Each time a new Proposal is accepted as a 

viable alternative, new Constraints are introduced to accommodate it. 

2.5 Design State 

At a certain moment in time called design state, a certain amount of Constraints 

have been defined for the product that is under development. In particular, the 

state includes the function and geometry, configuration, and materials for all 

forms involved in the design, functionality of the design, manufacturing 

information, and so on. Design essentially starts with Constraints and ends with 

Proposal via Strategies, so as to completely specify the form and function of a 

mechanism [Stauffer 1991]. 

During the evolution of the design from the initial state to the final state, many 

decisions are made. Each of these decisions is made based on the current state of 

the design and the design knowledge introduced by the design engineer. The 

essence of each decision consists of a design operator that is applied to a set of 

existing input Constraints to produce newly derived Constraints. These derived 

Constraints subsequently affect some features of a design object or some 

relationship between design objects. In this way, the design objects, along with 

their respective Constraints, define the state of the design. The changes from one 

design state to another occur via the application of design decisions and operators 

[Chen 1990]. 

Chen's design history representation model is shown in Figure 2-7. Here, the 

design objects are the physical artefacts of the design. They represent the 
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components of the design as well as the assemblies created with those 

components. In this model, there are three sources of Constraints: given, derived, 

and introduced. Given Constraints are those dictating the design engineer from 

external sources such as design specifications, adjacent or connecting designs. 

Given Constraints define the beginning state of the design, the initial 

specification. Derived Constraints are generated inside the design space during 

the design process. They are intrinsic to the design being worked on. Introduced 

Constraints are those that are brought in from outside the design space and have 

not been derived from any other Constraints. Introduced Constraints include 

design engineer's domain knowledge, handbooks, and other "domain 

knowledge" sources. 

1 r i r 

Decisions 

i k i i 

Operators 

Given 
Constraints 

Derived 
Constraints 

Introduced 
constraints 

Constraints 

1 
Design object 

Figure 2-7: Chen's Design History Representation Model [Chen 1990] 

To proceed with the design at a certain design state, a design engineer or a design 

team starts working on a particular part or function. This is done by raising an 

Issue. The Issue describes the design problem at hand and the Constraints which 

are to be met. To resolve the Issue, the design engineer or design team starts a 

"Proposal" or "Concept" on it. During the "realization process", alternative 
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solutions are worked out and are being evaluated. In this process, the involved 

designers use geometric (form, shape and size) and non-geometric (materials or 

numeric data from handbooks) information from the current design state, their 

minds and external sources, and other designs to realize the concept. The 

discussion is closed when the design engineer or design team decides which 

solution will be used in the design. 

2.6 Design knowledge 

Information is the "vehicle" of the design process. It takes the product from its 

initial specification to a complete product definition. Designers translate the 

information that was originally given to them into information that describes a 

product that meets the needs. Design activity does not only satisfy needs, but is 

itself the source of new ones. As shown in Figure 2.8, this is a cycle in which 

needs lead to new designs, new designs lead to changes and changes lead to new 

needs [Birmingham 1997]. It is throughout this cycle that design knowledge and 

experience is accumulated and transferred. Design knowledge is what a design 

engineer must possess in order to understand, evaluate and communicate the 

information associated with a design. It gives the design engineer the ability to 

do something with such information [Wiegeraad 1999]. 
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Technological 
change 

New design New needs 

Figure 2-8: Birmingham's accelerating cycle of technological change [ Birmingham 1997] 

In its most fundamental level design knowledge includes the properties of space 

and time, the concepts of energy, power and force, and the properties of solids, 

liquids and gases [Pahl 1995]. At a higher level, what the designers know about 

their own problem-solving processes remains largely tacit knowledge - it is an 

absolutely personal asset, like individual experience, personal belief, 

perspectives and meaning, that enables someone to apply knowledge to a specific 

task or situation. 

Cross [Cross 2006] stated that design knowledge resides in people, processes and 

products. 

1. Design knowledge resides firstly in people. This leads to a subject of 

design research - investigation of how people design and how people 

learn to design. 

2. Design knowledge resides secondly in processes. This leads to a major 

area of research - design methodology - the study of the processes of 

design, and the development and application of techniques which aid the 

design engineer. 

3. Design knowledge resides in products themselves. This leads to the study 

of the form and configuration of artefacts. 
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While product knowledge resided in people, processes and products themselves, 

it has not been captured and documented completely. 

2.7 Design rationale 

A design can be documented in many different ways. Design documentation 

ranges from formal design specifications, often following a rigorous standard 

imposed by an outside agency at the beginning of the design project, to detail 

engineering drawings and documentations after the design task is completed. 

However, the documentation that records the reasons behind the design decisions 

- the design rationale, is not always formally recorded. Design rationale in this 

context, is the explanation of why an artefact or some part of an artefact was 

designed the way it is [Lee 1991]. Over the years, there are many definitions of 

design rationale proposed by various researchers: 

"Design rationale means statements of reasoning underlying the design process 

that explain, derive, and justify design decisions" [Fischer 1991]. 

Design rationale is also defined as "information that explains why an artefact is 

structured the way that it is and has the behaviour that it has" [Conklin 1991]. 

"Design rationale expresses elements of the reasoning which has been invested 

behind the design of an artefact" [Shum 1993]. 

"Design rationale is the reasoning and argument that leads to the final decision of 

how the design intent is achieved." "Design intent is the 'expected' effect or 
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behaviour that the designer intended the design object should achieve to fulfil the 

required functions" [Sim 1994]. 

"Design rationales include not only the reasons behind a design decision but also 

the justification for it, the other alternatives considered, the tradeoffs evaluated, 

and the argumentation that led to the decision" [Lee 1997]. 

While all these definitions have their merits, Lee's [Lee 1997] definition most 

clearly stated the content and purpose of design rationale [Burge 1998]. 

Design rationale is the concept that information about the process used to design 

an artefact is as important as the information which represents the artefact itself; 

and that this process information should be captured, represented and used. 

Design rationales representations find their roots in models of human thinking 

and reasoning and are valuable for many reasons, both during the design process 

and later when the designed artefact requires modification. The term "design 

rationale" is often used interchangeably with "design intent", "design history", or 

"corporate history" [Ullman 1997]. Design rationale is a communication from 

the creator of an artefact to those who later must use or understand it [Conklin 

1991]. 

2.8 Research in design rationale 

The original motivation for the development of design history, design rationale 

and design intent systems was the desire to make computer systems that would 

better support human thinking and reasoning processes [Ullman 2000]. In the late 
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1950's, the idea emerges that, in contrast to formal logic, many day to day 

problems are solved with insufficient information at the problem solver's 

disposal. Therefore, a problem solver must rely on heuristics, experience and 

intuition. Such problem solving processes are dominated by what is called the 

theory of argumentation: the semi-logical structures of possible solutions, criteria, 

evaluations, assessments, assumptions, trial and error experiences and iterations 

cycles [Shum 1994]. If these "Argumentative" processes could be captured in a 

computer-supported model or notation, it would have great opportunities for 

creating useful tools for editing, merging, undoing and transforming in the 

problem solving process. 

The challenge for design rationale research is to find the most helpful and 

accessible representations of design reasoning for both developers and 

subsequent designers which minimise the non-productive effort required to "re

create" them [Shum 1994]. There have been many systems developed to capture 

and use rationale and several survey papers comparing them [Lee 1997, Regli 

2000]. 

2.8.1 Issues-Based Information System (IBIS) 

Kunz and Rittel developed the Issues-Based Information System (IBIS) in early 

1970s [Kunz 1970, Rittel 1973]. IBIS is a method for improved reasoning and 

problem solving. It uses a notation that represents the current state of a problem 

solving effort as a graphical network of problems, alternative solutions and 

Arguments. Many other semi-formal design rationale and design history 

notations are based on the IBIS notations. The IBIS method organised the 
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resolution of wicked problems around "Issues" [Conklin 1989], see Figure 2-9. 

Any problem, concern, or question can be an Issue and may require discussion in 

order for the design to proceed. Each Issue may have many Positions. A Position 

is a statement or assertion which resolves the Issue. Each of an Issue's Positions, 

in turn, may have one or more Arguments which either support that Position or 

object to it. 

Figure 2-9: The nodes and relations of the Issue-Based Information System (IBIS). 
(Adapted from [Conklin 1989]) 

Typically, an IBIS discussion begins with someone posting an Issue node, 

containing the main question to be solved. Then the same person or someone else 

generates Positions, to which Arguments may be linked. In addition, new Issues, 

which are raised in the discussion, may be linked to the graphical networks. 

Issues may generalise or specialise other Issues and may also be Question or Be-

suggested-by other Issues, Positions, and Arguments. 

2.8.2 Other design rationale representation models 

A variety of models for design rationale representation have been proposed 

[Conklin 1989, Lee 1991, McCall 1991, MacLean 1991, Nagy 1992, Blessing 
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1994, Aasland 1995]. Apparently, some levels of understanding in design 

problem solving has been reached, since all representations share the same basic 

structure of "Design Problem", "Alternative Solution", "Argumentation" and 

"Criteria" element [Wiegeraad 1999]. Table 2.1 gives an overview of the 

different terms that are being used for basically the same concepts. 

"Design Problem" "Solution" "Argument" "Criterion" "Decision" 

IBIS [Conklin 1989] Issue Position Argument 

DRL [Lee 1991] Decision Problem Alternative Claim Goal 

PHI [McCall 1991] Issue Answer Argument 

QOC [MacLean 1991] Question Option Criterion 

DHT[Nagy 1992] Issue Proposal Argument Constraint Decision 

Blessing [Blessing 1994] Issue Generate Evaluate Select 

Aasland [Aasland 1995] Function Solution Evaluation Specification Selection 

Table 2-1 : Different terms for similar concepts in design history and design rationale 
representations [Wiegeraad 1999] 

Most representation models express Proposals and Arguments on a single level. 

For example, in the Issues Based Information System (IBIS) [Conklin 1989], 

each Issue has only a single-level list of Proposals and a single-level list of 

Arguments. (See Figure 2-9). The Arguments are directly related to the Proposals 

to which they refer. 

The Design Rationale Language (DRL) model [Lee 1991] allows Claims (the 

Arguments) to support and deny other Claims. Moreover, in the DRL model, 

"Questions" can be posed about Claims and "Procedures" can be followed to 

answer them (see Figure 2-10). According to Lee [Lee 1990], DRL was extended 

with Questions, Procedures and Claim-Claim relations to support discussions 

between designers on a collaborative computer network. 
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Figure: 2-10 The DRL model [Lee 1991] 

The Procedural Hierarchy of Issues (PHI) model (see Figure 2-11) extends in 

another way the expression of Proposal (called "Answers") and Arguments 

[McCall 1991]. It allows the construction of a structure of sub-Answers under an 

Answer and a structure of sub-Arguments under an Argument. Each sub-Answer 

represents a more specific part of the solution than the parent Answer. Each sub-

Argument further augments its parent Argument. The sub-relations express the 

levels of specificity and granularity. 

<^~Iss 

-answer^) 

<^ArgumenT> 

Figure 2-11: The PHI model [McCall 1991] 

Most design rationale representations have a separate element for the final design 

decision. When the decision is made, the original Issue is resolved and the 
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discussion is closed. The decision is made when the designers believe that they 

have collected sufficient information in the form of alternative solutions and 

Arguments. The actual making of the decision is done by weighting the 

Arguments and selecting the best solution. 

A step beyond DRL is to manage all Constraints, goals and requirements that are 

used for decision making separately from the resolution of Issues. This makes it 

possible to refer to the same Constraint from different Issues, and to manage the 

collection of requirements, Constraints and specifications throughout the design 

process. For example, in the Design History Tool (DHT) model [Chen 1990, 

Nagy 1992], there is a separate element, called "Constraint" (see Figure 2-12). 

modifies 

Figure 2-12: The DHT model [Nagy 1992] 

Constraints in the DHT model are defined as elements that "identify all the 

values and the features" of the design [Nagy 1992]. The Constraint element is 

used for all information that specifies the design. Each decision results in one or 

more Constraints. The resolution of other issues can be based on these 

Constraints. 
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The IBIS and PHI models do not take into account the actual product which is 

progressively defined as a result of the decisions. Both in IBIS and PHI, Issues 

start as a result of the discussion around other Issues. The resolution of Issues 

only results in newly raised Issues. However, the origin of most Issues is related 

to the product. During the design process, the product evolves as a result of 

decision making. Every decision leads to new product information that is added 

to, or substitutes, parts of the design. The fact that the product is still in an 

intermediate state and that it does not satisfy all requirements yet, raises new 

Issues for designers to solve. The DHT model, as shown in Figure 2-12, provided 

this link to design object where the design object or the 'Virtual Product' is 

continuously being updated. However, there has yet been any implementation of 

DHT model in actual design rationale capturing. 

2.9 Design rationale systems for mechanical engineering design 

In the beginning of the 1990s, the development of design rationale notations gets 

the attention of more researchers, due to the emerging of computer technologies 

such as hypertext, computer-supported collaborative work tools and large 

database [Conklin 1991]. By means of these technologies, the capture, analysis, 

restructuring, storage, retrieval and reuse of design rationales become feasible 

and have resulted in several new design rationale notations for software and user 

interface design [Klein 1993, Lee 1990, MacLean 1989, MacLean 1991, McCall 

1986, McCall 1989, McKerlie 1993, Potts 1989]. 
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Shortly after, design rationale representations incorporate product models that are 

fit for mechanical engineering design have been developed. These 

representations provide a coupling between the network of Issues, alternatives 

and Arguments, and a model of the product that is under development. [Chen 

1990, Fischer 1991, Nagy 1992, Herling 1995, Ullman 1997, Wiegeraad 1999]. 

2.9.1 Integration of design rationale tools with CAD systems 

At about the same time, the advancement in information technology have led to 

the development of computer software tools such as feature-based Computer 

Aided Design (CAD) systems, expert systems and Product Data Management 

(PDM) systems to support the creation, exchange, reuse and management of 

design information. Regli [Regli 2000] reported in his survey paper that there 

was actually a trend towards tight integration of design rationale tools with other 

design representations, with the design rationale system being treated as an 

extension of the design system. 

Researches in engineering design, over the last 20 years, have proposed quite a 

number of design rationale capturing approaches that run within a CAD 

environment or built around the CAD system [Hwang 1990, Ullman 1992, Myers 

1999, Ishino 2002, Iyer 2006b, Setchi 2006, Baxter 2007]. 

Hwang [Hwang 1990] described a capturing back-of-the-envelope sketches 

design capture system. The system not only recognized basic design features as 

they were sketched, but also built a feature-based solid model of the artefact. The 

temporal nature of the captured data served to form a feature graph that allowed 
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for parametric redesign. Hwang's system composed of three inference systems: a 

2D freehand primitive recognition system, a 3D feature recognition system and a 

spatial reasoning system. 

Ullman [Ullman 1992] described an ideal computer design assistant DUD A from 

an imaginary retrospective. Ullman outlined the requirements of an ideal design 

support system - it should be a combination of a computer, a notebook, an 

information source, a communication link and most importantly, a design process 

aided and history recording tool. The importance of such a system is the ability 

to capture the object and information on the product development process (the 

sequential ordering of adding features to the component). 

Myers [Myers 1999] described an experimental system, the Rationale 

Construction Framework (RCF) that could acquire rationale information for the 

detailed design process without disrupting a designer's normal activities. The 

underlying approach involved monitoring designers' interactions with a 

commercial CAD tool to produce a rich process history. This history was 

subsequently structured and interpreted relative to a background theory of design 

metaphors that would enable explanation of certain aspects of the design process. 

Ishino [Ishino 2002] described a three-layer design process model and a 

"grammar and extended dynamic programming" (GEDP) method to acquire 

know-how knowledge without disrupting the normal design process. An action-

based knowledge capturing approach was used to obtain the data through 

observing design activities using a CAD system. While designers do their 

designs through the CAD system, all actions they took during the design process 
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would be recorded. The recorded design-history was then identified and 

translated into know-how knowledge. 

Iyer [Iyer 2006b] described a context-based inference approach to capture design 

intent from legacy CAD. This approach consisted of 5 steps: 1) extract raw data 

from a 2D drawing, 2) classify the identified entities using various context levels, 

3) build the relationships between the categorized entities, 4) classify the entities 

in further into the larger design space based on their context level, and 5) draw 

inferences on the design intent of the categorised entities (or groups of them) 

with validation. 

Setchi [Setchi 2006] proposed two semantic-based approaches to authoring of 

technical documentation, which facilitate simultaneous product design and 

documentation development, collaborative authoring of product documentation, 

sharing and reuse of engineering data and knowledge. The first approach is based 

on using Concurrent Engineering and Product Data Management (PDM) 

technology. The second approach used ontologies to capture the semantic 

complexity of the product support domain. 

Baxter [Baxter 2007] described an approach for reusing engineering design 

knowledge based on the interaction between a design "Process Model" and a 

"Product Data Model" through a set of parameters to meet the particular needs of 

the application area: mature engineering design. The "Process Model" itself 

provided a detailed structure that could be applied to the index and retrieval of 

additional information. The "Product Data Model" was a combination of product 

data and ontology. The model would provide a basis for project guidance and 
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monitoring, a framework to organise information and for knowledge retrieval, 

and a central repository of product data. These elements could be brought 

together through the use of a combined method to represent the design process, 

to provide data support, and to form relationships between the process model and 

the product concepts. 

Despite the large number of work done in an attempt to develop design rationale 

capturing approach that runs within a CAD environment or is built around a 

CAD system, there is amazingly little formal research on the effects of CAD 

systems on engineering designers and products. There was also no formal 

empirical study on how practising mechanical engineers use feature-based 

parametric 3D systems [Ullman 2002]. 

2.10 Conclusion 

In past decades, many researchers in the engineering design field tried to study, 

explain and establish a model to represent the "design process" while others tried 

to develop design methods and tools to enhance or automate this process. Design 

activities can be characterised as an information processing process. Decisions 

made in the course of finalising a design are closely related to information 

available, internal and external Constraints, and most importantly, the design 

engineer's knowledge and experience. Engineering design is the set of decision

making processes used to determine the form of an object given the functions to 

fulfil human needs. Design knowledge resides not only in people and processes, 
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but also in the forms, materials and finishes of a physical product. The physical 

product itself is therefore a reliable source for design rationale capture. 

Since the 1990's, researchers in this field have proposed many descriptions of 

design rationale systems to capture and represent the design rationale but yet few 

successful applications in the "real world" [Regli 2000]. Past research and 

development on design rationale system has not led to the application of these 

systems on large scale in product development organisations. There are few 

integrated approaches that address and link the design and decision process to the 

product data. There is no common and consistent source from which the 

knowledge could be captured and there is no systematic and robust mechanism 

that a mechanical design engineer in practise could be applied to capture, 

maintain and share the design rationale. 
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Chapter 3 

Challenges in design rationale capture 

As reviewed in Chapter 2, over the past 20 years, researchers have carried out a 

lot of studies in the field of engineering design to understand and describe the 

mechanical engineering design and decision making processes. Numerous 

models and approaches have been proposed to capture the design knowledge for 

future reuse [Stauffer 1988, Ullman 1990, Kuffner 1991, Medland 1992, Ahmed 

2004, Ahmed 2005]. Representation models have been proposed to provide a 

structured format to represent and document design rationale. Based on these 

models, design rationale systems have been developed to capture, maintain and 

share design knowledge. These systems attempted to identify the Issues (design 

problem) and record the Proposals (alternative solutions) and Arguments (design 

rationale) of the decision making process. However, few practical experiences on 

the actual capturing of design rationale have been reported in literature [Regli 

2000]. Instead, engineering designers at work attempted to use commercially 

available or in-house developed systems for managing and reuse of existing 

designs. 

3.1 Prescriptive versus descriptive approach in design rationale capture 

In general, the approach to design rationale capture is either descriptive or 

prescriptive in nature. While descriptive models simply describe the sequences of 

activities that typically occur in design, prescriptive models attempt to prescribe 

a better or more appropriate pattern of activities [Finger 1989a]. 
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3.1.1 Prescriptive approach 

A prescriptive approach is an approach that prescribes a format in which design 

decision making must take place. The aim of this method is an improved process 

of decision making. Designers and design teams use it to express their decision 

making online in the format of Issues, Proposals and Arguments. They focus on 

recording the Issue-Arguments activities and use the recorded Arguments to aid 

making design decisions. The design rationale is captured as a result of working 

according to this method. From the recorded Issue-Arguments activities data, 

these systems extract design knowledge. The major advantage of a prescriptive 

approach is that the exploration of design problems is improved and that the 

design rationale remains as a useful by-product. IBIS-based systems [Conklin 

1989, Lee 1991, McCall 1991] are typical examples of prescriptive approach. 

3.1.2 Descriptive approach 

On the contrary, the descriptive approach is not aimed at improving the actual 

problem solving process, but rather offers a means to document design decision 

making in a format that is fit for retrieval and reuse. The design decisions are 

documented just after they have been discussed. The design rationale is then 

captured by analysing and translating the recorded information. For example, to 

capture the design rationale according to the DHT model [Chen 1990, Ullman 

1991, Nagy 1992], the designers were observed and video-taped. The recorded 

were then translated into detailed design rationale. 
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3.2 Advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches 

Both the prescriptive and descriptive approaches have advantages and 

disadvantages and differ from each other in many aspects. The differences are: 

"when to capture", "what to capture", "whose decision to capture", "who does 

the capturing" and "how to capture". The following sections will discuss each of 

these aspects in detail. 

3.2.1 When to capture - during or after the decision? 

The first and most important aspect is "when to capture", it differentiates the 

prescriptive and descriptive approach. Design rationale can be documented either 

during the decision is being made or after the decision has been made. In the 

prescriptive approach, the design rationale was captured and documented as part 

of the decision process, i.e. during the decision as and when the designer sees the 

need. The Arguments to the Proposals that initiated the Issues are captured and 

documented. However, if a problem or Issue was not raised in the first place, the 

corresponding design rationale would not be captured. In fact, the prescriptive 

approach can only capture the design rationale during the decision. 

In the descriptive approach, the approach was to observe and record the decision 

making process, i.e. after the decision. The entire or portion of the design process 

may be recorded. The design rationale was captured from the raw data recorded. 

Raw data could be a mixture of videos, meeting notes, reports, emails, and so on 

that were stored in an unstructured manner. The challenge was to identify the 

Issues, Proposals, Arguments, and parts of the discussion that were related to 
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these Issues, and finally document the design rationale in a consistent and 

structured way. 

As discussed in the previous sections, both prescriptive and descriptive 

approaches have some drawbacks. If the design rationale is to be captured during 

the decision making process, the Argument to the decision is directly 

documented in a structured format. However, such an approach does not 

guarantee all Arguments to all decisions are captured. It depends on whether an 

Issue is raised in the first place, and on the willingness and awareness of the 

designer to implement such an approach. On the other hand, if the design 

rationale is to be captured after the design decision, then the design rationale has 

to be extracted and translated from recorded data, before they can be documented 

in a structured format. The quality and usefulness of such information largely 

depends on how the raw data was recorded, and how the design rationale was 

extracted, translated and documented. 

3.2.2 What to capture? 

Of the same importance as "when" to capture is "what" to capture. In the 

prescriptive approach, the "what" to capture is well-defined. Once an Issue is 

raised, it is the Argument to the Issue that need to be captured and documented. 

The advantage of this approach is that what signifies a decision making process 

is clearly defined. A decision making process is started when an Issue is raised 

and ends when a decision is made. All the Arguments and alternatives to a design 

problem are documented. This means, once the "when" is detected, the "what" 

will be captured. However, as discussed in the previous section, if an Issue is not 
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raised in the first place, the corresponding Argument will not be captured. The 

shortcoming of this approach is that design decisions that were not raised as an 

Issue during the design phase were not recorded, and once the design is done, 

there is no way to detect those "not-raised" decisions and hence lost track of the 

design rationale that associated with them. That is to say if the "when" is not 

identified upfront, the "what" will not be captured. 

On the other hand, in a descriptive approach, the decision making and design 

process are first recorded and the Issues and Arguments are to be identified and 

extracted from the raw data at a later stage. "What" to capture depends on how 

well the Issue signifying the start of decision making process can be detected and 

how well the Argument associated with a decision can be identified. In some 

cases, when the raw data is recorded in a non-structured manner, the Issues might 

not be detected even though they are recorded. The Argument to an Issue might 

also be missed out. Consider in a video-taped or speak-aloud record the observer 

is not able to identify the Issue or Argument, or in a case where an individual 

designer did not record down the reason to a decision which he/she thought such 

a decision was obvious. In a descriptive approach, on contrary to the prescriptive 

approach, while there is a definite "when", the "what" is not always known. 

3.2.3 Whose decision to capture - groups or individuals? 

Another distinction between various design rationale approaches is whether the 

individual or group decisions are to be captured. Design rationale can be from 

group discussions, from individuals, or from both. During group discussions, all 

problems, solutions and Arguments are expressed in words, thus making design 
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rationale from group activities easier to identify and capture. However, decisions 

made during group meetings are often higher level decisions related to 

conceptual or embodiment design, the detailed design is left to individual 

designers. The responsible designers will then work out, according to their 

individual interpretation of the concept, the form and fit of the detailed design 

with computer models or drawing. Such Issues and Arguments that lead to the 

form, fit and dimensions of the detailed design might not be discussed in the 

subsequent group meetings. 

Individual work also implies that reasoning is presented in the designer's mind, 

not verbalised or literalised. In order to "observe" and record the decision 

making process, the descriptive approach requires the designer/individual to 

present the process verbally. Ullman [Ullman 1991] performed experiments in 

which designers were observed during solitary activities. The designers were 

asked to speak aloud what they were thinking. The design rationale was 

handcrafted from video recordings of the designers. The translation of these 

recorded raw data to design rationale is typically not consistent and largely 

depends on the skill and experience of the translator, may it be human or 

computer program. Another problem is that this "speak aloud" record approach 

greatly interrupted the normal workflow of designers and is impractical. 

3.2.4 Who does the capturing - designer himself or others? 

In prescriptive approaches to design rationale capturing, it is clear that the 

designers themselves have to do the capturing. 
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A major problem with prescriptive models is for the designers themselves, who 

use the design rationale representation for structuring and expressing their design 

thinking and decision making, to capture the required information. They must 

learn how to present their deliberations directly in terms of the semiformal node-

link structures. Prescriptive design rationale models do not seem to "speak" the 

language of the designer's thoughts [Shum 1994]. It is difficult to keep 

motivating the designer to use the representation for all their design problems. 

Schedule pressure will also lead to failure in capturing information. Under time 

stress, designers may incline to just capture the bare minimum believed to be a 

good record of the essence of the Issue, Positions and Arguments, thus resulting 

in missing useful information for design reuse. 

However, if the design rationale is to be captured in a descriptive manner, it is 

important to define who does the actual capturing. The design history can be 

captured by all designers, by several specific designers who capture the decisions 

for the rest of the group, by a "non-designing" observant whose role is to capture 

the design rationale, or a combination of them. The non-designing observant, 

called a "design historian" by Hwang [Hwang 1990] and who is not part of the 

design team, will gather the required data by attending team meetings and by 

interviewing project engineers on a regular basis. 

The advantage of this approach is that the designers would not be bothered by the 

documentation of their decisions. The observant can capture the design history in 

an objective and non-distributing manner. However, such approach is applicable 

to capture only the decision making that occurs in group discussions, and not the 
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design decisions of individual engineers. It also highly depends on how well the 

observant interpreted the records, and translated and structured them into useful 

formats. 

3.2.5 The prescriptive and descriptive dilemma 

Figure 3-1 and 3-2 summarised the different aspects addressed by these two 

approaches. There is the dilemma between prescriptive and descriptive 

approaches. 
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Figure 3-1: Aspects addressed by a prescriptive approach to design rationale capture 
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Figure 3-2: Aspects addressed by a descriptive approach to design rationale capture 

As mentioned previously, the prescriptive model captures design rationale as a 

result of working according to a standardized method. The Arguments to the 
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Proposals that initiated the Issues are captured and documented. The design 

rationale was captured as part of the decision process, i.e. during the decision, 

where both designers and workflow are bounded and restricted by the model. 

Where only these design rationale with the problems or Issues promptly raised 

would be captured, other factors like schedule pressure and designers' judgement 

on the importance or obviousness of a design rationale directly affect the level of 

details captured. 

The descriptive approach, on the contrary, did not impose any restrictions on 

design and decision activities. The approach was to observe and record the 

decision making process. The design rationale was captured from the raw data 

recorded, i.e. after the decision. Raw data could be a mixture of videos, meeting 

notes, reports, emails, and so on that were stored in an unstructured manner. This 

complication makes capturing and structuring design knowledge difficult, not to 

mention translating them into reusable design rationale. The challenge actually 

comes from the identification of Issues, Proposals, Arguments, and parts of the 

discussion which finally result in the design rationale documented in a consistent 

and structured way. In fact, very few literatures describe how to structure records 

into useful information. 

The fact that few practical experiences have been reported in literature on the 

actual capturing of design rationale using a generic prescriptive or descriptive 

approach demonstrates that such approaches were difficult to implement in 

practical design work. Whilst the prescriptive approach is too restrictive and 

inflexible, the raw data recorded through a descriptive approach are too general 
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and difficult to be structured into useful information, as shown in the shaded area 

of Figure 3-3. Instead, with the advancement in information technology, 

computer based software tools were being used at work and have played an 

increasingly important role in the product development process. 

Descriptive 

Specific Generic 

Prescriptive 

Figure 3-3: General purpose design rationale models 

3.3 Specific versus generic approach in mechanical engineering design 

support systems 

Among the various kinds of software tools, mechanical engineering design 

support systems such as feature-based CAD systems, expert systems and PDM 

systems have been developed and used to support the creation, exchange, reuse 

and management of design information. The objective was to accelerate design 

processes and increase product quality by better reuse of design knowledge and 

information. However for most engineering design teams, the attempt to employ 

such systems to preserve and make effective use of existing design knowledge 

and experience is still a task full of challenges. The following sections will 

discuss the problems in using these systems for design rationale capture. 
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3.3.1 Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems 

Research in CAD-related areas like geometric modelling, computer graphics, 

manufacturing and information systems, have contributed to the development of 

the many new and powerful commercial CAD systems. For nearly 30 years, 

CAD systems have been developed by their developers as systems that support 

engineering designers to develop products. CAD systems have had a major 

impact on how design is accomplished in the workplace [Ullman 2002]. 

The bulk of the development in commercial CAD systems has been in modelling 

the form of products (i.e. in providing techniques to assist in the representation of 

form using conventional drawings or new modelling techniques) or in systems to 

assist in the production of diagrams and the subsequent evaluation of designs 

represented by these diagrams. Whilst computer-based design supporting tools 

such as CAD systems have been developed to aid the creation and management 

of design information, they did not support the reuse of design knowledge and 

experience well [Regli 2000]. Most engineers today still see and use the CAD 

system merely as an authoring tool to create the model or generate the drawings. 

Over the last decade, feature-based parametric 3D solid modelling system has 

been replacing 2D CAD just as 2D drafting package had replaced the drawing 

boards another decade ago. These modern feature-based parametric CAD 

systems have the ability to record the modelling sequence of the parts and 

assemblies [Shah 1995], thus captured some of the intent behind the information 

modelled for later reuse. It seemed that feature-based parametric CAD systems 

are promising platforms for design rationale capturing during the course of 
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geometry creation. However, these systems just capture the geometric relations. 

They did not model the actual decision structure and did not give the rationale for 

the captured relations. It was difficult to generalize ways to obtain useful 

knowledge directly from the operation data recorded by these CAD systems 

[Ishino 2002]. 

Moreover, different engineers might employ different approaches to create the 

model geometry, thus affecting the consistency of the relations being captured. 

There is, however, surprisingly little formal research on the effects of these 

systems on the design engineer and on the final products, and there is little 

experimental evidence on how well feature-based parametric CAD systems 

capture the design engineer's design intent. There was no formal empirical study 

on how practising mechanical engineers use feature-based parametric 3D 

systems [Ullman 2002]. 

Therefore, for feature-based parametric CAD systems to be used as the common 

platform for design rationale capture, the understanding on how practising 

mechanical engineers use feature-based parametric 3D systems is necessary. 

Also, the information has to be captured and represented in a consistent and 

structured manner that is independent of the CAD system being used and product 

being developed. 

3.3.2 Product data management (PPM) systems 

Product Data Management (PDM) system manages product information that has 

reached an official status. The purpose of a PDM system is to guarantee the 
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availability of this information at the right time, at the right place, in the right 

representation, in the right version, and for the right person. The basic principle 

of a PDM system is that there is only a single place in which unique occurrences 

of documents are stored and that this document should be available to many 

users. This guarantees that all users have the right version of a document, when it 

is being changed. This principle is achieved by means of database and 

networking technology. It requires that all products, assemblies and components 

are uniquely identified, classified and structured. 

In practice, this is mostly achieved by means of a hierarchical product structure 

that represents the released product, identifies its components and contains 

references to the documents that specify each component. The system uses this 

structure to keep track of versions of product information, product variants and 

alternatives, any derived relationship between and among product data, and the 

release level of each item in the database. Although PDM may be used from the 

initial concept to the final design, the emphasis is on the later design stages. 

PDM systems are currently the most effective solution for information reuse. In 

such systems, information is well structured, the quality of information is 

controlled and secured, and the availability of information is guaranteed for years 

after a project. However, the reuse of information from PDM systems focuses 

mainly on the reuse of product geometry and documentation. Underlying 

information, such as documents describing their purpose and design decision 

processes that surrounded a product during its development are not provided. 
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Moreover, current product structuring capabilities of PDM systems are too rigid 

to support exploratory and iterative design activities [Kals 1998]. PDM systems 

only contain the information that describes what the product is. The reason why 

the product was designed in the particular way is not managed. Current PDM 

systems are not able to handle more intelligent product models and more 

background information on the design process. Design rationale system utilising 

the powerful modelling capability of feature-based parametric CAD system and 

the distributed data management capability of PDM systems should therefore be 

developed. 

3.3.3 Knowledge-based design support systems 

Many believed that keeping track of the design rationale will help the design 

engineer to structure design problems, thus providing a basis for them to explore 

more design options. Research in areas like knowledge-based engineering, 

artificial intelligence, and expert system attempted to develop various approaches 

and tools to record the history of design process, to modify and maintain existing 

designs, or to design similar artefacts. Some took this approach and developed 

commercially available knowledge-based engineering applications that are 

claimed to be able to capture, maintain and share the "intent design" [Zeid 1991, 

Shah 1995, Regli 2000, Ullman 2002]. 

Computer technologies that are based on artificial intelligence, such as 

knowledge-based systems, neural networks, intelligent agents, rule-based 

systems, case-based systems and decision support tools, have the capabilities that 

go beyond the structuring and retrieving of "chunks" of human-interpretable data 
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[Wiegeraad 1999]. These "intelligent" systems perform activities such as 

diagnosis, planning, scheduling and giving advice. Real-world knowledge is 

formalised in these systems in the form of rules. The knowledge will be kept in a 

separate "knowledge-base" and can be maintained and updated separately from 

the rest of the system [Regli 2000]. Based on data information from the world 

outside the system, the system can derive new information and perform actions 

or make decisions based on this information [Ishino 2002]. 

In mechanical engineering design, traditional design knowledge management 

involves the retention of engineering knowledge by domain experts who publish 

it in the form of rules for use by design engineers. The success of this approach 

depends on capturing and publishing the right knowledge, applying this 

knowledge uniformly in the design of future products, and updating and 

communicating the changing information as knowledge evolves or when new 

knowledge is acquired. However, most of these systems are product specific and 

the knowledge is retained by domain experts who communicate with computer 

programmers to apply that knowledge in the form of custom-developed design 

automation applications. The limitation is that whenever anything about the 

product model changes, computer programmers are needed to update the 

computer code. In the case where the system is maintained by design engineers, 

the engineers would have to spend a lot of their time capturing, documenting, 

and updating knowledge instead of automating product development to make it 

more efficient. 
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Moreover, due to the product dependent nature of such approaches, these 

systems are limited to specific design domains, as shown in the shaded area of 

Figure 3-4. Also, design support systems that are based on these techniques 

suffered from a lack of integration with CAD tools and geometry creation 

process. They usually operate as separated systems which do not communicate 

effectively with the company's CAD or PDM systems, resulting in the form and 

fit of product geometry disconnected from the knowledge system. 

Descriptive 

Specific Generic 

Prescriptive 

Figure 3-4: Commercially available or in-house developed 
knowledge management systems 

3.3.4 The specific and generic dilemma 

Currently, most of the commercially available systems were not particularly well 

at supporting the distribution and reuse of design knowledge and experiences 

between parallel and subsequent product development projects. Feature-based 

parametric CAD systems, product modelling techniques for PDM or rule-based 

knowledge management techniques alone do not provide the right format and 

approach for capturing and sharing the design knowledge. They are either too 

specific or too generic. Figure 3-5 and 3-6 show the different aspects addressed 

by specific and generic mechanical design support systems. 
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Figure 3-5: Aspects addressed by specific design support system 
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Figure 3-6: Aspects addressed by generic design support system 

While domain and product specific systems such as expert systems or 

knowledge-based engineering systems were built upon domain knowledge and 

design rules, CAD and PDM systems are generic applications that were not 

originally developed for design rationale capture. These systems were being 

developed independently to address different areas of the product development 

process. Each system has its own workflow and format. Although there have 

been increasingly emphasis on the integration of such systems, in many cases, 

companies would have to develop their own proprietary approach and format in 

order to integrate these systems for better reuse of design knowledge. Also, rule 

based knowledge systems require design knowledge to be first captured and 
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converted into design rules before they can be embedded into the systems. Often, 

such domain specific systems are difficult to change once they are built, and are 

not applicable to other processes or products. 

3.4 Problems with existing approaches and systems 

The fact that a few practical experiences have been reported in the literature on 

the actual capturing of design rationale using a generic, prescriptive approach 

(bottom-right corner of Figure 3-7) demonstrates that such approach was difficult 

to implement in practical design work. Since designing is like solving an ill-

defined, ill-structured problem, there is always more than one solution to the 

same design task. Forcing the design engineer to follow a "prescription" for an 

open-ended task will lead to failure of implementation. 

On the other hand, practical implementations of mechanical design support 

systems at work are either embedded custom-made design systems or 

information systems that were totally separated from the design tool being used. 

In fact, most design reuse implementations in practice are specific applications, 

although it might be descriptive (e.g. general purpose knowledge management 

system) or prescriptive (e.g. custom developed specific expert system), as shown 

in upper-left and lower-left corner of Figure 3-7. 
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Figure 3-7: The ideal approach to design rationale capture: descriptive and generic 

It can be seen from Figure 3-7 that the relatively ideal approach should be 

descriptive and generic. It should be descriptive so that designers and processes 

are not bounded and restricted by a standardised model. It should also be generic 

in the sense that it is product and process independent. Product independent 

means that the approach is not restricted to a particular product. Process 

independent means that the approach is applicable to any design process being 

used. Most importantly, the ideal approach should use consistent and common 

engineering design language for communicating design rationale that could be 

implemented in a real-life design environment. Figure 3-8 maps out the aspects 

addressed by the current descriptive approach to design rationale capture and 

generic design support systems. 
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Figure 3-8 Aspects addressed by a descriptive and generic approach 
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Revisiting in further current approaches to design rationale capture and design 

support systems, it was interesting to reveal that none of the current design 

rationale approaches and systems attempted to use the product itself to capture 

the design rationale. 
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Figure 3-9: Aspects addressed by approaches to design rationale capture 

3.5 Capture design rationale from Product 

Cross [Cross 2006] stated that "Design knowledge resides in people, processes 

and products. It would be foolish to disregard or overlook this informal product 

knowledge simply because it has not been made explicit yet". A practical design 

rationale capturing approach should seek to capture and extract design 

knowledge not only from the people and process, but also from the product itself. 

In this dissertation, it is believed that design knowledge residing in the forms, fits, 

materials and finishes of a physical product as well as the product itself is a 

consistent and reliable source for capturing design rationale. It is anticipated that 

there existed some relations between design decisions and the forms and fits of 

the product, and that relation could be used for design rationale capture. 
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Design, as discussed in Chapter 2, is characterised by making a series of 

decisions to fulfil the given constraints as well as introducing new constraints on 

the possible solution. These decisions progressively change the forms and fits of 

the product. The standard visual representation in engineering design that 

represents the forms and fits of the product is engineering drawings. While the 

geometry in the drawings is pictorial, the dimensions that describe the geometry 

are literal information. The literal nature of the dimensions provided a consistent 

and common language for a design rationale system to build on and establish 

semantic links between dimensions and design constraints. 

It is believed that dimension is the common element that links the product model 

to design constraints and is the key to develop a generic and descriptive design 

rationale approach. The challenge is to analyse and identify the relation between 

the decision making process and the dimensions on the product to develop a 

generic, descriptive design rationale capturing approach that extend beyond the 

current constraints. 

In this dissertation, a 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design rationale 

approach is proposed. The formation of such an approach is based on the 

following premises: 

1. New designs are, in one way or the other, based on existing designs. 

Better understanding and reuse of existing designs can largely enhance 

the design productivity and efficiency. Product knowledge not only 
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resides in people and the design process, but also the product themselves. 

The product itself is a consistent and reliable source for capturing design 

rationale. 

2. Whilst different designers may employ different design approaches to 

design different products, there exists some common criteria in making a 

design decision. Design decisions impose geometric constraints that 

restricted the form and fit of a design. The design rationale and 

constraints thus resided implicitly in the form and fit of a product. There 

existed some relations between design decisions and the forms and fits of 

a product and that relation could be used for design rationale capture. 

3. As a design task progresses, design decisions made throughout the design 

process will continuously impose new constraints and change the status 

of the design. The new status of the design is then realized in the forms, 

fits, materials and finishes of the product. The forms and fits of the parts 

and assemblies that constitute the product are defined by the dimensions 

that are associated with them. A dimension defined at an earlier stage of 

the design process may explicitly or implicitly impose constraints to other 

dimensions at a later stage. 

4. Dimensions among components and assemblies are interrelated and 

interconnected, forming a complex network. Changes made to one 

dimensions are propagated through the network to all other associated 

dimensions. It is believed that by classifying the dimensions accordingly, 
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a dimension digraph could be constructed to represent this complex 

network. Once a dimension digraph is constructed, it could be used to 

link the forms and fits of the product to its design constraints and the 

decision criteria, thus providing a systematic and consistent approach for 

both forward and backward design rationale capturing. 

3.6 Summary 

During the past two decades, researchers in the field of engineering design have 

proposed various design rationale models and approaches aimed to capture, 

maintain and share design knowledge. However, most of the works have been 

focused on a particular area of the engineering design spectrum. There are few 

integrated approaches that address and link the design and decision process to the 

product. There is no common and consistent source from which the knowledge is 

captured. Also, most of the implementations are either embedded custom-made 

system or totally separated from the design tool being used. There is a need for a 

practical, integrated, non-prescriptive and structured approach for design 

rationale capturing. It is anticipated that the dimensions associated with the 

product can be used as the common link to capture design rationale. 

A 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design rationale approach is proposed to 

use dimensions on the product as the common element to link design decisions to 

the forms and fits of a product. The objective is to develop a generic systematic 

design rationale approach that could be integrated with the design tools being 

used to capture the design rationale of groups or individuals from a common and 
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consistent source either during or after the design process and represented in a 

structured format. 
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Chapter 4 

The 'Product-centric' model 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 New designs are based on existing designs 

There is an old saying: "There is nothing new under the Sun". 

A closer look into the "new" products that come to the market everyday will reveal 

that all products conform to Laws of Nature and were based on some existing basic 

elements. That is, new designs are to a certain extent, based on existing designs. 

While scientists, through research, continue to discover the Laws and basic elements 

of the Nature, engineers apply these scientific principles to change the form and 

properties of these basic elements to produce products that satisfy human needs. 

Engineering design is the set of decision-making processes and activities used to 

determine the form of an object given the functions to fulfil this need [Eggert 2005]. 

Pahl and Beitz [Pahl 1995] in their influential text on engineering design defined three 

distinct types of design activities: 

1. Original design - this involves elaborating an original solution principle for a 

system which performs a task which may be new, or may have been solved 

previously by other means. 

2. Adaptive design - this involved adapting a known system to a changed task, 

the solution principle remaining the same. 

3. Variant design - this involves the size and / or arrangement of certain aspects 

of the chosen system, the function and solution principle remaining the same. 
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All engineering design activities fall into one of them. It has been estimated that 

adaptive or variant design activities are accounted for an overwhelming proportion of 

all engineering design activities [Birmingham 1997]. The interview and survey 

findings as detailed in Appendix 1 and 2 confirmed that most engineering tasks 

required reference to existing designs, may it be original, adaptive or variant design. 

This means re-use of existing designs is an integral part of the design activities. To 

fully utilise and re-use an existing design, the design engineer must understand the 

design rationale associated with it. 

4.1.2 Design knowledge resides in product itself 

As discussed in Chapter 3, design knowledge resides not only in people and process 

but also the product itself. For a design to be finalized, all of the constraints and 

decisions must themselves have been considered and approved and embodied in the 

physical product. This means, the product implicitly contained the design knowledge 

within itself. It would be unwise to neglect this informal product knowledge simply 

because it has not been made explicit yet. There is a need to capture and extract the 

design rationale associated with the products. 

A lot of research works have been done to study the question of how humans create 

designs and many of them have developed design models to represent the process and 

design methods to be used at different stages of the process. At the same time, 

researchers in design rationale proposed various models and approaches to represent 

and capture design rationale However, there are few integrated approaches that 

address and link the design decision process to the product data and there is no 

common and consistent source from which the knowledge could be captured. In fact, 

very few attempted to capture design rationale directly from products. 
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4.2 The 'Product-centric' model 

In this chapter, a 'Product-centric' model is proposed to connect the design decision 

to the product under development. This model consists of two "sub-models": 1) a 

'Design Decision Model' representing the decision making process, by means of 

which a product evolves from its initial specifications into the final design, and 2) a 

'Product Model' representing a product and its evolution during the design process. 

These two models are linked by geometric constraints which are realised by the form 

and fit of the product. In this model, the design cycle is characterised by the change of 

state of the design task, as shown in Figure 4-1. 

experience 
handbooks 

experiments 
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Designer > 
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Figure 4-1: Basic cycle of decision making during a design process 

At a certain moment in time called the Design State (e.g. time = T), a design task is 

triggered when a designer or the design team is assigned a design task with certain 

design requirements (©). These requirements are the Design Constraints that have 

been defined for the product under development. A designer may raise an Issue (©), 
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triggering a design task. The Issue describes the design problem on hand and the 

design criteria to be met. 

To resolve the Issue, the designer or design team initiates the Decision Process ((D). 

The Decision Process could be the individual designer's thinking process or a group 

discussion. In this process, the involved engineers make use of information from the 

current Design State, their minds and external resources, like handbooks, calculations 

and other designs tools (©) to satisfy the given constraints as well as the internal 

constraints incurred during the thought or discussion process. The Decision Process is 

closed (©) when the designer or design team decides which solution to be used in the 

design. 

Once a design decision is made, the Design State changes (©). The change in design 

state is reflected in the following ways: First, new constraints are imposed for the next 

design task (©). Second, the product model is updated with new information (®). 

Third, the form and fits of the product under development is determined or refined 

((D). Finally, the change in product model will also impose new constraints to the 

design task (®). Based on this new Design State, new Issues may be raised to proceed 

with the design (©). This process goes on until all the design constraints are satisfied 

and the product model is fully defined. 

In this model, design is considered as making decisions to fulfil design constraints. 

Design decisions will introduce new constraints and the design is not completed until 

all the constraints are fulfilled. During this process, production drawings or 3D 

computer models are gradually developed. The dimensions presented on the 

production drawings or 3D computer models are the carriers of design rationale and 
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were used to reveal the design rationale. This is a generic and descriptive model, that 

is, it is independent of the product being developed and independent of the design 

process being employed. This product and process independent model is based on the 

hypothesis that, irrespective of the type of product and design process being 

developed and employed: 

1) There exists a common set of decision criteria that design engineers would 

base upon in making design decisions. 

2) There exists some relation between design decisions and the form and fit of a 

product and that the geometric constraint is the link between them. 

4.2.1 Common design decision criteria 

In spite of the significant variations in industries and products, the one-on-one 

interviews with the 10 practising mechanical design engineers, as reported in 

Appendix 1, depict the common practice of mechanical design engineers in making 

design decisions. This empirical study showed that, in spite of the variation in product 

scope and design focus, functionality is the prime design decision criterion for all the 

interviewees. This applies to interviewees from companies that have their own core 

technology and others which simply acquire and integrate existing mature 

technologies to achieve the product functionality. The study also identified some 

design criteria common to the 10 interviewees from the 7 companies designing 

different products. Besides design specification, functionality, safety, quality and 

costs, common design criteria also included appearance, interoperability, 

assembleability, compliance to industry and company standards, manufacturability, 

and so on. Underlying this commonness is the varying weighting of design criteria 

when in use and the non-quantitative nature of these design criteria, which will 
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directly affect how well each of them can reflect design rationale. The importance of 

these criteria in making design decision varied from company to company and is quite 

dependent on the nature of the product. 

Table 4.1 summarised the importance ratings of design decision criteria for the 7 

companies interviewed. Note that functionality, safety, reliability, quality and costs 

are not listed since they are all considered as important criteria for engineering design 

task. 

Company 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

Appearance 

Very important 

Less important 

Very important 

Less important 

Not important 

Less important 

Not important 

Inter
operability 

Not 
important 

Less 
important 

Less 
important 

Very 
important 

Important 

Very 
important 

Very 
Important 

Standards 

Important 

Important 

Less 
important 

Very 
important 

Very 
important 

Important 

Important 

Assembly 

Less 
important 

Very 
important 

Important 

Less 
important 

Less 
important 

Important 

Important 

Manufacturing 

Not important 

Very important 

Important 

Important 

Less important 

Less important 

Less important 

Table 4.1: Summary of the importance ratings of several decision criteria identified. 

The findings from the large scale survey, as detailed in Appendix 2 also confirmed 

that there exists a common set of decision criteria that design engineers would base 

upon in making design decisions. While about half of the 143 respondents work out 

designs on their own and half of them work in groups, design decision criteria can be 

generalised into 8 major areas, namely 1) Design Specification, 2) External Standards, 
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3) Company Standards, 4) Assembleability, 5) Appearance, 6) Functionality, 7) 

Manufacturability, and 8) Costs. The results are summarised in Figure 4-2 below. 
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Figure 4-2: Factors need to be taken into consideration in finalising design decisions 

A total of 735 counts were recorded for 143 respondents and the ratings are quite 

evenly distributed among the 8 factors. The fact that only 9 respondents selected 

Others indicates that these 8 factors well covered the concerns of a mechanical design 

engineer in making a design decision. 

From the actual number of factors each respondent chosen, over 72% of the 

respondents (103 out of 143) selected 4 or more factors. 80 of them have included 

Assembleability, Functionality and Manufacturability in their choices, whereas 6 of 

them chose all 8 factors and Others. It is also found that over 50% of the 143 

respondents selected varying combinations of factors as their design decision criteria. 
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This indicated that design decisions are made based on a wide range of criteria such as 

industry, role of design engineer, stage of the design process, and so on. 

It is also interesting to note that only 8 respondents have selected one option in this 

question. Out of these 8 respondents who have selected only one option, 3 selected 

Design Specification, the remaining 5 selected either Company Standards, 

Assembleability, Functionality, Manufacturability, or Costs. None among External 

Standards, Appearance or any other factors came up as the prime concern of 

mechanical design engineers in design decision making. 

It could be concluded that although mechanical design engineers may work 

independently or in groups, however, they all make design decisions based on a range 

of criteria. In this survey, assembleability and manufacturability are the two dominant 

manufacturing-related criteria to consider, just after functionality when making design 

decisions. This indicates the more concrete or "physical" considerations, such as 

making and assembling, played the similarly important role as the more abstract 

considerations, such as concept generation and evaluation. It is believed that continual 

realisation of the function from abstract concept into concrete detail form is the core 

of engineering design. 
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4.2.2 From literal specification to geometric constraint 

As indicated in Appendix 1, despite the diversity in the product range and business 

model, all the interviewees began their design task with some pre-defined design 

requirement. These initial requirements could be viewed as "imposed external 

constraints" at the beginning of a design task. It could be a simple description, a 500-

page product design specification (PDS), a general sentence like "design a trendy 3-

button mouse", or precise engineering specification like "Power consumption must be 

less than 10 Watts". 

It was interesting to find from the interviews that no matter how or in what form the 

initial constraints were specified, the interviewees will always relate these initial 

constraints to some pictorial information, thus converting the problem as well as the 

solution space into geometric constraints (see Figure 4-3). For example, in designing a 

mouse, we would consider the size (as compared with the size of a human hand), 

industry standards (the shape of the connector), and so on. 

Pictorial geometric constraints 

Literal design requirements 

'Design a trendy 3-button mouse' 

'Power consumption < 10W 

Figure 4-3: Mind mapping of the designer's thinking process - transforming literal constraints to 
geometric form and fit constraints 
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4.2.3 Geometric constraint: the link between design decision and product geometry 

The one-on-one interview with practising engineers has confirmed that design 

rationale is somehow related to product geometry. This relation is established when 

the literal design constraints are transformed into pictorial geometric constraints. 

Design engineers generally transform the literal design requirement (or constraints) 

into geometric shapes or images throughout the design process. Geometric shapes, 

usually bounded by some initial form and fit constraints, are used as the visual aid to 

the decision making process. This means, the literal design constraints will be 

transformed into geometric constraints when a design decision is to be made. In other 

words, design rationale is directly related to product geometry. 

4.3 'Design Decision Model' 

In this proposed 'Product-centric' model, a 'Design Decision Model' is used to 

represent the decision making process, by means of which the product evolves from 

its initial specifications into the final design. 

As discussed above, design activity can be characterised as a series of decisions. 

Throughout the design process, a number of decisions were made. These decisions 

could be made at any point of time during the design process, and could be made by 

different people involved in the design process. These gradually refine a concept by 

defining different aspects of its character until a specification which is detailed 

enough to allow manufacturing is created. These defining decisions can be seen as 
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progressively introducing limits or constraints on the possible solution, until it is 

devoid of ambiguity. This means, new constraints are continuously being imposed or 

explored throughout the entire design process. Design is thus an activity where 

constraints are imposed and explored. 

These constraints may include overall size, principles and technologies being used, 

materials, costs, safety regulations and many others. As result of these external 

decision-making processes, the proposed product is always partially defined - in 

terms of its function at least, if not its embodiment as well - before designers start to 

work on it. Some decisions have already been made for them. The designer thus 

started the design task with some given constraints. Design decisions were made to 

satisfy the given constraints as well as the derived constraints incurred during the 

thinking or discussion process. Once a design decision is made, new constraints will 

in parallel be posed, as shown in Figure 4-4. 

Derived constraints 

New constraints 

Figure 4-4: Constraints can be considered as a mind mapping activity. Design decision is made 
based on constraints and new constraints are posed once the decision is made. 

Pictorial images such as sketches and layout diagram rather than literal description are 

being used to aid group discussions or individual thinking process. This 
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transformation of abstract or concrete non-geometric constraints to the geometric 

form and fit constraints is the mind mapping of the design engineer's thinking and 

decision process to the design solution. The decisions, made according to design 

criteria like functionality, appearance, manufacturability and so on, are converted to 

some geometric form and fit criteria during the decision thinking process, as shown in 

Figure 4-5. Geometric form and fit criteria include shape, size, location, orientation 

and relative positions of the geometry. The form and fit are progressively refined and 

new geometric constraints are continuously introduced until the 'Virtual Product' is 

fully defined. 

CD Design Specification? 
External Standards? 
Company Standards? 
Assembly? 
Appearance? 
Functionality? 
Manufacturability? 
Cost? 
Others? 

Shape? 
Size? 
Location? 
Orientation? 
Relative position? 

Figure 4-5: Mind mapping of the designer's decision making process - fulfilling 
abstract decision criteria by geometric forms and fits 
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4.4 'Product Model' 

The core of the proposed 'Product-centric' representation model is the 'Product 

Model' that is continuously refined and updated by design decisions and new 

constraints as the design process progresses. 

4.4.1 Product development process 

Product development process consists of two main sub-processes - the design process 

and the manufacturing process. The design process starts with an abstract idea (or a 

need) and ends with a concrete and detailed 'Virtual Product'. The 'Virtual Product' 

consists of a set of detailed engineering drawings or models and documentations from 

which the product can be made. The manufacturing process is the making of the 

physical product from the 'Virtual Product'. The product development process, as a 

function of time is shown in Figure 4-6. 

Design 
Process 

(a) 

-> Time 

(b) 

Figure 4-6: Product development consists of two main processes. 
(a) Design process is the realization and verification of a design concept 
(b) Manufacturing process is the making of the physical product 
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4.4.2 Design process 

The design process consists of three interrelated basic elements: concept, evaluate and 

detail. "Concept" is the abstract form of an idea or decision, and "evaluate" is the 

verification of such concept against the requirement and constraints (function). 

"Detail" is the realization of the concept into detail geometry (forms). In general, 

design is the continual process of concept realization - from abstract to concrete. 

Concepts are not only generated during the so-called conceptual design phase but also 

during the detail design or manufacturing phase. Similarly, details are not only 

deduced during the detail design phase, but actually at all times throughout the design 

process. 

In most cases, the concept needs to be realized by some geometric forms and fits 

before evaluation can be done. Figure 4-7 shows the relation between the three design 

process elements. Dimensions are required to define the forms and fits and 

subsequently pose design constraints to latter stages of the design process. 

Time 

Figure 4-7: The design process is an on-going verification and realization of 
design concepts. 

At the beginning of the design process, a lot of concepts were generated and they 

were being refined at latter stages. To the end of the design process, more and more 
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detailed design work needs to be done and finally the complete sets of detailed 

engineering drawings are created. Thus, the design process can be considered as 

turning an idea into a set of detailed engineering drawings that fully describe the final 

product. In this context, it is the 'Virtual Product'. A 'Virtual Product' can be 

engineering drawings on paper or solid models in computers, depends on how it was 

created. The 'Virtual Product' is defined by its product structure which consists of 

components, parts and sub-assemblies, each one of which is represented by a set of 

detailed engineering drawings and documents. At the lowest level, the product 

comprises a number of components. Each component is fully described by a set of 

drawings. Each component can further be represented by features with geometric 

dimensions and spatial dimensions. Geometric dimension describes the shape of the 

feature and spatial dimension describes the position of the feature relative to other 

features. The structure of a 'Virtual Product' in association with its drawings is shown 

in Figure 4-8. 

Virtual 
Product 

Assemblies / 
Sub-assemblies 

Assemblies / 
Sub-assemblies 

Drawings 
and 
Documents 

Drawings 
and 
Documents 

Figure 4-8: The product structure of a 'Virtual Product': consists of components, parts and 
assemblies at different levels and is eventually represented by a set of detailed 
engineering drawings and documentations. The engineering drawings consist of 
dimensions that fully describe the form and fit of the designs. 
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As the end result of the design process, a 'Virtual Product' consists of sets of 2D 

drawings, 3D models, assembly drawings and other documents that fully describe the 

final design, as shown in Figure 4-9. 

U • . 

2D 
Drawings 

3D 
Models 

Assembly 
Drawings 

Other 
documents 

Figure 4-9: 'Virtual Product' contains 2D drawings, 3D models, assembly drawings and 
other document that are the end results of the design process. 

4.4.3 Manufacturinfi process 

It is during the manufacturing process that a physical product is produced. The 

manufacturing of a physical product is based on the output of the design process, a 

'Virtual Product'. Similarly, as in the design process, a lot of decisions have to be 

made during the manufacturing process and some of these decisions may require 

changes to be made to the 'Virtual Product' in return. One reason is that most 

drawings contain errors like: components cannot be made as drawn (i.e. they are 

physically impossible to make), components made as drawn do not fit together, 

components that are assembled will not operate as designed, and so on. These latter 

changes or decisions are parts of the design rationale that constitutes the design 

knowledge of the product and should also be captured by a design rationale system. 

However, in reality, most of the changes made during the manufacturing phase are not 
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reflected back in the master 'Virtual Product', thus inducing differences between the 

physical product and the 'Virtual Product' and loss of manufacturing-related design 

rationale. The combined design and manufacturing process and their relations with the 

'Virtual Product' and physical product is shown in Figure 4-10. 

Design 
Process 

Virtual 
"*"' Product Manufacturing 

updates 

-> Time 

Figure 4-10: 'Virtual Product' is the end result of the design process: Can be used as the source 
for design rationale capture. Ideally, the 'Virtual Product' should be updated for any 
changes caused by manufacturing issues. 

4.4.4 'Virtual Product' versus physical product 

The 'Virtual Product' is the non-physical equivalent or the visual representation of 

the physical product. It is the set of 2D drawings and / or 3D computer models that 

fully describe the physical product. 'Virtual Product' exists and plays different roles 

in relation to the physical product at different stages of the product development 

process. First, during the design phase, that is before the design is completed, a 

'Virtual Product' is the incremental result of the continuing engineering design 

process and is created in a forward manner. In other words, the "yet-to-be" 

manufactured physical product is continuously defined by the 'Virtual Product'. 

Secondly, when the design is completed, the 'Virtual Product' is the final output of 

the design process from which the physical product can be made. Finally, during the 

manufacturing phase, the 'Virtual Product' is the reflection of the physical product. It 
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is not created, but constantly updated when changes are made to the physical 

components. It may also be updated or modified in a "backward" manner. 

The term 'Virtual' is used to emphasise the dynamic relation between the physical and 

virtual product. During the design phase, the "to-be-made" physical product is 

constantly defined by the 'Virtual Product' while during the manufacturing phase, any 

changes to the physical product should be reflected on the 'Virtual Product'. The 

relation between the 'Virtual Product' and physical product at different stages of the 

product development process is shown in Figure 4-11. 

Design in 
Progress 

Manufacturing 
in Progress 

Defines 

..*...*..*..¥..*..*... 

...*......¥.....* Y. Y... 

Incomplete Physical / Physical 
Product \ Product 

Incomplete 
Virtual Product 

,..Y Y. v y Y......Y. ± ± v. 

Updated 
Virtual Product 

Updates 

Figure 4-11: The relation between 'Virtual Product' and physical product at 
different stages of the product development process 

Time 

The literal nature of dimensions provides a consistent and common ground for a 

design rationale capturing system to build on. Figure 4-12 shows that dimensions and 

annotations on drawings are the basic elements that constitute a physical product. A 

physical product is represented by its corresponding 'Virtual Product' which in turn is 

represented by sets of 2D drawings, assembly drawings and 3D models. Dimensions 
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on drawings or 3D models are the basic elements that are used to fully describe the 

form and fit of a product whilst annotations are used to describe any other useful 

information like materials. 

Figure 4-12: 'Virtual Product' and dimensions 
A physical 'Product Model' is represented by a 'Virtual Product' which in turn is represented 
by 2D drawings, assembly drawings and 3D models. Dimensions on the drawings or 3D 
models are the basic elements for describing the form and fit of a product in full. 

It has been identified and discussed in previous Chapters that dimensions should be 

used as the common element to connect the 'Design Decision Model' to the 'Product 

Model'. Empirical studies in Appendix 3 also suggested that dimensions are the key 

to integrate and implement a design rationale capturing approach within a feature-

based parametric 3D CAD environment. Dimensions are naturally recorded in product 

model by 3D CAD systems and are correlated to design decisions. This made 

dimensions a promising element to link 'Design Decision Model' to 'Product Model', 

thus providing a complete mechanism of design rationale capture. 
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4.5 The 'Product Time-Space Map' 

The evolution of a 'Virtual Product' across time can be represented by a 'Product 

Time-Space Map' as shown in Figure 4-13. 

A 

Global 

Society 

Neighbourhood 

Existing Product 

Product level 

Assembly level 

Component level 

Feature level 
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Manufacturing 

Physical i k j 
Product 1 1 

jA—1 Updates 
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•g 

Physical ' ' 
Product in use 

^Bg 
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Figure 4-13: Product Time-Space map 

The X-axis is the timeline showing the life cycle of a product family, from design, 

manufacturing to final product. The Y-axis is the space showing different magnitudes 

of the product family. At the centre of the 'Map' is the 'Virtual Product'. To the left is 

the design process before the 'Virtual Product' is finalised and where concepts are 

being developed and verified via analysis and detailing. 

To the right is the manufacturing process that comes after the 'Virtual Product' and 

the outcome is the physical product. It is at this stage when the product is being 
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manufactured yet also when a lot of manufacturing decisions are made. Some of these 

decisions may have impact on the original design decisions and hence affecting the 

'Virtual Product'. In this 'Product Time-Space Map', a design process is inserted in 

parallel with the manufacturing process where the 'Virtual Product' is continuously 

modified until it matches the physical product requirements. 

The Y-axis is the orientation of the product in space relative to its environment. The 

product, positioned in the centre, is represented by a tree structure showing all the 

assemblies and components comprising the product. This is normally known as the 

Product Structure or Bill-of-Material (BOM). Similarly, each sub-assembly can 

further be broken down at the component level. Each component is then represented 

by a set of features with dimensions and annotations that fully describe the component. 

Normally, such dimensions and annotations could be found on engineering drawings 

if the component is to be made, otherwise, dimensions could be found on the product 

specifications if it is a standard component or purchased part. Down along the space 

axis (X-axis), it is the product being used in its operating environment at its 

neighbourhood. It is here that the product is interfacing with the user or other products. 

Further up the Y-axis is where we can view the product from societal and global 

perspectives. How the product interacts with the environment is of extreme 

importance and should also be considered during the design process. 

The proposed 'Product Time-Space Map' is generic and can be applied to any kind of 

product. By moving up and down, left and right across the 'Map', we can have a full 

picture of a product. Any item on the 'Map' can be linked to the 'Product Time-Space 

Map' of other products, components, and assemblies thus forming a full picture of all 

the relations regarding the product. By using such 'Maps', a component within a 
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product could be traced on another 'Product Time-Space Map' and the process could 

go on to track the finest dimension that could impact a product under investigation. 

4.6 Summary 

In this chapter, a 'Product-centric' model is proposed to link design decisions to the 

product. The heart of the proposed model is the 'Virtual Product' that is continuously 

refined and updated by design decisions and new constraints as the design process 

progresses. The model consists of two parts: 1) a 'Design Decision Model' 

representing the decision making process, by means of which a product evolves from 

its initial specifications into the final design, and 2) a 'Product Model' representing a 

product and its evolution during the design process. The two parts are linked together 

by the design dimensions of the product, which are readily extractable from the 

'Virtual Product' at any point of time. A 'Product Time-Space Map' is also presented 

to show the evolution of a product, if not a product family, in time, its interaction with 

the surrounding environment, as well as the initial role of design dimensions in 

linking up the 'Product Model' and the 'Design Decision Model'. 
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Chapter 5 

Dimension as the key for design rationale capture 

5.1 Introduction 

In the world of engineers and designers, sketches and drawings are the basic 

components of communication; annotations are built around them. For many years, 

engineers use orthographic representations to produce drawings according to the 

drafting standard. 

Traditionally, detailed engineering drawings were created by draftsmen on the 

drawing boards who might not know why a product was designed as it is. Today, 

some 3D CAD systems already have the ability to automatically fully dimension a 3D 

model. The ASME Y 14.41-2003 and ISO/TR 14638 Geometrical Product 

Specification (GPS), allow engineers to geometrically characterize a product. For 

example, a 3D model annotated with all annotations displayed is shown in Figure 5-1. 

Figure 5-1: Model with all annotations displayed 
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Modern 3D CAD systems provide functions that made fully dimensioned drawings 

easy to generate and modify using a computer. The large scale survey in Appendix 2 

showed that 3D modelling systems have become the popular design platform. Design 

engineers spent considerable amount of time on 3D CAD system not only to create 

but also to annotate the models. Parametric history-based 3D CAD systems have the 

ability to record the steps and parameters in the course of building models. 3D 

models created by parametric CAD systems carry dimensions internally not only as 

values assigned to certain variables but also associated to others. This provided a 

solid foundation to efficiently capture design intent during the course of design, 

though capturing design intent while building models remains a challenging task. 

5.2 Dimension as the common element to design rationale capturing 

No matter how it is prepared and presented, a fully dimensioned and annotated 

engineering drawing is the common language in engineering communication. It can 

be prepared by a draftsman on drawing board and presented in paper drawings, or by 

a design engineer using 2D or 3D CAD tools and presented on computer in 2D 

format or 3D views, as shown in Figures 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4. 

Figure 5-2: Paper based 2D drawings Figure 5-3: 2D drawings created by 2D CAD tools 
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Figure 5-4: Fully dimensioned drawings created and annotated in 3D CAD tools 

There are three types of information displayed on the drawings: 1) Geometry, 2) 

Dimensions, and 3) Annotations. While geometry is pictorial information, dimensions 

and annotations are literal information. Annotations are texts that can be any 

information relating to a design such as materials and surface quality, where 

dimensions are numerical values assigned to certain geometric parameters and 

expressed in units of distance or angle. Basically, there are two kinds of dimensions: 

1) size dimensions, and 2) location dimensions. Size dimensions define the exact 

shape of a geometric object and location dimensions define how two geometric 

objects are positioned relative to each other. 

In this proposed "Product-centric Dimension-driven" design rationale approach, 

nominal dimensions that are sufficient to fully define the sizes and locations of a 

product will be used although the geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) 

scheme provides a precise and better representation when assembleability and 

manufacturability are considered [Campbell 2003]. 
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The literal nature of dimensions provides a consistent and common ground for a 

design rationale capturing system to build on. Figure 4-12 shows that dimensions and 

annotations on drawings are the basic elements that constitute a physical product. A 

physical product is represented by its corresponding 'Virtual Product' which in turn is 

represented by sets of 2D drawings, assembly drawings and 3D models. Dimensions 

on drawings or 3D models are the basic elements that are used to fully describe the 

form and fit of a product whilst annotations are used to describe any other useful 

information like materials and manufacturing requirements etc. 

It has been identified and discussed in previous chapters that dimensions could be 

used as the common element to connect the 'Design Decision Model' to the 'Product 

Model'. Empirical studies in Appendix 3 showed that dimensions are the key to 

integrate and implement a design rationale capturing approach within a feature-based 

parametric 3D CAD environment. Dimensions are naturally recorded in 'Product 

Model' by 3D CAD systems and are correlated to design decisions. Dimensions 

recorded in a 3D CAD system environment is therefore a promising and desirable 

element to link 'Design Decision Model' to 'Product Model', providing a complete 

profile of design rationale feasibly reusable. However, these dimensions need to be 

organised and structured before they can be used to connect these two Models. 

The following sections will introduce the concept of congruent geometry and 

dimension set, and the classification of the dimensions, before discussing in detail the 

method to organise them for design rationale capture. 
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5.3 Congruent geometry and dimension set 

5.3.1 Intrinsic and relational dimensions 

Sirinivasan [Sirinivasan 2004] proposed a hierarchy of dimensions to represent 

complex objects. The dimensional taxonomy has two types of dimensions: intrinsic 

and relational, as illustrated in Figure 5-5. The proposed 'Dimension-driven' 

approach is based on this dimensional taxonomy to classify the design dimensions. 

intrinsic dimensions of ((g1,g2),g3) 

intrinsic 
dimensions 

of g3 J 

intrinsic dimensions of (g1 ,g2) 

intrinsic 
dimensions 

of g1 

intrinsic 
dimensions 

I ofg2 

intrinsic dimensions of 
(g4,g5,g6) 

intrinsic 
dimensions 

of g4 

intrinsic 
dimensions 

of g6 

intrinsic 
dimensions 

of g5 

Figure 5-5: A dimensional taxonomy [Srinivasan 2004] 

Intrinsic dimensions define the exact shape of elementary geometric objects and 

relational dimensions define the relative positioning among them. Intrinsic 

dimensions are closely related to the concept of congruence under rigid motion. 
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However, when a collection of two or more geometric objects are considered, the 

relational dimensions among the objects become part of the intrinsic dimensions of 

the collection. Consider a geometric object g that is divided into two features (sub-

objects) gl and g2. If gl and g2 have been dimensioned, then dimensioning the 

relative position of gl and g2 completes the dimensioning of g. Classifying the 

design dimensions into feature intrinsic dimensions is an effective way to reveal the 

design rationale. 

(92) 

^ ^ 3 _ ^ 
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V 
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d3 
< > 

(94) 

(b) 

Figure 5-6: Geometric object can be divided into elementary sub-objects. Dimensions can 
then be expressed by sub-objects' intrinsic dimensions and relational dimensions between 
sub-objects. 

(a) intrinsic dimensions g1: {h i , d1}; g2:{h3, d3} 
(b) intrinsic dimensions g3: {h i , d2}; gr4:{h2, d3} 

In Figure 5-6 above, two design dimensions scheme were applied to the same object 

g. The design dimensions for Figure 5-6(a) are hi, h3, dl, and d3. After identifying 

{hi and dl} and {h3 and d3} are the intrinsic dimensions of two independent sub-

objects (features), object g can be considered as the subtraction of two rectangles. 

Similarly, the design dimensions for Figure 5-6(b) are hi, h2, d2 and d3. The 

dimensions are analysed and {hi and d2} and {h2 and d3} are identified as the 
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intrinsic dimensions of two rectangular features, object g was identified as a 

combination of two rectangles. 

5.3.2 Dimension set 

In this dissertation, a geometry object S that is fully defined by the dimension set {D} 

= {dl, d2, ... dn} is denoted as: 

S = Dim (S, {D}) 

For example, if the four design dimensions hi, h3, dl and d3, as shown in Figure 5-

6(a) are used to fully define object g. Then, object g can be express as: 

g = Dim(g, {Ddesign"g"}) 

where {Ddesign"g"}) = {hi, h3, dl, d3} 

Similarly, if the other four design dimensions hi, h2, d2 and d3, as shown in Figure 

5-6(b) are used to fully define the same object g. In this case, object g will be 

expressed as: 

g = Dim(g, {Ddesign"g"}) 

where {Ddesign»g»}) = {hi, h2, d2, d3} 

Intrinsic dimensions such as {hi, h3, dl, d3} in Figure 5-6(a) and {hi, h2, d2, d3} in 

Figure 5-6(b) are closely related to the concept of congruence under rigid motion. 

5.3.3 Congruent geometry 

Congruent geometric objects are identical copies that happen to have been positioned 

in different places in space. Two subsets A and B of Euclidean space Rn are called 
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congruent if there exists an isometry/l Rn —> Rn (an element of the Euclidean group 

E(n)) with f(A) = B, as shown in Figure 5-7. 
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Figure 5-7: The same four dimensions h i , h2, d1, d2 are used to fully defined the two 
congruent shapes 

For example, in Figure 5-7, A and B are two geometric objects with the same shape, 

that is, A and B are congruent. The dimension set {D} = {hi, h2, dl, d2} contains 

four intrinsic dimensions hi, h2, dl and d2. 

Hence, the L-shape geometry A and B in Figure 5-7 can be expressed as: 

A = Dim (A, {DA}) 

B = Dim (B, {DB}) 

where {DA}={DB} = {hi, h2, dl, dl} 

Congruence is an equivalence relation. It is said that geometric objects that have the 

same intrinsic dimensions must be congruent. Note that the converse need not be true 

because the same geometric object can be dimensioned in multiple ways. 
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This means, for two congruent objects A and B, there exists more than one set of 

dimensions that can fully define the objects. For example: 

A = Dim (A, {Da}) and {Da} = {al, a2 ... an} 

B = Dim (B, {Db}) and {Db} = {bl, b2 ...bn} 

where A and B are congruent but {al, a2 ... an} ^ {bl, b2 .. .bn} 

In this case, {DA} and {DB} are two different sets of dimensions that fully defined the 

same geometry. As demonstrated and discussed in Appendix 3, different engineers 

may take different dimension scheme to dimension a design. Figure 5-8 (a)-(d) 

illustrated four different ways to fully define the same simple L-shape as discussed in 

Figure 5-7. 
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Figure 5-8: Four different ways to fully define the same simple geometry 
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5.3.4 Congruent dimensions and 'Congruent Dimension Set' 

In this dissertation, the term 'Congruent Dimension Set' denotes the multiple sets of 

dimensions that can be used to fully define the shape of a geometric object. The 

definition of 'Congruent Dimension Set' is, for any geometric shape S, there exists 

more than one set of dimensions {Di} that can fully define the geometry. 

S = Dim (S, {Dj}) where i =1, 2, ... n 

Since S is a constant, therefore, 

Dim (S, {Dj}) = Dim (S, {Dk} for j , k= 1, 2, ... n 

For the shape in Figure 5-8, 

Dim (S, {Da}) = Dim (S, {Db}) = Dim (S, {Dc}) = Dim (S, {Dd}) 

where: 

{Da} = {hi, h2, dl, d2}; {Db} = {hi, h3, dl, d3}; 

{Dc} = {hi, h2, dl, d3}; {Dd} = {hi, h3, dl, d3} 

5.3.5 'Dimension Sets' in engineering design 

As a design becomes more complex, the numbers of 'Congruent Dimension Sets' 

become infinite. The studies in Appendix 3 showed that even with a simple object, 

different engineers will employ different dimension schemes to fully define it. The 

following dimension sets are further defined for use in the subsequent discussion. 

{Ddesign} 'Design Dimension Set' is the set of dimensions where design 

knowledge resided. These are the dimensions used by the proposed 
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'Dimension-driven' approach to reveal the design rationale of the 

product. 

{Dmodeiiing} 'Modelling Dimension Set' is the set of dimensions that an engineer 

used to create the 3D models using a 3D CAD system. 

{Ddetaiiing} 'Detailing Dimension Set' is the set of dimensions that an engineer 

layout in the final 2D drawings representing the 'Virtual Product', may 

it be created by a 2D or 3D CAD system. 

{Dmanufacturing} 'Manufacturing Dimension Set' is the set of dimensions that 

manufacturing engineers used in production. 

{Dinspection} 'Inspection Dimension Set' is the set of dimensions used for inspection 

and quality assurance measurements. 

In essence, there exists more than one 'Dimension Set' that can fully define and 

represent the same geometry. However, it is the 'Design Dimension Set' {Ddesign} in 

this context that is critical for design rationale capturing. In fact, {Ddesign} is the root 

and origin of all other 'Dimension Sets', the dimensions in this set are the carriers of 

design decisions made at various stages of the design process. Other 'Dimension 

Sets' can be derived from {Ddesign}- Figure 5-9 shows the hierarchy of 'Design 

Dimension Sets', where {Ddesign} is the root and the other sets are variations that can 

be derived from it. 
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Figure 5-9: 'Design Dimension Set' is the root of all other 'Dimension Sets'. It is a mind map 
of the designer's design rationale. 

Figure 5-10 (a) and (b) illustrate two possible scenarios of dimensioning the same 

design. 
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(a) Drawing dimensions are the same as the 
'Design Dimensions' 

(b) Drawing dimensions are not the same as 
the 'Design Dimensions' 

Figure 5-10: The dimensions within the 'Design Dimension Set' are the carriers of design 
engineers' design rationale. Scenarios (a) and (b) are different. 

In Figure 5-10 (a), while thinking in terms of the geometric constraints {Ddesign} are 

derived from the various design decisions, the design engineer generates concepts and 
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uses a 3D CAD system to realize the form and fit of a design concept. For reasons 

discussed in the case studies in Appendix 3, another set of dimensions, 'Modelling 

Dimensions' {Dmodeiiing} would be used to create the models that represent the design. 

Also demonstrated by the large scale survey in Appendix 2, the introduction of 

modern 3D CAD systems has shifted the role of mechanical design engineers 

significantly. The role of traditional draftsman within a design team is vanishing. It is 

now the same design engineer who designs and creates the 3D model that also creates 

the detailed 2D drawings. In such cases, 2D drawings (both component and assembly 

drawings) are created directly from 3D models. Since it is the same design engineer 

who is dimensioning the 2D drawings, the 'Detailing Dimensions' {Ddetaiiing} he/she 

laid out on the drawings, are the carriers of design rationale and if tracked properly, 

could be used as the source of capturing design rationale. In this case, {Ddetaiiing} = 

{Ddesign} while {Dmodeiiing} and {DmanufaCtunng} might be different. 

Figure 5-10 (b) shows another scenario where the engineer is also using a 3D CAD 

system to model a part while designing. Similarly, while he is thinking in terms of 

'Design Dimensions', he may use another set of dimensions to create the model. 

Assume that the layout was then passed to a junior engineer to produce drawings on a 

2D CAD system. In this case, a different set of 'Drawing Dimensions' might be used 

to detail the drawings (as discussed in the empirical studies in Appendix 3). At the 

same time, the 3D model is passed directly to a mould shop for mould and die 

making. The mould maker may use another set of 'Manufacturing Dimensions' for 

making the mould. In this case, {Ddesign}, {Dmodeiiing}, {Ddetaiiing} and {DmanufactUring} 

are all different. The dimensions on the drawings {Ddetaiiing} niay not be the suitable 

source for capturing the design rationale. Nevertheless, according to the above 
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congruent theorem, {Ddetaiiing} can be transformed to {Ddesign} either by manual 

calculation or computer programs. Kandikjan [Kandikjan 2001] described a 

mechanism for validating dimensioning and tolerancing schemes in CAD systems. 

Thimm [Thimm 2005] proposed a design rewriting system based on rules to 

transform a design dimension graph into another without compromising the design 

intent. Currently, many commercially available 3D CAD systems support a 2D 

sketcher with constraint manager that allows an engineer to transform from one 

'Congruent Dimension Sets' to others. The embedded constraint solver manages both 

geometric constraints (such as parallel, perpendicular) and dimensions (such as length 

and angular dimensions). A 2D sketch can be fully-defined, under-defined or over-

defined [Shah 1995]. 2D sketches are fully defined either by manual input or 

automatic approach. Deleting constraints from a fully-defined sketch will turn the 

sketch into an under-defined state. On the other hand, adding additional constraints to 

a fully-defined sketch will over-define it. Using a manual approach, users can 

manually add constraints to under-constrained sketches or delete redundant 

constraints from over-constrained sketches to fully define them. Modern CAD 

systems with advanced constraint manager can automatically detect over-defined and 

under-defined sketches and suggest alternative solutions. Users can browse through 

alternatives and select the best dimensioning scheme [Chan 2006]. 

5.3.6 From Drawing Dimensions to 'Design Dimensions' 

The congruent theory as discussed in the above section showed that, there are more 

than one set of dimensions that could be used to fully describe the same geometry. 

Different 'Dimension Sets' could represent different design criteria and constraints 
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that was a result of other constraints and design decisions. The following examples 

explain this in more detail. 

Figure 5-11 (a) and (b) are two designs with exactly the same shape. In Figure 5-11 

(a), the design "A" is dimensioned with dl, d2, hi, and h2. The 'Design Dimension 

Set' of design "A" is represented by {Ddesign"A"} = {dl, d2, hi , h2}. This 'Design 

Dimension Set' not only fully describes the shape but also contains implicitly the 

design intent of the design engineer. In this design, d2 is a critical (or constraint) 

dimension for the part to function. It may be a local critical dimension (functional 

dimension) or a critical dimension inherited from other parts (assembly dimensions). 

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 5-11 (b), d3 is a critical dimension for design 

"B", the 'Design Dimension Set' {Ddesign"B"} = {dl, d3, hi, h2} fully describes the 

same geometry shape as "A" but with a different connotation. 

Designer "A" (a) Designer "B" (b) 

Figure 5-11: Design dimensions map the designer's mind to the drawings. They are the sources 
for capturing the design rationale, 
(a) d2 is the critical dimension (b) d3 is the critical dimension 

It is therefore proposed that, by analysing the dimensions that constitute the 'Design 

Dimension Set', design rationale can be traced or captured. In the case of design "A" 

and design "B" above, although the geometric shapes and sizes are the same, 
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investigation into {Ddesign "A"} and {Ddesign "B"} reveals that these two designs are 

different. Analyse d2 in {Ddesign "A"} may discover that d2 is a critical dimension for 

design "A" that was inherited from another component while d3 in {Ddesign "B"} is a 

local critical dimension for design "B" to function. 

Assume that in a subsequent design task, another designer needs to modify dl. If the 

above design rationales are known, a designer "X" and a designer "Y" can make 

changes accordingly, resulting in two different new designs, as shown in Figure 5-12 

(a) and (b) below. 

Designer "Y" ^ Designer "Z" (D) 

Figure 5-12: Knowing the original design rationale enables appropriate further design changes 
(a) d2 is kept while shortening d1 (b) d3 is kept while lengthening d1 

The above section demonstrated that 'Design Dimension Sets' provide a consistent 

and solid base for capturing the design rationale. However, in practice, there are 

many reasons as discussed in Appendix 3 that design dimensions are not displayed 

correctly on the drawings. For example, as shown in Figure 5-13, instead of the 

design dimension d2, d3 was displayed on 2D drawing. In order to provide a reliable 

and consistent source for capturing design rationale, the 'Design Dimension Set' 
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should be used. In this case, dimensions on the drawing have to be transformed to 

'Design Dimensions' before further investigation, as shown in Figure 5-14. 

Figure 5-13: In practice, design dimensions may not be appeared on the drawing as expected. 
(d2 is the design dimension but d3 is annotated) 

Modelling 
Dimensions 

Dimensions on 'Virtual Product' 

Detailing 
Dimensions 

^ \ ^ ^ * i 

Manufacturing 
Dimensions 

' K 

Design 
Dimensions 

Inspection 
Dimensions 

/ ^ 

Figure 5-14: Transform various dimensioning schemes to design dimensioning scheme 

This can be achieved within a CAD environment. Each dimension displayed on a 

'Virtual Product' is highlighted and asked if it was a design dimension. Those non-

design dimensions are deleted and a new dimensioning scheme fully defining the 

geometry is presented. The procedure repeats until all design dimensions are 

identified. Some commercially available 3D CAD systems already embed dimension 

algorithms that allow different dimensioning schemes. The discussion of such 

algorithms is out of the scope of this research. 
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5.4 Classification of design dimensions 

5.4.1 Related and non-related dimensions 

Design dimensions within the same product may or may not relate to each others. If 

two dimensions are related, it could either be a 'Steering' and 'Driven', or a 

'Coupled' relation, as shown in Figure 5-15. 
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Figure 5-15: Two dimensions within the same product could be related or not related. If 
related, it could be a "Steering and Driven" or "Coupled" relations. 

Dimensions are 'Steering' dimensions if they have dimensions dependent on them, 

that is, they drive other dimensions; 'Driven' dimensions are those that depend on 

others and their value is driven by others. 'Coupled' dimensions are dimensions with 

assembly mating relations. Changes made to one dimension will affect the other and 

vice versa. 

Any two related dimensions may bear an external or a local relationship. "External" 

relationships refer to inter-part relationships, i.e. the relations between parts at the 

assembly level. "Local" relationships are intra-part relationships, i.e. relations within 

the same part. It should be noted that the relation between dimensions is not 
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necessarily a one-to-one relation. It could be a one-to-many, many-to-one or many-

to-many relation. The various possible relations between dimensions are shown in 

Figure 5-16. 
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Figure 5-16: Dimensions are related to each other in multiple ways. They could be a one-to-one, 
one-to-many, many-to-one or many-to-many relations. A local dimension could also relate to other 
local or external dimensions. 

5.4.2 Five categories of dimension relations 

Depending on whether a dimension is related and how it is related to other 

dimensions, any dimension within a 'Design Dimension Set' will fall into one of the 

5 categories below, namely 'Unrelated', 'Steering', 'Driven',' Coupled' and 

'Multiplexed', as shown in Figure 5-16 and Table 5-1. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Category 

Unrelated 

Steering 

Driven 

Coupled 

Multiplexed 

Description 

Dimensions without direct relations with other dimensions 

Dimensions driving other dimensions 

Dimensions derived from other dimensions 

Dimensions with assembly mating relations 
Dimensions both driven by other dimensions 

and driving other dimensions 

Table 5.1: The 5 categories of dimensions. 1) Unrelated, 2) Steering, 3) Driven, 4) Coupled, 
and 5) Multiplexed 

The 'Steering' dimensions are of highest importance. It is not only because they drive 

other dimensions, but the fact that they are not driven by other dimensions. This 

means, their values are derived directly from some design decisions and hence 

directly related to some design rationale. By finding out all the 'Steering' dimensions, 

the links from the 'Product Model' to the 'Design Decision Model' are established. 

Since the 'Steering' dimensions are also drivers of other dimensions, knowing the 

'Steering' dimension would reveal the rationale behind other dimensions. 

It is important to note that those 'Unrelated' dimensions are also of high interest. For 

a dimension to exist as one of the design dimensions, there must be a reason why it 

was chosen and why the value was assigned as is. If such a dimension is totally 

independent of other dimensions, this means, this dimension is also directly 

determined by design decisions or given constraints. Knowing which are the 

'Unrelated' dimensions provide an immediate link of the 'Product Model' to the 

design rationale, just like a 'Steering' dimension. Also, since this dimension is 

independent of others, it gives the hint on where the design can be improved, for an 

independent dimension typically means the design is not optimized. 
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Therefore, the objective of the proposed 'Dimension-driven' design model is to 

classify each design dimension in the 'Design Dimension Set' {Ddesign} into one of 

the above five categories. And, the search for all those 'Unrelated' and 'Steering' 

dimensions would uncover the bridges that link dimensions on a 'Product Model' to 

design rationale of a 'Design Decision Model'. 

5.5 The dimension digraph 

Using the Graph Theory, a dimension digraph can be constructed to represent the 

complex relations between all the design dimensions of a product. The nodes of the 

digraph represented the dimensions and the edges represented the relations between 

any two dimensions. The 'Steering' and 'Driven' relation is represented by the 

direction of the edge while the 'Coupled' relation is represented by a bi-directional 

directed edge. 

The construction of the dimension digraph is completed when all the dimensions 

within the 'Design Dimension Set' of a particular product are included. 

Figure 5-17 shows a partial dimension digraph of a product that consists of 3 

components (1, 2, and 3) with 18 design dimensions. For example, the 'Steering' and 

'Driven' relation between "dimension_6" of "component^" and "dimension?" of 

"component_7" is represented by a directed edge joining nodes 2.6 and 2.7. Similarly, 

the 'Coupled' relation between "dimension_5" of "component^" and "dimension_5" 

of "component_2" is represented by a bi-directional edge joining node 1.5 and 2.5. 
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2.1 

#3.3 3.1 

3 .4 . 

Figure 5-17: A partial dimension digraph of an assembly with 3 components 

Once the dimension digraph of a product is constructed, the status of the nodes in the 

digraph can be used to classify the design dimensions into one of the 5 dimension 

categories namely 'Unrelated', 'Steering', 'Driven', 'Coupled' and 'Multiplexed', as 

shown in Figure 5-18. 
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Figure 5-18: Nodes in a dimension digraph is used to classify the dimensions 

A node without edges coming in and going out is an isolated node representing an 

'Unrelated' dimension. A node with only outgoing edges means that dimension is an 

influential 'Steering' dimension. Nodes with only incoming edges represent a purely 
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'Driven' dimension, its value is derived from others. An assembly mating relation is 

represented by a bi-directional edge, while multiple incoming and outgoing nodes 

indicating this dimension is a 'Multiplexed' dimension both derived from others as 

well as driving other dimensions. 

Theorems in complex network theory can be applied to traverse throughout the 

network. Graph Theory provides the algorithms and procedures which can be easily 

implemented in a computer system. These procedures can be used to search and 

deduce the following five dimension sets, as shown in Figure 5-19. 

1. 'Unrelated Dimension Set' {Dunreiated}5 

2. 'Steering Dimension Set' {Dsteering}, 

3. 'Driven Dimension Set' {Driven}, 

4. 'Coupled Dimension Set' {Dcoupied}, and 

5. 'Multiplexed Dimension Set' {Dmu|tiPiexed} 

i,I-' unrelated J 

V-* steering / 

\\J driven / 

V-* coupled j 

v-* multiplexed / 

Figure 5-19: Classifying all design dimensions to find the five dimension sets 
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Note that the 'Multiplexed Dimension Set' contains the 'Coupled Dimension Set' and 

the overall 'Design Dimension Set' is a "union" of all the above 5 'Dimension Sets'. 

That is: 

{DC0Upied} is a Subset Of {Dmuitipiexed} 

{^'design} — {{^unrelated}? {t-'steering}? {'-'driven}? {^multiplexed}} 

An overview of this process is shown in Figure 5-20. The relation between 

dimensions within the same design dimension set are being identified and used to 

construct the design dimension digraph. The digraph is then used to classify the 

design dimensions into the above mentioned 5 categories. 

3D 
Models 

2D 
Drawings 

Drawing 
Dimensions 

Assembly 
Drawings 

Design 
Dimensions 

1 — • 
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Unrelated 
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Driven 
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Figure 5-20: Overview of the 'Dimension-driven' design rationale capturing approach. Design 
dimensions are classified into one of the 5 categories. 

For example, for the product shown in Figure 5-17, the outputs using the 'Dimension-

driven' approach are: 

{3.3,3.4} 

{1.1,1.2,1.6,2.1,2.2,2.6,3.1} 

{1.7,1.5,2.7,3.2} 

{{1.5,2.5}, {2.5,3.2}} 

{1.3,1.4,2.3,2.4,2.5} 

{^unrelated} ~" 

{i-'steering/ ~" 

{^driven} ~ 

{J-'coupled} ~~ 

{tJmultiplexed} "~ 
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5.6 Example 

5.6.1 Identifying the design dimensions 

Figure 5-21 shows a piping assembly and its components studied in case study III of 

Appendix 3. It consists of 11 parts with 3 pairs of identical parts. Item number 8, the 

"Leg" component, will be used as an example to illustrate the design dimension 

classification method. 

' .- * 
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ITEM NO. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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7 
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QTY. 
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OUTLET 

HANDLE 

INNER PIPE 

END PLATE 
SWING COVEF 

LEG 

GK 
DESCRIPTION 

41 STDPIPE 

1" STDPIPE 

F'STDPIPE 
SUPPLIED 

2'STDPIPE 

1/4" THICK PL 

jm 

Figure 5-21: The piping assembly and its components 

The drawing of the "Leg" component of the piping assembly is shown in Figure 5-22. 

There are altogether 6 design dimensions to fully define this part, each one of them is 

identified and labelled as shown. Note that the two gray dimensions, R2 and L4, are 

inherited from other components. L4 is inherited from the outer diameter of the 

"Outer Pipe" (item #1) and R2 is inherited from LI due to symmetry. LI and L2 

describe the size of the basic rectangular shape. L3 describes the thickness of the 

basic shape, though its dimension is defined by the raw material - lA" steel plate. Rl 
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implicitly specifies the centre of L4, and, in this case, Rl is predefined which its 

value was assigned by the manager due to some reasons. 

R2 

Rl .75 

:2.:W L4 

6.00 

LI 

3.00 L2 

r- .25 L3 

Figure 5-22: 6 dimensions are used to fully define this "Leg" part. Each 
one of them is labelled and classified. 
*Note that implicit geometric relations such as 
perpendicular and parallel are not listed. 

5.6.2 Classifying the design dimensions 

The six dimensions of this part are classified as below: 

Dimension 

L1 

L2 

L3 

L4 

R1 

R2 

Related or 
unrelated? 

YES 

NO 

NO 

YES 

NO 

YES 

Driving or driven 
by: 

R2 of"Leg" 

Global 

Global 

D1 of "Outer Pipe" 

Global 

L1 of"Leg" 

Table 5.2: Classification of the design dimensions for the "Leg" part 
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5.6.3 Constructing the dimension digraph 

As an example, the previous "Leg" component of the "Piping Assembly" is 

represented by the following digraph (Figure 5-23). Here, Rl, L2 and L3 are 

'Unrelated' dimensions, LI is a 'Steering' dimension and L4 and R2 are two 'Driven' 

dimensions. 

"Outer Pipe" 

Figure 5-23: The dimension digraph of the "Leg" part 

The other part of the same assembly, "Swing Cover" is shown in Figure 5-24. Note 

that 6 'Unrelated' dimensions are used to describe this part. The other dimensions are 

'Driven' by other parts in the "Piping" assembly. 

Figure 5-24: Only 6 dimensions are used to dimension this "Cover" part. These are 'Unrelated' 
dimensions. The others dimensions are driven by other part. 
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5.7 Summary 

In summary, the product itself contains design knowledge and is a reliable and 

consistent source for capturing design rationale. Design dimensions displayed on the 

drawings represent the design constraints and implicitly contain the design rationale. 

Identifying and linking the design dimensions provide a means to trace the design 

constraints and thus provide a consistent approach to capture design rationale. 

The proposed 'Dimension-driven' approach makes use of dimensions tracked on 

drawings to construct a dimension digraph. Design dimensions are classified into five 

categories, namely 'Unrelated', 'Steering', 'Driven', 'Coupled' and 'Multiplexed'. 

The dimension digraph built is a complex network representing the relationships 

between design dimensions of each component that constitutes a product. The 

dimension digraph can be used to identify the 'Steering' and 'Unrelated' dimensions. 

The 'Steering' and the 'Unrelated' dimensions provide a direct link from the 'Product 

Model' to the 'Design Decision Model'. They represented the design constraints that 

were imposed on the design throughout the entire design process. This provides a 

strong basis for dimensions to be used to represent the inter-relationships of design 

rationale. 
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Chapter 6 

The 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design rationale approach 

6.1 Introduction 

Design knowledge resides in product itself and most of the design tasks are based on 

existing designs. There is a need to capture knowledge that resides in a product and 

make this information available for future use. However, different engineering design 

teams may employ different processes and design tools to design different products. 

It is therefore the objective of this research to propose a product and process 

independent approach that could be used to capture design knowledge from the 

product itself. 

Chapters 4 and 5 introduced the 'Product-centric' model as well as the 'Dimension-

driven' approach that describe the relationship between the 'Design Decision Model' 

and 'Product Model' and the dimension digraph which is a complex network 

representing the relationships among the design dimensions that fully defines a 

product. 

6.2 Linking the 'Design Decision Model' and 'Product Model' 

This chapter will discuss in detail the complete 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' 

design rationale approach where the dimension digraph is used to connect the 

'Product Model' to the 'Design Decision Model'. Through design dimensions, the 

linking of 'Design Decision Model' to 'Product Model' provides the foundation for 
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engineers to capture and reveal design rationale. Figure 6-1 shows the complete 

representation model of the proposed 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design 

rationale capturing approach. 

Experiences 
Handbooks 
Standards 

Calculations 

Figure 6-1: The 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design rationale representation model 

Here, the 'Design Decision Model' is linked to the 'Product Model' by a network of 

design dimensions. The link is established in two ways. First, the geometric 

constraints imposed by design decisions in the 'Design Decision Model' are realised 

on the 'Product Model' as design dimensions. Second, the Arguments and Proposals 

that lead to decisions in 'Design Decision Model' make reference to the dimensions 

on the 'Product Model' as given constraints. In other words, dimensions are results of 

design decision and designers make reference to dimensions to make design decisions. 
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After a decision is made, the 'Virtual Product' would be updated, replacing the old 

'Virtual Product' with new geometric constraints. Updates may include changes in 

the material or the form of the dimensions of individual components, the relative 

position of components within an assembly, or the components within an assembly. 

In this dissertation, a 'Dimension-driven' approach is proposed to link design 

decisions to the forms and fits of a product. This means, the capturing of design 

rationale of the 'Product-centric' model is driven by design dimensions. In a forward 

manner, they serve as the trigger to capture design rationale in the course of 

designing. In a backward manner, they are the keys to reveal the design knowledge 

from existing product. 

6.3 The design decisions network 

6.3.1 Design decisions form a complex network 

A typical engineering design process from the decision perspective is shown in 

Figure 6-2. Here, the design task started with some initial design requirements or 

constraints at time=0 with "Decisional" and ended at time=end when the last 

decision "Decision_mn" was made. At a certain moment in time, a designer may 

raise an Issue, triggering a design decision. The Issue describes the design problem 

on hand and the design criteria to be met. To resolve the Issue, the designer or design 

team initiates a Decision Process. The Decision Process could be the individual 

designer's thinking process or a group discussion. In this Process, the engineers 

involved make use of information from the current Design State, their minds and 

external resources, like handbooks, calculations and other designs tools to satisfy the 

given constraints as well as the internal constraints incurred during the thinking or 
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discussion process. The Decision Process is closed when a decision is made. This 

final single decision for an Issue may be made by a group or an individual. This 

Decision Process keeps on until all the Issues have been resolved and the 'Product 

Model' is fully defined. 

t = o, 
design task start 

Time t = end, 
design task completed 

Figure 6-2; Design decisions made throughout the design process. Design task started at t = 0 and 
completed at t = end when all the issues are solved and the Product Model is fully 
defined. 

In practice, the design process is not a simple one-to-one step-by-step process but an 

iterative process where decisions are interrelated and depend on each other. The 

relation between design decisions and the 'Product Model' is shown in Figure 6-3. 
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Decision 22 

Component 1 

Component 2 

Component 3 

Component n 

Figure 6-3: Design decisions form a complex network and connected to the 'Product Model'. 

In this example, a latter decision is bounded by the constraints imposed by an earlier 

decision or a number of decisions. For example, "Decision 41" and "Decision 4n" are 

both influenced by "Decision 11" and "Decision In". "Decision ml" not only 

depended on "Decision 32" but also bounded by "Decision 11". 

6.3.2 Issue-based Decision-driven design rationale capture 

Traditional design rationale capturing approaches, as discussed in the previous 

chapters, were "decision-driven" and attempted to identify the Issues that signify the 

beginning of a decision process and record the Arguments that represent the rationale 

of such decision. This may work well in a prescriptive environment where the 
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objective is to improve the decision making process and capturing is to be done 

during the process. However, this does not work well in a descriptive environment 

since it is difficult to identify when a design decision was made and a lot of decisions 

may be missed out. 

Without taking consideration of the end results that one decision might influence the 

other, it would be extremely difficult to trace and keep track of all the decisions in the 

decision network. In fact, Issue-based design rationale approaches and systems 

attempted to capture the design rationale from the decision perspective by identifying 

the decisions and record the design rationale. However, most of them focused on 

identifying the Issue that triggered the decision but not the output resulted from the 

decision. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the disadvantage of such "decision-

driven" approach, no matter prescriptive or descriptive, is that if an Issue is not raised 

or identified, the rationale to the decision is not recorded. At a later stage during the 

design rationale capturing, even though an Issue has been identified, the rationale to 

such a decision could not be completely recorded because the rationale to an earlier 

related decision has not been captured in the first place. A single missed out and 

unrecorded decision will lead to the failure of the entire design rationale capturing 

process. This is the reason why most of the proposed Issue-based decision-driven 

design rationale approaches were not being used in practice. As pointed out in the 

previous chapters, the challenge to a practical design rationale capturing approach 

was to first identify all the decisions made throughout the design process. 
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6.4 Relation between design decision and dimensions 

In this 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design rationale approach, the product, no 

matter how complex, is represented by a 'Product Model' consisting of sub

assemblies, parts and components. Each part, component, sub-assembly and their 

relative position in space is fully defined by a set of dimensions. 

Throughout the design thinking process, mechanical design engineers transform the 

design requirements and given constraints, from a group or an individual, into 

geometric constraints. Geometric constraints are then realised by the forms and fits of 

the design under development. Design decisions progressively change the forms and 

fits of the product. 

In mechanical engineering design, the forms and fits of the product are represented by 

a set of dimensions. These design dimensions fully define not only the shapes of the 

components that constitute the product but also the spatial relations among them. It is 

through the appropriate arrangement (assembly) of these geometric shapes 

(components) that the required function of a product could be realised. In this way, 

design decisions made to satisfy design requirements and any rationale behind are 

eventually realised in the dimensions that describe the forms and fits of the product. 

While dimensions are carriers of design decision, design decision implicitly resides in 

design dimensions. There is a causal relationship between design decisions and 

dimensions where design decisions are the causes and the dimensions are the effects. 

This causal relation between the design decision and dimensions could be viewed 

from either the decision or the dimension perspective. 
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6.4.1 The decision perspective: design decisions reside in dimensions 

From the decision perspective, design decisions reside in dimensions. Throughout the 

design process, a series of decisions have to be made to fulfil design constraints. 

Once a decision is made, the design constraint and the rationale behind the decision 

are converted to some geometric constraint which is realised by the forms and fits of 

the product. The forms and fits are eventually represented by the dimensions. That is, 

design decisions derive the dimensions and the dimensions are the end results of 

design decisions. The relation between them could be one-to-one or one-to-many 

relations, as shown in Figure 6-4. 

resides in 
Decision 1 • Dimension 1 

(a) 

•r Dimension 1 

+• Dimension 2 

>• Dimension 3 

(b) *• Dimension n 

Fig. 6-4: Design decisions reside in dimensions 
(a) One-to-one relation (b) One-to-many relation 

6.4.2 The dimensions perspective: dimensions are carriers of design decisions 

On the other hand, the relation between design decisions and dimensions can be 

viewed from the dimension perspective. For any product to be ready for mass 

production, it must be fully dimensioned. This means, the shapes and relative 

positions of all the components that constituted the product must be fully defined. 

The shapes are defined by intrinsic dimensions and the relative positions of the 

components are defined by relational dimensions, as discussed in Chapter 5. During 

resides in 

Decision 2 
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the design process, some decisions have to be made to determine each of the 

dimensions, thus the relation between design decision and design dimension is 

established. This could be a one to one relation or a one to many relations, as shown 

in Figure 6-5. Each dimension may therefore carry information of one or more design 

decisions. 

„ . . is a carrier of _ . . „ 
Dimension 1 • Decision 1 

(a) 

1 

2 

3 

n 

Fig. 6-5: Dimensions as carriers of design decisions 
(a) One-to-one relation (b) One-to-many relation 

6.5 The 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' approach 

The following sections will discuss in details the procedures to link the 'Product 

Model' to the 'Design Decision Model' with dimensions and how the dimension 

digraph could be used to capture design rationale. 

6.5.1 Incorporating design dimensions into the decision network 

As discussed in the previous sections, design decisions were made to fulfil design 

constraints as well as introducing geometric constraints to the design. Geometric 

constraints are realised in the product as design dimensions. In practice, decisions and 

dimensions are interlaced and connected together in the form a complex networks. By 
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incorporating the design dimensions into the decision network, the relation between 

the design decisions and design dimensions are explicitly exhibited, as shown in 

Figure 6-6. 

Figure 6-6: A complex decision network is formed when decisions and dimensions are 
connected together 

Figure 6-6 shows the complete decision networks connecting dimensions. Here, the 

relation between a design decision and a design dimension is either a direct relation 

or an indirect relation. 

The causal relation between decisions and dimensions could be viewed from either 

the decision or dimension perspectives. From the decision perspective, the decisions 

themselves form a complex network and are connected by dimensions. From the 
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dimension perspective, the dimensions also form a complex network or linked by 

decisions. The focus of the proposed 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design 

rationale capturing approach is to view the relation between decisions and dimensions 

from the dimension perspective. The fact that there are a finite number of design 

dimensions for every product and each dimension is a carrier of one or more design 

decisions is the basis that the 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design rationale 

capturing approach is developed. 

As discussed in Chapter 5, the finite number of design dimensions can be grouped 

together to form a 'Design Dimension Set' {Ddesign} and each dimension within 

{Ddesign} could be classified into 5 categories, namely 'Unrelated', 'Steering', 

'Driven', 'Multiplexed' and 'Coupled'. The objective of this 'Product-centric 

Dimension-driven' approach is to provide a robust mechanism to establish this 

decision-dimension complex network in both forward or backward manners via the 

dimensions within the 'Design Dimension Set' {Ddesign}. In the forward manner, the 

construction of the network is triggered when a dimension is assigned a value - this is 

an interactive process and can be applied to ongoing design projects. Here, the 

classification of the dimensions is not known and the construction of the dimension 

digraph is not completed until the end of the design task. On the contrary, in the 

backward manner, the network is re-constructed with a set of known and predefined 

dimensions - this is a back tracking process and can be applied to completed design 

projects. Here, the classification of dimensions is done by studying and analysing the 

relations between existing dimensions and the construction of the dimension digraph 

is completed by connecting the dimensions together. 
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It is this dimension-driven perspective and the ability to capture design rationale in 

both forward and backward manner that had made this 'Product-centric Dimension-

driven' design rationale approach differ from and better than other proposed 

approaches. 

6.6 Integrating the design rationale approach within a 3D CAD environment 

In a forward manner, this approach triggers the design rationale capturing mechanism 

when the designer starts to place design dimensions on a 3D model or 2D drawing. 

The rationale of why such a dimension is chosen to one or more design criteria is 

recorded and associated with that dimension. In cases where a dimension is bounded 

by or related to other dimensions, the relation is recorded and a dimension digraph is 

constructed to connect these dimensions. As design progresses, the dimension 

digraph grows until the design task is completed and all dimensions associated with 

the 'Virtual Product' are included in the digraph. 

6.6.1 3D CAD system keep track of modelling history 

Major feature-based CAD systems today are also known as history-based systems 

(i.e., construction history based) and provided the capability to design with 

parametric features. History-based means such systems would sequentially record the 

operations of an engineer when he/she is constructing a design. The system would 

maintain a "construction history" internally, and at some level the history would be 

accessible to the engineer for making design changes in the native system. For 

example, if the radius of a hole needs to be changed, the hole feature can be selected 

in the history tree, the radius parameter edited, and the new model generated by 

"replaying the construction history". The capability to design with features and use 
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parametric relationships to convey constraints on a design were also provided by 

major CAD systems. If there is a requirement that the radius of a hole must always 

be one-half the depth of the hole, one dimension would change with another 

correspondingly. This capability to modify the design in the native system is a 

characteristic of an "intelligent solid". An "intelligent solid" model is also fully 

associative to the drawings and assemblies that make reference to it. Changes to a 

model are automatically reflected in the associated drawings and assemblies. 

Likewise, engineers could make changes in the context of drawings or assemblies, 

knowing that those changes would automatically be reflected back in the associated 

model. 

6.6.2 Dimensions associativity among assemblies 

Most mechanical products are assemblies of multiple components and not a single 

piece. Depending on the complexity of a product, it can consist of several to hundreds 

and thousands of components. The emergence of multi-functional "all-in-one" 

products nowadays implies that product designs are becoming more and more 

complex. In addition to the ever-increasing labour cost, there is a growing demand for 

extra attention to the assembly process during the design phase of a product. The 

assembly formed from components could itself be an individual product or a sub

assembly within another product. The components or sub-assemblies being used in a 

product could either be purchased standard industrial components or in-house 

developed common standard parts. They could be assembled together to form the 

overall assembly according to specific mating relations and assembly conditions 

[Chan 2006]. 
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Modern parametric feature-based assembly modelling systems enable design 

engineers to create and manage overall assembly constraints among parts, thus 

defining the positions and movements of parts in relation to each other. The assembly 

representation is based on specifying the spatial relationships between individual 

parts as mating conditions. Mating feature information can be provided interactively 

with ease because mating features are simple geometry entities such as faces and 

edges. Assembly constraints capture design intentions, including common dimensions 

of parts, positions of parts with respect to each other, alignment of parts, join 

conditions, operational parameters, and general mating conditions. The distance by 

which a part can move with respect to mating parts, the number of degrees a part can 

rotate, and the linear distance a pin can move in and out of a hole are examples of 

operational parameters. 

Assembly modelling systems also provide the capability to create parametric 

constraint relationships between parts to support top-down assembly design 

methodology. This approach allows design engineers to create part geometry in the 

context of other parts, that is, to create new parts with reference to existing parts 

within the assembly. Inter-part constraint relationships are helpful when many 

dimensions in an assembly depend on some key dimensions. Once such relationships 

are recorded, the engineers only need to change the key dimensions; the system 

would take care of other related dimensions automatically. This powerful capability 

also provided a mechanism for propagating a complete change (e.g., if the diameter 

of a shaft changes, the size of a hole that fits into it would be updated in parallel). 

Designers' time would be saved as there is no longer the need for modifying each 

details of the entire assembly whenever part designs are modified. 
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6.7 Capturing design rationale within a 3D CAD environment in the course of 

designing - forward implementation 

Although this approach is best integrated as an extension to a history-based 3D solid 

modelling system to capture and share the design rationale, the underlying principles 

can be applied independently as a general approach. The steps to capture the design 

rationale within a 3D CAD environment are as follows: 

1. A feature-based parametric 3D CAD system is used to create models, 

assemblies and drawings of the 'Virtual Product'. By default, the dimensions 

across components, assemblies and drawings are fully associated. Design 

engineers carry out design work as usual with no intervention to his/her 

normal work flow. The design rationale capturing process starts as soon as the 

design engineer assigns dimensions to the solid models. PDM systems can 

also be used to manage and synchronise the files in a concurrent engineering 

environment. 

2. As soon as the modelling of the part or assembly is started, the designer could 

identify the 'Design Dimension Set' {Ddesign} for each model. The dimensions 

can be dimensioned on drawings or 3D model. Note that in this case, the 

'Design Dimension Set' needs not to be equal to 'Modelling Dimension Set' 

{Dmodeiiing}- The 3D CAD environment provides the tools for the engineer to 

switch from {Dra0deiiing} to {Ddesign}- The {Ddesign} then selected should fully 

described the component so that the manufacturing dimension set 

{Dmanufacturing} can be found. 
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3. If the dimension is an 'Unrelated' dimension, the engineer has to select one of 

the constraint categories as identified by the company. The 8 categories 

identify by the large scale survey in Appendix 2 provide an initial template. 

These include: Design Specification, External Standards, Company Standards, 

Assembly, Appearance, Functionality, Manufacturability, and Costs; and 

other constraints, if any, will be grouped under Others. Each company can 

refine or subdivide the class where appropriate. If the dimension is assigned 

by an engineer, the range of the dimension allowed should also be noted for 

later changes. If the dimension is already constrained, the source of the 

constraint should also be noted. 

4. If the dimension is a 'Related' dimension, then the engineer has to select if it 

is a 'Steering', 'Driven', 'Coupled' or 'Multiplexed' dimension. In some 

cases, especially at the earlier stages of the design, there is not sufficient 

information to tell if a dimension is a 'Steering' one. At this stage, identifying 

the dimension as a 'Driven' dimension is more important. Since it will be 

referred by other dimension at a later stage if it is also a "driving" dimension. 

Once the dimension is identified as a 'Driven' dimension, the dimension that 

"drives" it can be identified and noted. This 'Steering' dimension can be a 

local or an external dimension. 

5. If a dimension is an assembly mating dimension, then it is identified as 

'Coupled' dimension. Since the models are created within the 3D CAD 

environment, the models contain the mating and assembly information. 

Therefore, the coupled external dimension can easily be found and noted. 
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6. Once the above procedure is done, a partial 'Dimension Digraph' can then be 

constructed. The design constraints are now linked to all related downstream 

dimensions. This information is stored as design attribute with the CAD 

drawing or model. 

7. At any stage, given any dimension within 'Design Dimension Set' {Ddesign}, 

its upstream and downstream related dimensions can be found. All 

dimensions can either be back tracked to its original steering constraint or 

move forward to check all its dependants. Traversing along the dimension 

network provides a mechanism for the designer to understand more about the 

current design. 

8. The decision-dimension network will grow along with the design process. 

Once the entire design is done, the decision-dimension network is also 

completed. 

9. Any existing component with a 'Dimension Digraph' constructed can be 

linked to the current network. 
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6.8 Capturing design rationale from existing products - backward 

implementation 

New designs are, in one way or the other, based on existing designs. Better 

understanding and reuse of existing designs can largely enhance the design 

productivity and efficiency. Product knowledge not only resides in people, but also 

the design process and the product itself. There is a need to capture the design 

rationale not only during the design phase but also from existing product itself. It was 

actually this motive of design reuse that initiated this research. The following sections 

will discuss the procedures to capture design rationale from existing products in a 

backward manner. The steps are: 

1. Identify the product structure 

2. Determine and code the design dimension sets 

3. Identify the relation between dimensions 

4. Construct the dimension digraph 

5. Classify the dimensions into five categories 

6. Associate design rationale to 'Unrelated' and 'Steering' dimensions 

7. Traverse through the digraph to reveal decision dependency 

8. Document the design rationale for future reuse 

6.8.1 Identify the 'Design Dimensions Set' from 'Product Model' 

The first step in the backward capturing manner is to identify the product structure, 

similar to the one shown in Figure 6-7. The objective is to group related components 

together for easier identification of the dimensional relations. In practice, the product 

structures are normally documented in the form of assembly tree and stored in PDM 

system. 
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Figure 6-7: The product structure of the virtual product consists of 
components, parts and assemblies at different levels and are eventually 
represented by a set of detailed engineering drawings and documentations 

The second step is to identify the design dimension set for each component that 

constituted the product. For standard or purchased components, the key mating 

dimensions should be identified. This information will normally be available either 

from online or paper catalogues. In practice, the set of dimensions on the production 

drawings represented the dimensions for manufacturing {Dmanufacturing} and are not 

necessarily equal to the design dimension set {Ddesign}- In cases where the original 

drawings are produced directly from 3D models and the designer has been using the 

design dimensions to create the detail drawings, the conversion of the dimension set 

from {Dmanufacturing} to {Ddesign} is not necessary. The survey in Appendix 2 showed 

that today majority of the mechanical design engineers use 3D CAD systems to create 

both the 3D models and detail drawings. In cases where the detailed drawings are 

created manually or by a 2D CAD system, it is necessary to check if the dimensions 

were under-defined or over-defined, and most importantly the accuracy of the 

dimensions. 
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Figure 6-8 showed the 'Design Dimension Set' of the components that constituted an 

existing product "Product-A". In this example, the product consists of an m number 

of components and each component is fully defined by a set of design dimensions. 

That is, 

{L'product_A/ — { { D c o m p o n e n t l } ; {Dcomponent_2} 5 {Dcomponentm} } 

where 

\tJComponent_l) 

{tJcomponent_2 / 

{Diml l , Dim_12, ... D imln} 

{Dim_21, Dim_22, ... Dim_2n} 

{-L'Component_m } {Dimml, Dim_m2, ... Dim_mn} 

Dimension 13 

Dimension 14 

Dimension 15 

Dimension 1n 

Dimension 21 

Dimension 2n 

Dimension 31 

Dimension 3n 

Dimension ml 

Dimension 

Component 2 

Component 3 

Component m 

Dimension 12 

Component 5 

Dimension 51 

Dimension 5n 

Dimension 11 

Product A 

Dimension 41 

Dimension 42 

Component 4 

Dimension 4n 

Figure 6-8: Design Dimensions per component 

The dimensions listed in Figure 6-8 are the design dimensions that are used to fully 

define the existing product Product-A. This set the starting point of the backward 
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capturing process. The objective is to back track the decision-dimension network and 

search and associate the design rationale to each known design dimension. 

6.8.2 Identify the relations between dimensions and construct the dimension digraph 

The next step is to identify the relations between dimensions. Design dimensions 

within the same product may or may not relate to each other. It should be noted that 

the relation between dimensions is not necessarily a one-to-one relation. It could be a 

one-to-many, many-to-one or many-to-many relation. A dimension within the 

dimension set could be related to a local or external dimension within the same 

design dimension set. Here, local dimensions are dimensions within a component 

whilst external dimensions are dimensions on other components within the product. 

The various possible relations between dimensions are shown in Figure 5-18. 

Each dimension within the design dimension set {Dproduct_A} of Product-A is studied 

and analysed to identify its relation with others. Based on the relations, a dimension 

digraph is then constructed to connect all these dimensions. The dimension digraph 

showing the relations among all dimensions of Product-A is shown in Figure 6-9. In 

this digraph, each node denoted one design dimension. The relation between any two 

dimensions is represented by a directed edge connecting two nodes, with the arrow 

direction indicating the Steering and Driven relation. For example, a directed edge 

with arrow pointed to {Dim_21} was used to connect {Dim_ll} and {Dim_21} to 

represent the Steering and Driven relation between the two. In this dimension digraph, 

{Dim_12} is related to {Dim_15}, {Dimln} and {Dim_ll} while {Dim_13} is not 

related to any other dimensions with Product-A. 
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Figure 6-9: The partial dimension digraph of "Product-A" 

Based on the above dimension digraph, standard complex network algorithms can be 

applied to traverse through the network to classify each node into one of the five 

categories, namely 'Unrelated', 'Steering', 'Driven', 'Coupled' and 'Multiplexed'. 

The classification is based on the following criteria: 

'Unrelated' dimensions: nodes with no in or out lines 

'Steering' dimensions: nodes with only outgoing connections 

'Driven' dimensions: nodes with only incoming connections 

'Coupled' dimensions: nodes with bidirectional connections with others 

'Multiplexed' dimensions: nodes with both outgoing and incoming connection. 

Once the classification is done, the design dimension set {Dpr0duct_A}, as denoted by 

{J-JproductA/ 1 {JJcomponentl/; \i-'Component_2/j IJ-Jcomponentm) / 

could now be represented by 

{Dproduct_A}= { {Dunrelated}, {Dsteering}, {Doriven}, {DMultiplexed} } 

where {DCouPied} is a subset of {DMuitiPiexed} 
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Each dimension within each of the dimension set {Dunreiated}, {Dsteering}, {Doriven}, 

{Diviuitipiexed}, {Dcoupied} provides a partial clue to construct the decision-dimension 

network. For the digraph shown in Figure 6-10, the dimension sets are: 

{Dunreiated} = {Dim_13, Dim_14, ... Dim_31, Dim_3n} 

{Dsteering} = {Diml 1, Dim_41, Dim_42, Dim_4n, ... Dim_5n} 

{Doriven} = {Dim_15, Dim_ln, Dim_21, Dim_2n, ... D i m m l , Dimmn} 

{DMuitipiexed} = {Dim_12,... Dim_51} 

{Dcoupied} = {NULL} 

6.8.3 Associate design rationale to 'Unrelated' and 'Steering' dimensions 

Out of the five classified categories, the 'Unrelated' and 'Steering' dimensions are of 

high importance as they are direct carriers of design decisions. They provide 

immediate clues in search for design rationales. Once identified, the corresponding 

design rationale to the decisions could be associated to these dimensions, thus 

constructing parts of the decision-dimension network. However, it must be 

emphasised that this backward approach assumed that the design knowledge is 

searchable and reachable. This is because, if the design rationale has never been 

documented in any form or there is no one to be asked for such information, this 

approach is by no means an automatic approach to generate or recreate the original 

design rationale. At the end of the day, it is the company or the design team's 

responsibilities to keep track of and document the arguments and results of the design 

activities. Having said so, in cases where the original design rationale is not formally 

kept, this backward approach provides a robust, step-by-step product and process 

independent mechanism for successor to capture as much design rationale as possible 

from their predecessors. 
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Each 'Unrelated' and 'Steering' dimension could then be associated with a decision 

with code name similar to the dimensions, as shown in Figure 6-10. Here, the 

'Unrelated' and 'Steering' dimensions and their corresponding design rationale are 

revealed and associated to the dimensions. 

Dtmehs:ioir13 

Dimeh$iotvi4 

Dimension 15 

Dimension 1n 

Dimension 21 

Dimension 2n 

dimension 31; 

Dimension 3ri 

Dimension ml 

Dimension mn 
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Decision P""""""""--

Decision 1 

Dimension 51 

Dimension 5n 

Decision j 

I 

Dimension 11 Decision I 

Dimension 41 

Dimension 42 

Dimension.4n 

Decision 

Decision I 

•*J Decision I 

Decision 

Figure 6-10: Unrelated and steering dimensions are directly related to design decisions 

Chapter 4 discussed that there exists a common set of decision criteria that design 

engineers would base upon in making design decisions, namely 1) Design 

Specification, 2) External Standards, 3) Company Standards, 4) Assembleability, 5) 

Appearance, 6) Functionality, 7) Manufacturability, and 8) Costs. This common set 

of design criteria may provide the clue to identify the nature of design rationale 

associated with a dimension. Design Specification, Appearance and Functionality are 

most likely to be the rationale that had directed the 'Unrelated' and 'Steering' 

dimensions as initial given constraints at the early design stage while External 

Standards, Company Standards and Costs may have affected the decisions at a later 

stage. 
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As discussed above, this 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design rationale 

capturing approach provides a guided environment through which makes design 

rationale capturing easy whether it is performed in a forward or backward manner. 

The capturing of design rationale associated with a decision may be deduced using 

the 8 constraint categories. With the prime objective of facilitating design reuse, the 

aim of this 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' model is to capture all the key design 

decisions, including the design constraints and any rationale behind, to each 

dimension which will affect subsequent changes to be made to a product. It is through 

this identification of design decisions and the association among dimensions that 

allow for efficient and effective reuse of designs. 

6.8.4 Traverse through the digraph to reveal decision dependency 

After the design rationale have been identified for and associated with the 'Unrelated' 

and 'Steering' dimensions, the next step is to traverse through the dimension digraph 

to reveal the decision dependency for the 'Multiplexed' and 'Driven' dimensions. 

Here each 'Multiplexed' dimension was connected to more than one dimension. 

These dimensions could be internal or external, and the relation could be a 'Steering' 

and 'Driven' relation, a 'Coupled' relation, or both. This signify the most 

complicated stage of the design task, where the design has been moved from 

conceptual to embodiment, as well as detailed design. During this stage, design 

dimensions are subjected to change due to external or internal constraints and each 

change might affect other components. Besides the inherited constraints, design 

decisions made at this stage are mostly based on Standards, Assembleability, 

Manufacturability and Costs. In some cases, where a decision for change was 

necessary but contradicting with the original constraining 'Steering' dimensions, the 
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design might have to start over. A new decision would be made to change the 

'Steering' dimensions, then the design process repeats again. This represents the 

iterative nature of the design process which a practical design rationale capturing 

approach should accommodate. 

Each dimension is associated with a decision and the driving and driven dimensions 

are connected to this decision. The complete decision-dimension network is 

completed, as shown in Figure 6-11. 

Dimension 13 r* Decision 

Dimension 14 -[ Decision ] 

Dimension 15 Decision 

DimensibhilT M Decision 

Dimension 21 Decision 

piitiensioh ;2h 

Dimension 31 

Dimension 3n 

Dimension m l H: Decision 

Dimension m nl K Decision 

Dimension 11 Decision 

Dimension 41 Decision I 

Dimension 42 -\ Decision | 

Dimension 4n Decision 

Diitiensjbn;5n: Decision 

Figure 6-11: Uncover decisions for Multiplexed, Driven and Coupled dimensions 

6.8.5 Document the findings for future reuse 

By applying the above procedures to all the dimensions in the {DPr0duct}, the complete 

dimension-decision network for an existing product could be constructed. In cases 

where the same decision was made to determine multiple dimensions, the decisions 

can be combined into one, as shown in Figure 6-12 and 6-13. 
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Figure 6-12: Identify multiple instances of the same decision 
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Figure 6-13: Combining the same decisions into one 

This completed the 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' backward capturing approach. 

Finally, the corresponding design rationale associated to each dimension is 

documented for future reuse. In Chapter 7, a real-life design case study will be 
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presented to demonstrate both the forward and backward implementation of the 

proposed approach. The benefits and advantages over existing approaches and 

systems will also be discussed. 

6.9 Summary 

Design dimensions carried and link design rationale to the product. In this Chapter, 

the causal relation between design decision and dimension was discussed in details. 

The proposed 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design rationale capturing 

approach provides a step-by-step mechanism for engineers to reveal design rationale 

from the design dimensions of a product. The relation between dimensions on the 

drawings is used to construct a dimension digraph. The construction of the digraph 

could be carried out both in a forward or backward manner. Based on the digraph, the 

design dimensions are classified into five categories, namely 'Unrelated', 'Steering', 

'Driven', 'Coupled' and 'Multiplexed'. The 'Steering' and the 'Unrelated' 

dimensions provide direct links from the 'Product Model' to the 'Design Decision 

Model'. They represented the design constraints that were imposed on the design 

throughout the entire design process. 

This approach provides a robust framework for design rationale capturing. It can be 

applied in both forward and backward manners and is independent of the design 

process and the product being developed. It is applicable as long as design 

dimensions are available. 
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Chapter 7 

Implementing the 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' approach 

7.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the questions that lead to this research began to take form 

while the author was involved in a design team in the late 1990's developing 

sampling tools for planetary exploration missions. The question that launched this 

research was: "If the dimensions on CAD models and drawings of an engineering 

design are the results of design decisions, is there a way to capture and recall the 

design rationale associated with these dimensions?" 

To address the above question, this dissertation proposed a 'Product-centric 

Dimension-driven' approach to capture design rationale. 

7.2 Implementing the 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' approach 

In this approach, the dimensions presented on production drawings or 3D computer 

models are used to capture design rationale. The capturing of design rationale can be 

carried out in both a forward or backward manner. 

7.2.1 Forward capturing 

In a forward manner, this approach triggers the design rationale capturing mechanism 

when the designer starts to place design dimensions on the 3D models or 2D 

drawings. The rationale of why such a dimension is chosen to one or more design 
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criteria is recorded and associated with that dimension. In cases where a dimension is 

bounded by or related to other dimensions, the relation is recorded and a dimension 

digraph is constructed to connect these dimensions. As the design progresses, the 

dimension digraph grows until the design task is completed and all dimensions 

associated with the 'Virtual Product' are included in the digraph. 

7.2.2 Backward capturing 

In a backward manner, this approach employs a systematic descriptive approach to 

back track design rationale from the dimensions of an existing product. All the 

dimensions associated with a product is first analysed and their relations to other 

dimensions are identified to construct the dimension digraph. Once the dimension 

digraph is constructed, the geometric relation and dependency among components 

and assemblies can be identified, thus providing a practical methodology and robust 

mechanism for companies to reveal design knowledge that had been implicitly 

resided within their products. 

Although this proposed approach is best integrated as an extension to a history-based 

3D solid modelling system to capture and share design rationale, the underlying 

principles can be applied independently as a general approach. 

In this chapter, several real life mechanical engineering design projects completed by 

a design team consists of design and manufacturing engineers will be used to 

demonstrate the implementation of the proposed 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' 

design rationale capturing approach. 
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A series of completely developed products, "Micro End-Effectors (MEE) for 

SSADT" were selected to demonstrate both the backward and forward capturing 

method. One of the series consists of 5 versions of the same family product. Each 

version was based on previous versions with modifications and enhancements to 

existing components as well as adding new components. The core mechanism of this 

series, "SSADT-0", will be used to demonstrate the backward method and two later 

products both based on "SSADT-0" will be used to demonstrate the forward 

capturing manner. 

7.3 Background of the case study "MEE for SSADT" 

The "MEE for SSADT" was a series of sampling tools developed between 1997 and 

1998 for the European Space Agency (ESA) [Yung 1997]. The design emphasis is for 

passive self adapting blind grappling on Mars soil. During this period, 5 versions of 

this 2-jaws series have been developed and prototyped, namely "SSADT-1A", 

"SSADT-1C", "SSADT-2A", "SSADT-2C", and "SSADT-2E". 

7.3.1 Development of the "MEE for SSADT" series 

Figure 7-1 showed three versions of the 2-jaws "MEE for SSADT" series. The 

original concept of designing the end-effectors in two halves - act as a pair of jaws 

for grappling when opened and a drill for coring when closed was further developed 

to design the patent awarding "Corer Grinder" for the ESA 2003 Mars mission. As 

the design moved from purely grappling to multifunctional, the design of the "Jaws" 

changed dramatically. As shown in Figure 7-1, the pair of "Jaws" changed from the 

simplest "SSADT-1A" rectangular shape to the complex shape pair "SSADT-2E". 
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The two halves of "SSADT-2E" were different to cater for different operating 

purpose. 

Figure 7-1: Various versions of the sampling tool "MEE for SSADT" 

Table 7-1 and 7-2 showed the variation of components being developed, modified, 

and used for the entire "MEE for SSADT" series products development cycle. It 

could be shown that each version is signified by the change in the two components 

comprising the pair of jaws, namely "Jaw-right" and "Jaw-left". This means that the 

design tasks are always carried out based on existing designs. Most of the design 

work was done by modifying or enhancing existing designs. In this case, the design 

had been focusing on changing the shape of the two jaws to cater for grappling, 

drilling, and coring. It was therefore important to keep track of the design rationale 

for such changes. 
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Component 
Name 

Jaw-right 

Jaw-left 

Arm-right-a 

Arm-right-b 

Arm-left-a 

Arm-left-b 

Lead -screw 

Top-link 

Side-link-a 

Side-link-b 

Float-nut 

Bush-a 

Bush-b 

Pin-1-a 

Pin-1-b 

Pin-1-c 

Pin-2-a 

Pin-2-b 

Pin-4-a 

Pin-3-a 

Pin-3-b 

Pin-3-c 

Pin-3-d 

Code 

JAR 

JAL 

ARA 

ARB 

ALA 

ALB 

LSC 

TLK 

SLA 

SLB 

FLN 

BUA 

BUB 

P1A 

P1B_ 

P1C_ 

P2A 

P2B 

P4A_ 

P3A_ 

P3B_ 

P3C 

P3D_ 

Micro End Effector (MME) for SSADT 
SSADT-0 

NIL 

NIL 

New (vi) 
New (yf) 
New(v1) 
New(v1) 
New (vi) 
New(vl) 
New(v1) 
New (v1) 
New (vi) 
New (v1) 
New (vi) 
New (vi) 
New (vi) 
New (vi) 
New(vi1) 
New(v1) 
New (v:1) 

NIL 

NIL 

NIL 

NIL 

SSADT-1A 

New (v1) 

New (v1) 
Modify (v2) 
Modify (v2) 
Modify (v2) 
Modify (v2) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use;;(vi) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (y1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 

New(v1) 
New (y1) 
New (v1) 
New (vi) 

SSADT-1C 

Modify (v2) 
Modify (v2) 

.Modify (v3) 
"Modify (v3) 
Modify (v3) 
Modify (v3) 
Modify (v2) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (vi) 

i Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Retuse (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
:Re-use (v1) 
; Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 

SSADT-2A 

Modify (v3) 
Modify (v3) 
Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v2) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (vi) 
Re-use (vi) 

SSADT-2C 

wraiiTRflnw sSUiXJ&fl*fe 
WSiSBS^SSSi. 

/ 
) 

Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v2) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (vi) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-Use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 

SSADT-2E 

Modify (v5) 

Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v3) 
Re-use (v2) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (vi) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (vi) 
Re-use (vi) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 
Re-use (v1) 

Table 7-1: The components developed, modified and used by various version of "MME for SSADT" 

Components 

Total components: 

New components: 

Vlodified components: 

Re-used components: 

Unique components: 

Design dimensions: 

Micro End Effector (MEE) for SSADT 
SSADT-0 

17 
17 
0 
0 

11 
79 

SSADT-1A 

23 
6 
4 

13 
14 

145 

SSADT-1C 

23 
0 
7 

16 
14 

175 

SSADT-2A 

23 
0 
2 

21 
14 

180 

SSADT-2C 

23 
0 
2 

21 
14 

185 

SSADT-2E 

23 
0 
2 

21 
14 

185 

Table 7-2: Statistics of components reused or modified for each version of the "SSADT" tool 

7.3.2 No formal record of the design knowledge 

Unfortunately, no design rationale capturing system had been used to record the 

design rationale. Although 3D models have been developed for design visualization 

and evaluations during team meetings throughout the development cycle of the 

"SSADT" series, the models have not been kept properly except for the production 

engineering drawings. Also, there was no formal documentation of what criteria had 

led to certain design decisions. The discussion record or documentation during team 
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meetings were scattered among the team members' desks or buried in file cabinets 

filled with thousands of other poorly indexed paper-based documents. Figure 7-2(a) 

and 7-2(b) showed two examples of these informal records that were found at the 

bottom of the designer's drawers. Figure 7-2(a) was a hand sketch of the original 

cushioning design for the "SSADT" series holding mechanism and figure 7-2(b) was 

another sketch showing the concept of drilling jaws. 

(a) Cushioning design (b) From grappling to drilling 

Figure 7-2: Hand sketch showing initial design concepts 

7.3.3 Product platform for the "MEE for SSADT" series 

It should be pointed out that for the sampling tool to function, these pairs of "Jaws" 

needed to be mounted to a holding and driving mechanism. For the "SSADT" series, 

all five versions were mounted on the same common platform, "SSADT-0". Figure 

7-3(a) and (b) showed the "SSADT-2E" mounted on "SSADT-0 V2". An earlier 

product, "SSADT-1 A" was the first pair of self-adaptive jaws designed to test and 

verify the operating conditions of the mounting device "SSADT-0". Using "SSADT-

0" as the common mounting and operating platform, several versions of the coupled 

micro end-effectors have been developed. 
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(a) SSADT-2E mounted on SSADT-0 (b) SSADT-2E in action 

Figure 7-3: SSADT-2E (grappling and drilling) 

7.3.4 "SSADT-0" - the core mounting and operating device for "SSADT" end-

effectors 

"SSADT-0" is the first and proof of concept version of the micro mechanism that was 

later used to carry and drive the end-effectors for passive self-adapting grappling. The 

design of the "SSADT-0" holding mechanism was completed and prototype has been 

made for testing in the middle of 1997. The complete assembly of the "SSADT-0", 

consists of 17 components, as shown in Figure 7-4. 
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Figure 7-4: The operating and mounting device for SSADT MEE sampling tools 
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The overall size of the "SSADT-0" was constrained by a cylindrical volume of 15mm 

in diameter and 24mm in depth, as shown in the Figure 7-5. With this initial given 

constraints, the design team had to design the entire operating mechanism with jaws 

that could fit and work within this small envelope, hence the name Micro End-

Effectors (MEE). The "Micro" linkage mechanism of the "SSADT-0" converted a 

2mm vertical movement to a 6.5mm horizontal movement, thus providing the 

opening and closing operation of the jaws. Figure 7-5 showed the "SSADT-0" in 

these two positions during operation. 

r-i 

Figure 7-5: The open and close position of the "SSADT-0" 

7.4 Backward capturing the design rationale of "SSADT-0" 

In this section, the procedure to implement the 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' 

design rationale capturing approach in a backward manner using the "SSADT-0" as 

an example will be discussed in detail. Since the CAD models were lost, the 

backward capturing was based on the production engineering drawings. The steps 

were: 

1. Identify the product structure 

2. Determine and code the Design Dimension Sets 

18.63 20.30 
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3. Identify the relation between dimensions 

4. Construct the dimension digraph 

5. Classify the dimensions into five categories 

6. Associate design rationale to 'Unrelated' and 'Steering' dimensions 

7. Traverse through the digraph to reveal decision dependency 

8. Document the design rationale for future reuse 

7.4.1 Identify the product structure 

The "SSADT-0" consists of total 17 components and 11 of them are unique, as 

shown in Figure 7-6 and Table 7-3. 

ITEM NO. 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

PART NUMBER 

Lead screw 
To p_ link 

Arm leFI a 
Arm j i g ht 

Bush 

Float nul 

Side link 
Arm left b 

Pin 1 

Pin 2 

Pin_4 

DESCRIPTION t xp loded 
View/QTY. 

1 
1 

1 

2 

2 
1 

2 
1 

3 

2 
1 

Figure 7-6: Exploded view of "SSADT-0" Table 7-3: Bill-of-materials of "SSADT-0" 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the components of the product could be organized into a 

product structure consisting of assemblies and sub-assemblies. In this case, the 17 

components of the "SSADT-0" were arranged into sub-assemblies according to the 

function and relations with other components, as shown in Figure 7-7. 
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Lead-screw 

SSADT-0 

Sub-assembly-a 

Top-link 

Float-nut 

Sub-assembly-b 

Bush-a 

Bush-b 

Pin-1-c 

Pin-4-a 

Sub-assembly-c 

Pin-2-a 

Pin-2-b 

Arm-right-a 

Arm-right-b 

Side-link-a 

Pin-1-a 

Arm-left-a 

Arm-left-b 

Side-link-b 

Pin-1-b 

Figure 7-7: Product structure of "SSADT-0" 

7.4.2 Determine and code the Design Dimension Sets 

The next step was to determine and code the design dimension set for each 

component. In practice, the set of dimensions on the production drawings represented 

the dimensions for manufacturing {Dmifflufacturing} and are not necessarily equal to the 

design dimension set {Ddesign}- For this case, since the original drawing was produced 

directly from 3D models and the designer had been using the design dimensions to 

create the detailed drawings, the conversion of the dimension set from {Dmanufacturjng} 

to {Ddesign} was not necessary. In the case where the detailed drawings were created 

manually or by a 2D CAD system, it is necessary to check if the dimensions were 

under-defined or over-defined, and, most importantly, the accuracy of the dimensions. 

In many cases, dimensions have been changed on the shop floor but the drawings 

were never updated, as discussed in Chapter 4. In this case study, 51 design 

dimensions have been identified from 10 unique components. 
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For each unique component of the "SSADT-0", the drawings containing the design 

dimension were retrieved and analysed. Each dimension was then assigned a code 

name. For example, the component "Lead-screw" was fully defined by 11 design 

dimensions. Each dimension was identified and denoted by a code. The code consists 

of two parts: the first three alphanumeric characters identify the component it belongs 

to and the second portion was a two-digit counter counting the number of dimensions 

associated with the component. 

{Dssadt-o} = {{Diead-screw}, {Diop-link}, {Dpioat-nut}, {Dside-link-a}, {DArm-right-a}, 

{DArn-left-b},{DBush-a}, {Dpin-l-a}, {Dpin-2-a}, {Dpjn-4a}} 

where 

{Dlead-screw} = {LSC_01, LSC_02, ... LSC_1 1}, 

{Dxop-hnk} = {TLK_01,TLK_02, . . .TLK_05}, 

{DFloat.nut} = {FLN_01,FLN_02,. . .FLN_07}, 

{DSide-i.nk-a}= {SLA_01, SLA_02, SLA_03, SLA_04}, 

{DArm.right.a}= {ARA_01, ARA_02, ... ARA_07}, 

{DArm-ieft-b} = {ALBJH, ALB_02, ... ALB_08}5 

{DBush-a} = {BUA_01,BUA_02,BUA_03}, 

{DPin.^} = {P1A_01,P1A_02}, 

{DPin.2.a} = {P2A_01,P2A_02}, 

{Dpin.4.a} = {P4A_01,P4A_02} 

The assigning of the code to the dimension was arbitrary and the order was not 

important. For the component "Lead-screw", the dimensions were assigned with a 

prefix LSC followed by a number starting from 01, as shown in Figure 7-8 below. 

Here, {LSC01} was the 15mm diameter of the circular plate, {LSC02} was the 
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8.5mm diameter of the boss and {LSC_06} was the overall length of the entire lead 

screw. Although the coding was arbitrary, the selection of which dimensions to be 

included in {Diead-screw} was critical. {Diead-Screw} must be one of the congruent 

dimension sets that fully define the component under investigation; in this case, the 

component was "Lead-screw". That is: 

Lead-screw = Dim (Lead-screw, {Diead-screw}) 

where {D,ead-screw} = {LSC_01, LSC_02, ... LSC_11} 

LSC 03 02 

12.50 

08.50 

H LSC 10 

0T.ro H LSC 11 

015 

03i 

LSC 02 

LSC 01 

LSC 06 

LSC 0 1 - 1 1 

1 

. 

u _ \ _L 

-11 

r 

.01 

K 

t 

LSC np 

1 

\ 1 

• 

I , 

LSC_07 

2.30 

V 
x 

LSC_05 

. 
I 

1 » LSC 08 

• 

. 

0.50 
i ^ LSC_04 

Lead-screw V1.0 

Figure 7-8: Coding of the 11 design dimensions for component Lead-screw (LSC) 

7.4.2.1 Multiple instances 

In the case where the same component was used more than once, one set of coding is 

necessary and sufficient since all the instances will inherit the same set of design 
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dimensions. For example, the component "Arm-right" has two instances in the 

"SSADT-0", namely "Arm-right-a" and "Arm-right-b", the coding was first done 

with the dimensions on the drawing. In this case, the 7 design dimensions were 

coded from {ARA_01} to {ARA_07}. The same 7 design dimensions on the 2nd 

instance "Arm-right-b" were inherited the same set of coding, namely from 

{ARA01} to {ARA_07}, as shown in Figure 7-9 below. Here, 

Arm-right-a = Dim (Lead-screw, {DArm-right-a}) 

where {DArm.right.a} = {ARA01, ARA02, ... ARA_07} 

ARA 04 Rl 

10 ARA 01 

ARA 06 01 

ARA 03 

ARA 05 
ARA 02 

ARA 07 

:o: T - m 

ARA 01 - 07 Arm-right V1.0 

Figure 7-9: Coding of the 7 design dimensions for component Arm-right (ARA) 

7.4.2.2 Mirrored instances 

In the case of identical but mirrored parts, only one set of coding was required, since 

the same set of dimensions could be used to represent the mirrored parts. In this 
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example, "Arm-left-a" and "Arm-left-b" are mirrored parts but bore the same set of 

design dimensions, thus the same code "ALB" was assigned to both parts, as shown 

in Figure 7-10 and 7-11. 

(a) Arm-left-a (b) Arm-left-b 

Figure 7-10: Mirrored but identical parts assigned the same code name (ALB) 

ALB 02 

10 ALB 01 

Rl 
ALB 04 

ALB 06 

ALB 03 

ALB 05 

'-
L 

ALB_08 

I 11 > I 
i L 

i 
i i i 

1 

ALB_07 

ALB 01 - 08 Arm-left-b V1.0 

Figure 7-11: Coding of the 8 design dimensions for component Arm-left-b (ALB) 
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7.4.2.3 Coding of all unique components 

The coding of the remaining 7 unique components was completed using the above 

principles. For "SSADT-0", there were altogether 51 design dimensions. The coding 

of all the dimensions is shown in Figure 7-12. 

Product: SSATD-0 Unique componets: 10 
Dimension coded: 51 

Lead-screw (LSC) 
DIM Code 
LSC 01 
LSC 02 
LSC_03 
LSC 04 
LSC 05 
LSC 06 
LSC 07 
LSC 08 
LSC 09 
LSC 10 
LSC 11 

Type 
Bush (BUA) 

DIM Code 
BUA 01 
BUA 02 
BUA 03 

Type 
Float-nut (FLN) 

DIM Code 
FLN 01 
FLN 02 
FLN 03 
FLN 04 
FLN 05 
FLN 06 
FLN 07 

Type 
Arm-left (ALB) 

DIM Code 
ALB 01 
ALB 02 
ALB 03 
ALB 04 
ALB 05 
ALB 06 
ALB 07 
ALB 08 

Type 

Pin-1 (P1A) 
DIM Code 
P1A 01 
P1A 02 

Type 

Top-link (TLK) 
DIM Code 
TLK 01 
TLK 02 
TLK 03 
TLK 04 
TLK 05 

Type Arm-right (ARA) 
DIM Code 
ARA 01 
ARA 02 
ARA 03 
ARA 04 
ARA 05 
ARA 06 
ARA 07 

Type 
Pin-2 (P2A) 

DIM Code 
P2A 01 
P2A 02 

Type 

Side-link (SLA) 
DIM Code 
SLA 01 
SLA 02 
SLA 03 
SLA 04 

Type 
Pin-4 (P4A) 

DIM Code 
P4A 01 
P4A 02 

Type 

Figure 7-12: Coding of the 51 design dimensions for "SSADT-0" 

7.4.3 Identify the relation between dimensions 

As discussed in detail in Chapter 5, there is a causal relation between design decision 

and dimensions. Dimensions are carriers of design decisions and design rationale 

reside in dimensions. Design dimensions within the same product may or may not 

relate to others. If two dimensions are related, it could either be a 'Steering', 'Driven', 

or 'Coupled' relation. 

7.4.3.1 Steering and driven relation 

Steering dimensions are dimensions that drive other dimensions where driven 

dimensions are dimensions derived from others. For example, for component "Pin-2-

a", it has been found that dimensions {P2A01} and {P2A_02} were derived from 
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the dimension {FLN_06} and {FLN_03} of component "Float-nut", as shown in 

Figure 7-13 and 7-14. 

* 4 - 5 0 ^ P2A 02 

V 

Figure 7-13: Dimensions on "Pin-2" were derived from "Float-nut". 
The dimensions "FLN_03" and "FLN_06" on component "Float-nut" are said to be 
steering dimensions. 

Pin-2 (P2A) 
DIM Code 

P2A 01 
P2A_02 

Type 

Driven (D) 
Driven (D) 

Float-nut (FLN) 
DIM Code 

FLN 01 
FLN 02 
FLN_03 
FLN_04 

FLN 05 
FLN_06 
FLN 07 

Type 

Steering (S) 

Steering (S) 

Figure 7-14: Steering and Driven relation 
P2A_01 and P2A_02 on component Pin-2 were derived from the dimensions 
FLN_06 and FLN_03 on component Float-nut. 
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7.4.3.2 Coupled relation 

Coupled dimensions are dimension with assembly mating relations. Changes made to 

one dimension will affect the other and vice versa. In this example, {SLA_03} on the 

component "Side-link" and {FLN_06} on the component "Float-nut" are coupled 

dimensions, as shown in Figure 7-15 and 7-16. 

SLA_01 j-4 2 

SLA 02 

2.50 H SLA-04 

\ 2x ffll J SLA_03 W 
Side-link \ V1.0 

2x 01 
FLN 02 K r ™ 

? #fi !-r# 

FLN_01 

i 
Float-nut 1 off 

2.50 

M2x0.5 

Figure 7-15: "SLA_03" and "FLN_06" are coupled dimensions 

Side-link (SLA) 
DIM Code 
SLA_01 

SLA.02 
SLA 03 
SLA 04 

Type 

Coupled (C) 

Figure 7-16: Coupled dimensions 

Float-nut (FLN) 
DIM Code 

FLN 01 
FLN 02 
FLN_03 
FLN_04 

FLN 05 
FLN_06 
FLN_07 

Type 

Coupled (C) 

SLA_03 on component Side-link has an assembly relation with the 
dimensions FLN_06 on component Float-nut. 
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7.4.3.3 Multiple relations 

It should be note that the relation between dimensions within the design dimension 

set is not necessary a one-to-one relation. A dimension is said to be a multiplexed 

dimension if it exhibits more than one relation with other internal or external 

dimensions. As discussed in Chapter 5 and illustrated in Figure 5-17, such 

multiplexed relation could be a one-to-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many relation. 

In this example, {FLN_06} on component "Float-nut" is a multiplexed dimension. 

On one hand, it steered {P2A01} on component "Pin-2", on the other hand, it 

coupled with {SLA03} on component "Slide-link", as shown in Figure 7-17. 

Side-link (SLA) 
DIM Code 
SLA_01 
SLA_02 
SLA 03 
SLA_04 

Type 

Coupled (C) 

Float-nut (FLN) 
DIM Code 
FLN 01 
FLN 02 
FLN 03 
FLN_04 
FLN_05 
FLN 06 
FLN_07 

Type 

Multiplexed (M) 
Pin-2 (P2A) 

DIM Code 
P2A 01 
P2A_02 

Type 
Driven (D) 
Driven (D) 

Figure 7-17: Multiplexed dimension 
FLN_06 on Float-nut was a multiplexed dimension. It was related to both SLA_03 on 
"Side-link" and P2A 01 on "Pin-2". 

7.4.3.4 Unrelated dimensions 

Unrelated dimensions are dimensions having no direct relation with other dimensions 

in the same product. They might come directly from a design decision, an FEA 

program or calculation, or international and company standards. Unrelated 

dimensions are one of the most important dimension relations in capturing design 

rationale and will be discussed in detail in the following sections. 
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7.4.4 Construct the dimension digraph 

Based on the relations between dimensions identified above, a dimension digraph was 

constructed for the "SSADT-0". Figure 7-18 showed the completed dimension 

diagraph for "SSADT-0". 

FLN 07 SLA 03 ALB 06 

ALB 04 

P1A 01 

P4A 01 

LSC 09 

TLK 04 LSC 03 

Figure 7-18: The complete dimension digraph of the "SSADT-0" 

For illustration purpose, the dimension digraph was organized and drawn in a human-

readable format. The actual classification process could have been done by standard 

complex network algorithms without showing the actual graph. 
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7.4.5 Classify the dimensions into five categories 

Based on the above dimension digraph, all the 51 design dimensions of the "SSADT-

0" were classified into five categories, namely 'Unrelated', 'Steering', 'Driven', 

'Coupled' and 'Multiplexed', as discussed in Chapter 5. The classification was based 

on the following rules. 

'Unrelated' dimensions: nodes with no in or out lines 

'Steering' dimensions: nodes with only outgoing connections 

'Driven' dimensions: nodes with only incoming connections 

'Coupled' dimensions: nodes with only bidirectional connections with others 

'Multiplexed' dimensions: nodes with both outgoing and incoming connection 

7.4.5.1 'Unrelated' dimension set {DunrHgtgdl 

Out of the 51 identified design dimensions, there are altogether 12 'Unrelated' 

dimensions from 3 components. They are: 

{DLead-screw-Unrelated} = { L S C _ 0 4 , L S C _ 0 6 , L S C _ 0 8 , L S C _ 1 1 } 

{DArm-left-Unrelated} = { A L B _ 0 1 , A L B _ 0 2 , A L B _ 0 3 , A L B _ 0 5 } 

{DArm-right-Unrelated} = { A R A _ 0 1 , A R A _ 0 2 , A R A _ 0 3 , A R A _ 0 5 } 

For the entire "SSADT-0", the 'Unrelated' dimension set is represented by: 

{DsSADT-O-Unrelated} = {{DLead-screw-Unrelated}, {DArm-left-Unrelated}) 

{•L'Arm-right-Unrelated/ } 
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7.4.5.2 'Steering' dimension set {Dgtgering} 

The 7 'Steering' dimensions come from 5 components. They are: 

{DLead-screw-Steering}= { L S C _ 0 1 , L S C _ 1 0 } 

{DArm-right-a-Steering}= { A R A _ 0 7 } 

{Dside-link-Steering} = { S L A _ 0 2 } 

{DFloat-nut-Steering} = {FLN_01} 

{Drop -link-Steering/ 

= {TLK_01,TLK_05} 

For the entire "SSADT-0", the 'Steering' dimensions are represented by: 

{DSSADT -O-Steering 

} = {LSC_01, LSC10, ARA07, SLA_02, 
FLN_01, TLK01, TLK_05} 

7.4.5.3 'Driven' dimension set {Dnrivgnl 

There are 17 'Driven' dimensions from 9 components. They are: 

{DLead-screw-Dnven} = { L S C _ 0 2 , L S C _ 0 5 , L S C _ 0 7 , L S C _ 0 9 } 

{DArm-right-a-Driven} = { A R A _ 0 4 } 

{DArm-left-b-Driven} = {ALB_04, ALB08} 

{Dside-link-Driven} = { S L A _ 0 4 } 

{Dpioat-nut-Driven} = { F L N _ 0 7 } 

{Deush-a-Driven} = { B U A _ 0 1 , B U A _ 0 3 } 

{Dpi„.i.a-Drive„} = { P 1 A _ 0 1 , P 1 A _ 0 2 } 

{DPin.2-a- Driven} = { P 2 A _ 0 1 , P 2 A _ 0 2 } 

{Dp i n .4 . a . Driven} = { P 4 A _ 0 1 , P 4 A _ 0 2 } 
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For the entire "SSADT-0", the 'Driven' dimension set is represented by: 

{DsSADT-O-Driven} = { {DLead-screw-Driven}, {DArm-right-a-Driven}, {DArm-left-b-Driven}, 

{Dside-link-Driven}? {Dpioat-nut-Driven/j {DBush-a-Driven}, 

{Dpin-l-a-Driven}, {Dpjn-2-a-Driven}5 {Dpjn-4-a-Driven} } 

7.4.5.4 'Multiplexed' dimension set {Diyiiiitipiexeri} 

There are 15 'Multiplexed' dimensions from 7 components. They are: 

{DLead -screw- Multiplexed}- { L S C _ 0 3 } 

{DArm-right-a-Multiplexed}- { A R A _ 0 6 } 

{DArm-left-b-Multiplexed} = { A L B _ 0 6 , A L B _ 0 7 } 

{Dside-link-Multiplexed} = {SLA_01, SLA_03} 

{DFloat.nut.Muitipiexed} = {FLN_02, FLN_03, FLN_04, FLN_05, FLN_06} 

{Dxop-iink-Muitipiexed} = {TLK_02, TLK_03, TLK_04} 

{DBush-a-Multiplexed} = {BUA_02} 

For the entire "SSADT-0", the 'Multiplexed' dimension set is represented by: 

{DsSADT-O-Multiplexed } = {{DLead-screw-Multiplexed}, {DArm-right-a-Multiplexed}, 

{DArm-left-b-Multiplexed}, {Dside-link-Multiplexed}, 

{t^Float-nut-Multiplexed) ? i UTop-link-Multiplexed}; 

{Deush-a- Multiplexed} } 

7.4.5.5 'Coupled' dimension set {Dmnpipd} 

For the "SSADT-0", there is no 'Coupled' dimension. 

{DsSADT-O-coupled} = {NULL} 
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Although several couple pairs represent the assembly mating relation existed in 

"SSADT-0", however all these dimensions have multiple relations with others. For 

example, other than the mating relations with {ARA_06} and {ALB06}, the 

dimension {SLA_03} is also a 'Steering' dimension for SLA_01. In this case, it was 

considered as a 'Multiplexed' dimension. 

Table 7-4 summarised the classification for each component of the "SSADT-0". 

There are altogether 12 'Unrelated', 7 'Steering', 17 'Driven', and 15 'Multiplexed' 

dimensions. 

Float-nut (FLN) 
DIM Code 
FLN 01 
FLN 02 
FLN 03 
FLN 04 
FLN 05 
FLN 06 
FLN 07 

Type 

Steering (S) 
Multiplexed (M) 
Multiplexed (M) 
Multiplexed (M) 
Multiplexed (M) 
Multiplexed (M) 

Driven (D) 

Bush (BUA) 
DIM Code 

BUA 01 
BUA 02 
BUA 03 

Type 
Driven (D) 

Multiplexed (M) 
Driven (D) 

Lead-screw (LSC) 
DIM Code 
LSC 01 
LSC 02 
LSC 03 
LSC 04 
LSC 05 
LSC 06 
LSC 07 
LSC 08 
LSC 09 
LSC 10 
LSC 11 

Type 

Steering (S) 
Driven (D) 

Multiplexed (M) 
Unrelated (U) 

Driven (D) 
Unrelated (U) 

Driven (D) 
Unrelated (U) 

Driven (D) 
Steering (S) 

Unrelated (U) 

Arm-left (ALB) 
DIM Code 

ALB 01 
ALB 02 
ALB 03 
ALB 04 
ALB 05 
ALB 06 
ALB 07 
ALB 08 

Type 
Unrelated (U) 
Unrelated (U) 
Unrelated (U) 

Driven (D) 
Unrelated (U) 

Multiplexed (M) 
Multiplexed (M) 

Driven (D) 

Pin-1 (P1A) 
DIM Code 
P1A 01 
P1A 02 

Type 
Driven (D) 
Driven (D) 

Top-link (TLK) 
DIM Code 
TLK 01 
TLK 02 
TLK 03 
TLK 04 
TLK 05 

Type 
Steering (S) 

Multiplexed (M) 
Multiplexed (M) 
Multiplexed (M) 

Steering (S) 

Arm-right (ARA) 
DIM Code 
ARA 01 
ARA 02 
ARA 03 
ARA 04 
ARA 05 

ARA 06 
ARA 07 

Type 
Unrelated (U) 
Unrelated (U) 
Unrelated (U) 

Driven (D) 
Unrelated (U) 

Multiplexed (M) 
Steering (S) 

Pin-2 (P2A) 
DIM Code 
P2A 01 
P2A 02 

Type 
Driven (D) 
Driven (D) Side-link (SLA) 

DIM Code 
SLA 01 
SLA 02 
SLA 03 
SLA 04 

Type 
Multiplexed (M) 

Steering (S) 
Multiplexed (M) 

Driven (D) 

Pin-4 (P4A) 
DIM Code 
P4A 01 
P4A 02 

Type 
Driven (D) 
Driven (D) 

U:12 S:7 D:17 M:15 Total: 51 

Table 7-4: Classification of all 51 design dimensions into 5 categories 

7.4.6 Associate design rationale to 'Unrelated' and 'Steering' dimensions 

For the "SSADT-0", there were 12 'Unrelated' and 7 'Steering' dimensions. The 12 

'Unrelated' dimensions came from 3 components, namely "Arm-right-a" (ARA), 

"Arm-left-b" (ALB) and "Lead-screw" (LSC). The 7 'Steering' dimensions came 

from 5 components, namely "Lead-screw" (LSC), "Arm-right-a" (ARA), "Top-link" 

(TLK), "Side-link" (SLA) and "Float-nut" (FLN). 
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Each 'Unrelated' and 'Steering' dimension is then associated with a decision with 

code name similar to the dimensions, as shown in Figure 7-19. Here, 19 decisions 

have been identified and the corresponding design rationale for these decisions were 

revealed and associated to the dimensions. 

Lead-screw (LSC) 
U:4, S:2, D:4, M:1,C:0 
Total: 11 dimensions 

| Decision_U05 ] — • 

| Decision_U06 | — • 

| Decision_U07 | — • 

[ Decision_U08 | — • 

| Decision_S05 | — • 

[ Decision_S07 | — • 

LSC_11 

LSC_08 

LSC_04 

LSC_06 

LSC_10 

LSC_01 

Arm-right-a (ARA) 
U:4, S:1, D:1,M:1,C:0 

Total: 7 dimensions 

| Decision_U01 | — • 

[ Decision_U02 | — • 

[ Decision_U03 | — • 

[ Decision_U04 | — • 

| Decision_S06 | — • 

ARA_01 

ARA_02 

ARA_03 

ARA_05 

ARA_07 

Arm-left-b (ALB) 
U:4, S:0, D:2, M:2, C:0 

Total: 8 dimensions 

| Decision_U09 | — • 

| Decision_U10 | — • 

( Decision_U11 | — • 

[ Decision_U12 | — • 

ALB_01 

ALB_02 

ALB_03 

ALB_05 

Top-link (TLK) 
U:0, S:2, D:0, M:3, C:0 

Total: 5 dimensions 

[ Decision_S03 | — • 

[ Decision_S04 ) — • 

TLK_05 

TLK_01 

Side-link (SLA) 
U:0, S:1, D:1,M:2, C:0 

Total: 4 dimensions 

[ Decision_S01 ] — • SLA_02 

Float-link (FLN) 
U:0, S:1, D:1,M:5, C:0 

Total: 7 dimensions 

| Decision_S02 | — • FLN_01 

Figure 7-19: Associate design decisions with 'Unrelated' and 'Steering' dimensions 

For example, dimensions {LSC10} and {LSC11} on the component "Lead-screw" 

are the two dimensions required for mounting the "SSADT-0" to the robotic arm. 

These are given constraint and could not be changed. The documentation of the 

mounting requirement was then associated to "Decision_ S05" and "Decision_U05". 

Similarly, the 'Unrelated' dimensions {ARA01}, {ARA_02}, and {ARA_03} on 

"Arm-right-a" were the critical underlining dimensions for the linkage mechanism of 

the "SSADT-0" to provide the required functionality of converting vertical 

translational movement to horizontal translational movement. The design team had 

investigated several configurations and the 10-10-12 configuration was decided as the 
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optimized solution for this functional requirement. Figure 7-20 shows two versions of 

the mechanism design, where the 10-10-12 configuration had a better mechanical 

advantage than the others. The decision to choose the 10-10-12 configuration had 

determined not only {ARA_01}, {ARA_02} and {ARA_03} but also {SLA01}, 

{FLN_01}and{TLK_01}. 

* * ? 

19.59; 

24 20.64 

18.73: 
20.30 

6.87 8.25 

1.57 

9-9-13 configuration 

1:4.8 

10-10-12 configuration 

1:4 
I 

Figure 7-20: Evaluating various configurations for the MEE holding mechanism 

The related documentation on the above decision was attached as the design rationale 

to the decisions "Decision_U01", "Decision_U02", "Decision_U03", 

"DecisionSOl", "Decision_S01" and "Decision_S04". 

7.4.7 Traverse through the dimension digraph to reveal decision dependency 

After the design rationale have been identified for and associated with the 'Unrelated' 

and 'Steering' dimensions, the next step is to traverse through the dimension digraph 

to reveal the decision dependency for the 'Multiplexed' and 'Driven' dimensions. 

In this case study, all the remaining 32 dimensions of the "SSADT-0" are constrained 

by one or more of the 7 'Steering' dimensions. Figure 7-21 is a revised version of the 

"SSADT-0" dimension digraph showing such dimensional dependency. 
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FLN 0 SLA 03 k •H ALB 06 

Decision S01 

Decision S02 

SLA 02 

FLN 01 

Decision S03 

Decision S04 

Decision S05 

TLK 01 

ALB 04 

P1A 01 

P4A 01 

LSC 07 

BUA 0 

BUA 01 

LSC 10 

LSC 05 

LSC 02 

[ Decision_S06 | - ARA 07 

[ Decision_S07 | - LSC 01 

ALB 08 

P2A 02 

TLK 04 

LSC 09 

Figure 7-21: 32 'Multiplexed' and 'Driven' dimensions depended on the 7 'Steering' dimensions 

Here each 'Multiplexed' dimension is connected to more than one dimension. These 

dimensions could be internal or external, and the relation could be a 'Steering' and 

'Driven' relation, a 'Coupled' relation or both. This signifies the most complicated 

stage of the design task, where the design has been moved from conceptual to 

embodiment, as well as detailed design. During this stage, design dimensions are 

subjected to change due to external or internal constraints and each change may affect 

other components. Besides the inherited constraints, design decisions made at this 
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stage are mostly based on Standards, Assembleability, Manufacturability and Costs. 

In some cases, where a decision for change is necessary but contradicting with the 

original constraining 'Steering' dimensions, the design may have to start over. A new 

decision would be made to change the 'Steering' dimensions, then the design process 

repeats again. This represents the iterative nature of the design process which a 

practical design rationale capturing approach should accommodate. 

In this case study, the remaining two dimensions {ARA_04} and {ARA_06} on the 

"Arm-right-a" (ARA) will be used to illustrate the procedures to traverse through the 

dimension digraph to reveal decision dependency of 'Multiplexed' and 'Driven' 

dimensions. 

Arm-right V1.0 

Arm-right-a (ARA) 
U:4, S :1 ,D:1 , M:1,C:0 

Total: 7 dimensions 

Decjsibh UOili 

Decision tJ02![ 

Decision: U03i; 

Decision D01 w 
Decision U04:;i 

Decision M01 

: DecisionM-S06II 

ARA 01 

ARA 02 

ARA 03 

ARA 04 

ARA 05 

ARA 06 

ARA 07 

ARA 04 Rl 

10 ARA 01 

ARA 06 01 

ARA 03 

ARA 05 
ARA 02 

ARA 07 

X 
:rx zn 

Figure 7-22: The 7 design dimensions of component "Arm-right-a" 

Of the 7 design dimensions on component "Arm-right-a" (ARA), 4 of them were 

'Unrelated' dimensions and 1 of them was 'Steering' dimension. As discussed in the 

previous section, the corresponding rationale for design decisions "U01", "U02", 

"U03", "U04" and "S06" have been identified for and associated with these 
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dimensions. The next step is to identify the design decision and search for the 

corresponding design rationale for and identify the remaining two dimensions 

{ARA_04} and {ARA_06} on "Arm-right-a". According to the "SSADT-0" 

dimension digraph, as shown in Figure 7-23, {ARA_04} is a 'Driven' dimension and 

{ARA06} was a 'Multiplexed' dimension. 

Decision U01 

Decision U02 

Decision U03 

Decision U04 

Decision S01 

Decision S02 

Decision S03 

r 
\ -

h 
h > 

f 

——, 
ARA_01 

ARA_02 

ARA_03 

ARA_05 

" 
l 

~\ 
\ 

SLA_02 ' 

rLN_01 

SLA 03 ALB 06 

Decision S04 

Decision S05 

Decision U05 

Decision U06 

Decision U07 

Decision U08 

Decision S06 

TLK 01 

LSC 10 

LSC 11 

LSC 08 

ALB 04 

P1A 01 

P4A 01 

BUA 03 

TLK 02 

BUA 01 

LSC 05 

LSC 02 

ALB 07 

ALB 08 

P2A 02 

Figure 7-23: Partial dimension digraph showing the dimensions of component "Arm-right-a" (ARA) 

As shown in the Figure, {ARA_4} was simply a 'Driven' dimension directly derived 

from {ARA6}. However, {ARA_6} has multiple 'Steering', 'Driven' and 'Coupled' 

relations with dimensions not only within "Arm-left-a" but also other components 

such as "Side-link", "Top-link" and the relation extends and goes beyond to other 

dimensions on other components. The previously constructed digraph provided a 

robust mechanism for engineers to identify the dependency of {ARA_04} and 
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{ARA06} with other dimensions and known decisions by traverse backward 

through the digraph. For example, to trace the dependency relationships of 

{ARA_06}, the search starts with {ARA_06} and traverses in the opposite direction 

of the directed arrow on the digraph until the path reaches one or more steering 

dimensions. The result of such search indicates that {ARA_06} is based on {TLK05} 

and coupled with {SLA_03}, as shown in Figure 7-24 below. {SLA_03} is coupled 

with {ALB06} which is also derived from {TLK05}. This means, the design 

decision "Decision_S03" has not only determined the value of dimension {TLK_05} 

but also imposed constraints to later defined dimensions such as {ALB06}, 

{SLA_03}, {ARA_06} and {ARA_04}. 

ARA_01 

ARA_02 

ARA_03 

ARA_05 

ARA_07 

ARA 06 

ARA 04 

Figure 7-24: Traverse through the diagram to reveal decisions 
and dimensions dependency 

{TLK05} was the 1mm diameter small hole on the component "Top-link", as shown 

in Figure 7-25. The value of {TLK_05} was determined by the decision 

"Decision_S03". 

1 Decision_U01 

[ Decision_U02 

1 Decision_U03 

1 Decision_U04 

1 Decision_S06 

1 Decision_S03 

1 

TLK_05 

i 

ALB 

' 
06 •*— — • SLA 03 
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At the beginning of the "SSADT-0" design project, a general design guideline for 

developing the "Micro End-Effectors" was given to the design team. The guideline 

stated that all holes for hinging any "SSADT" moving parts should be at least 1mm in 

diameter. Previous experience and experimental results showed that pins with a 

minimum diameter of 1mm are required to provide the strength to support hinging 

movement. Any pin smaller than 1mm may fail during planetary sampling operations. 

This was one of the initial design constraints given to the team at the beginning of the 

"SSADT-0" design task. 

2x 01 TLK 05 

^ 

10 

Top-link 1 off 

Decision S03 

"All hinging holes to be 1mm in 
diameter" 
Based on: 
1. "SSADT" design guideline. 
2. Manufacturability 
3. Assembleability 

02 

Figure 7-25: Decision_S03: "All hinging holes to be 1 mm in diameter" - was 
made at the beginning of the "MEE for SSADT" project. 

Based on the above MEE design guideline (Company Standard), decision 

"Decision_S03" decided that {TLK_05} to be 1mm. In the subsequence design 

decisions, "Decision_D02" and "DecisionCOl" were made to determine {ALB06} 

and {SLA_03}. Based on the constraints imposed by "DecisionJD02" and 

"Decision_C01", "Decision_M01" made reference to {TLK_05} and {SLA_03} to 

determine {ARA06}. Finally, the value of {ARA_04} was determined by 

"DecisionDOl" with reference to {ARA06}. Figure 7-26 shows that decision-

dimension network for the component "Arm-right-a". 
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TLK 05 • [ Decision_M01 )—• 

4 
| Decision_D02 ] 

n 

ALB_06 

1° ecision_C 

SLA_03 

01 I 

ARA_01 

ARA_02 

ARA_03 

ARA_05 

ARA_07 

ARA_06 

I 
[ Decision_D01 ] 

^ 
ARA_04 

Figure 7-26: The completed decision-dimension network for "Arm-right-a" 

7.4.8 Document the design rationale for future reuse 

By applying the above procedures to all the dimensions in the {DssADT-o-Muitipiexed} 

and {DssADT-o-Drived}, the complete dimension-decision network for the entire 

"SSADT-0" was constructed. This completed the 'Product-centric Dimension-drive' 

backward capturing approach. Finally, the corresponding design rationale associated 

to each dimension was documented for future reference. 

7.5 Forward capturing the design rationale of "SSADT-1 A" 

In a forward manner, this approach triggers the design rationale capturing mechanism 

when the designer starts to place design dimensions on a 3D model or 2D drawing. 

The rationale of why such a dimension is chosen to one or more design criteria is 

recorded and associated with that dimension. In cases where a dimension is bounded 

by or related to other dimensions, the relation is recorded and a dimension digraph is 

constructed to connect these dimensions. As design progresses, the dimension 
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digraph grows until the design task is completed and all dimensions associated with 

the 'Virtual Product' are included in the digraph. 

For example, in the 1st version of the "MEE for SSADT" series, namely "SSADT-

1A", two simple "Jaws" were added for self-adaptive passive grappling, as shown in 

Figure 7-27. 

Figure 7-27: "SSADT-1 A" - adaptive passive grappling with simple jaws 

To accommodate the self-adaptive passive grappling functionality, it was necessary 

to modify the "Arms" on the original "SSADT-0", as shown in Figure 7-28. 

Figure 7-28: New "Arms" for "SSADT-1 A" 
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As an example to illustrate the forward capturing process, the re-design of the "Arm-

right" (ARA) started with retrieving the existing 2D drawing of "Arm-right-a" V1.0 

and creating a new 3D model with a 3D CAD system. Since the design rationale for 

all the existing dimensions on "Arm-right-a" VI.0 had been captured and 

documented via the backward tracking method, the designer knew that there were 

several critical dimensions that he could not change. The new design must conform to 

these initial constraints. The new design "Arm-right" was completed within the given 

geometric constraints and two holes have been added to accommodate the two pins 

for limiting the movement of the newly added "Jaws". Six new dimensions 

{ARA_08}, {ARA_09}, {ARAJO}, {ARAJ1}, {ARAJ2} and {ARA_13} were 

added, as shown in Figure 7-29. 

ARA 07 

ARA 02 

ARA 05 k ARA 08 

ARA 12 Rl 

ARA 13 U- 00.60 

00.60 ARA 10 

Rl ARA 11 

ARA 01-13 
A (4:1) 

Arm-riqht 

Figure 7-29: 6 new dimensions added to Version 2.0 of "Arm-right-a" (ARA) to 
accommodate the new design requirements for "SSADT-1A" 
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In the forward capturing manner, the design rationale of the newly added dimensions 

was determined. In addition, their relation to other dimensions were associated to the 

dimensions as attributes and stored along with the 3D CAD model. 

As part of the design task, two new components, "Jaw-right" and "Jaw-left" were 

created as part of the new design. The design of these two new components made 

reference to the existing dimensions on the "SSADT-0" as initial design constraints. 

Similarly, the two new components were created using a 3D CAD system, the design 

rationale for each of the new dimensions were recorded and associated as attribute to 

the dimensions and their relation to other dimension were captured by the CAD 

system. Figure 7-30 shows the design of "Jaw-right" and the 13 design dimensions. 

In this case, {JAR10} was coupled with {ARA_05}, {JAR_13} was driven by 

{ALB07} and {TLK_03} while {JARJO} and {JAR11} steered the two new 

dimensions {ARA_08}, {ARA_09}, {ALB_08} and {ALB09} of the modified 

"Arm-right" and "Arm-left". 
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Figure 7-30: Coding of the 13 design dimensions for component Jaw-right 
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The dimension digraph of the "SSADT-0" was updated with the additional 

dimensions on existing components "Arm-right" and "Arm-left" as well as the two 

newly added components "Jaw-right" and "Jaw-left" to form the dimension digraph 

for "SSADT-1 A". Since the design rationale had been associated to the dimension in 

a forward manner, the new "SSADT-1 A" was completed when the design task is 

done and ready to be reference by other designer for future projects such as "SSADT-

1C" and "SSACT-2E", as shown in Figure 7-31. The dimension digraph kept on 

growing and evolving when new dimensions or new components were added. 

Figure 7-31: 3 versions of the sampling tool "MEE for SSADP' 

7.6 Evaluation and validation of the proposed approach 

As shown in the above case study, the proposed "Product-centric Dimension-driven" 

design rationale approach can be implemented in both forward and backward 

manners to capture the design rationale. However, the study was based on the 

author's experience in past design projects. In order to validate the effectiveness of 

the proposed approach, objective evaluation from the field is desirable. As a follow-

up on the interviews reported in Appendix 1, the author had again contacted the 10 
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engineers from the 7 companies and explained briefly the concept and principles of 

the proposed design rationale capture approach. The interviewees were invited to 

provide real life product data for validating the feasibility of implementing the 

proposed approach at work. The initial feedback from these engineers was positive 

and most of them showed great interest in participating in such a program. However, 

due to company confidentiality, time constraint and limited resources, the requests for 

real product data were denied by most companies' management team. More rigorous 

evaluation of the proposed approach in the field was, unfortunately, not able to take 

place. In spite of this, according to the follow-up discussions with these interviewed 

engineers, the proposed forward and backward mechanism is useful and will benefit 

both the companies and the engineers at work to capture the design rationale. Some 

of the reasons, as disclosed by the engineers are: 

1) Engineers deal with dimensions everyday. In a forward capturing manner, it is 

very natural for engineers to use dimensions as the trigger to start the design 

rationale capturing process. The best would be to implement the capturing 

process within the CAD environment that they used to create and modify 

design dimensions. This process will also help to remind engineers to record 

the reasons that lead to a particular dimension in a timely fashion. 

2) Most companies understand the importance of knowledge management and are 

eager to manage their design knowledge properly. However, before any 

company can take full benefits of a knowledge management system, the design 

knowledge need to be captured and stored into the system in the first place. 

The proposed backward capturing method provides a robust and definitely 

workable mechanism for company to kick-start such an implementation. 
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Companies can backward capture the design rationale from existing products 

in parallel to the forward capturing for new designs. 

3) In practise, it is not uncommon that the rationale for some design decisions 

cannot be revealed - may it be lost or buried in piles of unorganised 

documents. However, since the proposed approach aims to link the design 

dimensions to the decisions by means of a dimension-decision network, it 

allows engineers to capture whatever design rationale available in both 

forward and backward manner as far as a partial dimension digraph can be 

constructed. The partially captured design rationale can immediately benefit 

the on-going design project or be useful to later design projects that are based 

on the current project. 

In summary, a successful design rationale system is a system that can be implemented 

and used by designer engineers. 

7.7 Advantages of the proposed approach 

As discussed in Chapter 5 and supported by the survey data in Appendix 2, most of 

the design tasks are based on existing designs. Many new products begin with an 

existing product that needs only to be redesigned to meet some new requirements. 

The task involves only a simple redesign problem and only "minor modifications" to 

the existing design are required. However, this redesign of an already successful 

product often brings tough decisions up to the design engineer. In most of the time, 

when an existing component or assembly of the existing design is retrieved, the 
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design engineer faced the dilemma as to whether or not some dimensions can be 

changed. 

The ability to capture the design rationale from existing product for future reuse is 

therefore very important. The previous case study demonstrated the possibility of 

using geometric constraints as the common element in capturing design rationale 

from existing products in a passive and backward manner. The guided but non-

prescriptive nature of the proposed approach can be used in an active and forward 

capturing method. While most of the existing prescriptive and descriptive design 

rationale capturing approaches focused in either a forward or backward capturing 

manner, this proposed 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design rationale capturing 

approach supports both forward and backward capturing. 

Indeed, this approach can be applied in a passive and backward manner as other 

descriptive approach did. The only difference is that no passive recording of the 

decision process is required. As discussed in Chapter 3, design rationales are 

implicitly and continuously resided within the 'Virtual Product' during the product 

development process. In other words, design rationales are automatically recorded 

during the dimensioning process. It is believed that by analysing and organising the 

dimension in a structured way, the decision criteria and the rationale that lead to the 

design decisions could be revealed. In this case, the "whose/who" aspect will not be 

confined to only the originating design engineers, but any design engineer. The above 

case study has demonstrated the viability of implementing the proposed 'Product-

centric Dimension-driven' design rationale capturing approach in a backward manner 

for completed designed project "SSADT-0". The case study also demonstrated that 

the result of the backward capturing could be used as the starting point in a forward 
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manner, as the design evolved from "SSADT-0" to "SSADT-1A", "SSADT-1C" and 

so on. 

As discussed in Chapter 3 and elaborated above, decision criteria are continuously 

transformed into geometric constraints during the decision making process. This 

transformation could happen at any time throughout the design process and 

conducted through teams of engineers during group discussions or by an individual 

design engineer during his/her thinking process. In this proposed 'Product-centric 

Dimension-driven' approach, the capturing is triggered only when the form and fit of 

the geometric constraints are defined - that is, when dimensions are assigned or 

associated to the 'Virtual Product'. The decision criteria are thus linked directly to the 

Product Model and the reason as to why such decision is made is recorded as an 

associated attribute of the dimension. The advantage of such approach is that it 

captures the design rationale during the design process. All design rationales 

associated to any 'Virtual Product' could be captured as far as the 'Virtual Product' is 

fully dimensioned. It can capture both group and individual decisions. Design 

rationale is recorded and captured in a forward but non-prescriptive manner. 

Although the forms and fits are pictorial information, the dimensions that defined 

them are literal and thus enable a consistent and structured data structure to be built. 

7.8 Contributions to the field 

The present research proposes a new, systemic approach that relates the dimensions 

of a product to its design rationale. By analysing and classifying the dimensions into 

one of the five categories, the dimensions are linked together to form a dimension 
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network. Thus, dimensions of a component can be linked to other dimensions among 

components, assemblies and products. This approach provides a consistent source and 

method that is product and process independent, and can be applied to capture team 

decisions or individual decisions, at any stage of the design process. It can be used in 

a forward manner for on-going design process or a backward manner for existing 

products. 

This generic descriptive approach not only linked 'Design Decision Model' to 

'Product Model' through design dimensions, i.e. the "what", but also addressed the 

"when", "whose/who", "where" and "how" aspects of design rationale capture in the 

following ways: 

1. When - the approach can capture in a forward or a backward manner. 

2. Whose - the approach can capture the decisions made by groups and/or 

individuals. 

3. Where - capture the design rationale through design dimension. 

4. How - the approach can be integrated and implemented within the 3D CAD 

environment. 

7.8.1 Descriptive and generic 

This approach is descriptive and generic. It is descriptive such that designers and 

processes are not bounded and restricted by the model. It is also generic in the sense 

that it is product and process independent. Product independent means that the 

approach is not restricted to a particular product. Process independent means that the 

approach is applicable to any design process being used. 
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7.8.2 Capture in both the forward or backward manner 

This approach is able to capture the design rationale in either forward or backward 

manner. Forward manner means the design rationale can be captured and documented 

during the decision making process. Backward capturing manner means design 

rationale is not captured within the decision making process but extracted from data 

recorded during the design process. In either case, this approach use the same 

common element (dimension) and mechanism (constructing the dimension digraph) 

to identify all design decisions and capture the associated design rationale that is 

common to all mechanical engineering designs. 

7.8.3 A definite "what" - Guided design rationale capture 

This approach makes use of dimensions which are available in every well-defined 

product as the key behind design rationale capturing. By means of the causal relation 

between design decisions and dimensions, the embedded design constraints and 

design rationale in design decisions, as well as the 8 constraint categories identified in 

the large scale survey (see Appendix 2), designers, observers and decision makers are 

guided in documenting and revealing design decisions and rationale. This provides a 

solid basis for capturing in a forward or a backward manner. 

7.8.4 Capture group as well as individual decision 

In practise, design tasks are performed by a team that consists of more than one 

designer. This approach is able to identify all decisions whether they are made by 

individuals and a group, and record the design rationale in a consistent and structured 

manner with minimum intervention to the designers. 
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7.8.5 Capture perform by designer or observer 

This approach allows both the designer himself or other people to record the design 

rationale with minimum intervention to the designers at work. In case where the 

capturing is done by an observant, this approach provides a robust and consistent way 

for the observant to identify the design rationale from the records and translate them 

into structured formats. 

7.8.6 Capture not only from people and process, but also product 

Design knowledge not only resides in people and processes but also the products 

themselves. This approach provide a robust mechanism to capture and extract design 

knowledge from the product itself through the dimensions. 

7.8.7 Integrated with the design tools being used 

This is an integrated design rationale approach that could combine the design 

rationale capturing system with design tools such as CAD/CAE/CAM systems and 

integrating it within a data management environment, such as a PDM system. 

7.9 Summary 

In this chapter, a real-life mechanical engineering design case study was presented to 

demonstrate the backward and forward implementation of the proposed 'Product-

centric Dimension-driven' design rationale capturing approach. The advantages and 

contribution to the field were also discussed. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

8.1 Problems in existing design rationale approaches 

In the field of engineering design research, design rationale is an explanation of 

why an artefact, or some part of an artefact, is designed the way it is [Lee 1991]. 

Researchers have proposed various models and approaches to capture design 

rationale throughout the design process for effective reuse of design knowledge. 

In general, the approach to design rationale capture is either prescriptive or 

descriptive in nature. Whilst the prescriptive approach is too restrictive and 

inflexible, the raw data recorded by a descriptive approach are too general and 

difficult to be structured into useful information. A number of prototypes and 

systems have been developed based on these approaches. However, few design 

rationale systems have been made into practical use in industry [Regli 2000]. 

There are many reasons why such approaches and systems are not being used in 

the "real world". The most crucial ones are: 

1) Difficult to implement. Prescriptive model captures design rationale as a 

result of working according to a method. However, both designers and 

workflow are bounded and restricted by the model. Forcing the design 

engineer to follow the "prescription" for an open-ended task will lead to 

failure of implementing such a prescriptive approach. Descriptive 

approach did not impose any restrictions on design and decision activities. 
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The approach was to observe and record the decision making process. 

However, this makes capturing and structuring specific knowledge 

difficult for the records have to be translated into design rationale. In fact, 

very few literatures describe how to structure records into useful 

information. 

2) No consistent source for knowledge capturing. The primary requirement 

of design knowledge capturing process is that it captures design 

descriptions in a form that supports communication and reuse of design 

knowledge [Regli 2000]. However, most design rationale capturing 

approaches record raw data in various formats from various sources. A 

common source (or common language) which is well understood and 

accepted by engineers should be used as the basis for capturing and 

representing design rationale. 

3) No linking of design decision to product model. Design knowledge 

resides in people, process and products. While most current approaches 

focused on developing various models and approaches to represent and 

capture design rationale from people and processes, there are few 

integrated approaches that address and link the design decision process to 

the product data. In fact, very few approaches attempted to capture design 

rationale directly from products. 
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8.2 Problems in acquiring and reuse design knowledge in practice 

In practice, some of the problems regarding acquiring and reuse of existing 

design knowledge are: 

1) For those more experienced engineers, some design decisions are 

considered so obvious that they did not bother to record the rationale. The 

knowledge is kept to the individual and his little secret notebook. A 

consistent approach that can naturally capture design rationale during the 

design process is needed. 

2) Some companies may implement information management systems such 

as PDM, PLM and ERP systems. These help engineers to manage their 

design data but are not able to capture and share design rationale. On the 

other hand, domain specific expert systems and knowledge-based 

engineering (KBE) systems require a lot of programming and are difficult 

to cater for changes once the system is built. 

3) Contemporary history-based 3D solid modelling system has the ability to 

record the steps and parameters when building a model. However, only 

trivial geometric relationships such as parallel, concentric can be captured. 

Also, different engineers will employ different approaches to build the 

models. This variation makes it infeasible to directly use the history 

record as the source of extracting design rationale. An approach 
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integrating design rationale tools with history-based CAD systems is 

preferred, with the design rationale system being treated as an extension 

of the 3D CAD system. 

8.3 Capturing design rationale from product 

Design is characterised by making a series of decisions to fulfil the given 

constraints as well as introducing new constraints on the possible solution. These 

decisions progressively change the forms and fits of a product. The standard 

visual representation in engineering design that represents the forms and fits of a 

product is engineering drawings. While the geometry in the drawings is pictorial, 

the dimensions that describe the geometry are literal information. The literal 

nature of the dimensions provides a consistent and common language for a 

design rationale system to build on and establish semantic links between 

dimensions and design constraints. 

It is believed that dimension is the common element that links the product model 

to design constraints and is the key to develop a generic and descriptive design 

rationale approach. The challenge is to analyse and identify the relation between 

the decision making process and the dimensions on the product to develop a 

generic, descriptive design rationale capturing approach. 

In this dissertation, a 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' design rationale 

approach is proposed. The formation of such an approach is based on the 

following hypothesis: 
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1. New designs are, in one way or the other, based on existing designs. 

Better understanding and reuse of existing designs can largely enhance 

design productivity and efficiency. Product knowledge not only resides in 

people, but also the design process and product themselves. There is a 

need to capture design rationale from both the design process and product 

themselves. 

2. Whilst different designers may employ different design approaches to 

design different products, there existed some common criteria in making 

a design decision. Design decisions impose geometric constraints that 

restrict the form and fit of a design. The design rationale and constraints 

thus resided implicitly in the form and fit of the product. There exist some 

relations between design decisions and the forms and fits of the product 

and that relation could be used for design rationale capture. 

3. As a design task progresses, design decisions made throughout the design 

process will continuously impose new constraints and change the status 

of the design. The new status of the design is then realized in the forms, 

fits, materials and finishes of the product. The forms and fits of the parts 

and assemblies that constitute the product are defined by the dimensions 

that are associated with them. Thus, the dimensions implicitly carry the 

design rationale. A dimension defined at an earlier stage of the design 

process may explicitly or implicitly impose constraints to other 

dimensions at a later stage. 
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4. Dimensions among components and assemblies are interrelated and 

interconnected, forming a complex network. Changes made to one 

dimension are propagated through the network to all other associated 

dimensions. It is believed that by classifying the dimensions accordingly, 

a dimension digraph could be constructed to represent this complex 

network. Once a dimension digraph is constructed, it could be used to 

link the forms and fits of the product to its design constraints and the 

decision criteria, thus providing a systematic and consistent approach for 

both forward and backward design rationale capturing. 

8.4 The 'Product-centric Dimension-driven' approach 

To acquire and reuse knowledge is the motive of design rationale capturing. The 

objective of this research is to develop a systematic approach that could be used 

to capture design rationale from the form and fit of designs either during the 

design process or from existing designs. In this dissertation, a 'Product-centric 

Dimension-driven' design rationale approach is proposed. 

A 'Product-centric' model is proposed to represent and connect the design 

decision and the product under development. This approach consists of two "sub

models": 1) a 'Design Decision Model' representing the decision making process, 

by means of which a product evolves from its initial specifications into the final 

design, and 2) a 'Product Model' representing a product and its evolution during 

the design process. These two models are linked by geometric constraints which 
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are realised by the form and fit of the product. A 'Product Time-Space Map' is 

also presented to show the evolution of a product/a product family in time, its 

interaction with the surrounding environment, as well as the initial role of design 

dimensions in linking up the 'Product Model' and the 'Design Decision Model' 

in general. 

The 'Dimension-driven' approach was proposed to link design constraints to 

forms and fits of a product. In this approach, the product, no matter how complex, 

can be represented by the 'Product Model' consisting of sub-assemblies, parts 

and components. Each part, component and sub-assembly is fully defined by a 

set of dimensions. Depending on how it is related to others, each dimension 

within a 'Dimension Set' can be classified into one of the following 5 categories: 

'Unrelated', 'Steering', 'Derived', 'Coupled', and 'Multiplexed'. A dimension 

digraph, a complex network representing the relationships among design 

dimensions of each component that constitutes a product, can then be constructed 

to connect all these dimensions. Once a dimension digraph is constructed, 

standard complex network algorithms can be applied to traverse through the 

network to identify the relations among components and to search for the source 

of dependency. 

In this approach, the dimensions presented on the production drawings or 3D 

computer models are being used to capture the design rationale. On one hand, it 

serves as the trigger to capture design rationale during the course of designing. 

On the other hand, it is the key to reveal the design rationale from existing 

product. 
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In a forward manner, this approach triggers the design rationale capturing 

mechanism when the designer starts to place design dimensions on 3D models or 

2D drawings. The rationale of why such a dimension is chosen to one or more 

design criteria is recorded and associated with that dimension. In cases where a 

dimension is bounded by or related to other dimensions, the relation is recorded 

and a dimension digraph is constructed to connect these dimensions. As the 

design progresses, the dimension digraph grows until the design task is 

completed and all dimensions associated with the 'Virtual Product' are included 

in the digraph. 

In a backward manner, this approach employs a systematic descriptive approach 

to back track the design rationale from the dimensions of an existing product. All 

dimensions associated with the product are first analysed and their relations to 

other dimensions are identified and classified. Then a dimension digraph as 

described above is constructed. Once the dimension digraph is constructed, the 

geometric relation and dependency among components and assemblies can be 

identified, thus providing a practical methodology and robust mechanism for 

companies to reveal design knowledge that had been implicitly resided within 

their products. 

To further facilitate systematic design rationale capturing, a list of the 9 typical 

factors to be considered in finalising design decisions will be provided. This 

provides a guideline through which most, if not all, details relating to a design 

decision can be best captured. 
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The proposed design rationale approach is a product and process independent 

approach. That is, it is independent of the product being developed and 

independent of the design process being employed. Although this approach is 

best integrated as an extension to a history-based 3D solid modelling system to 

capture and share the design rationale, the underlying principles can be applied 

independently as a general approach. 

8.5 Suggestions for Future Research 

Design knowledge resides in the form, fit and material of each product. This 

work proposed an approach to capture design rationale by linking the geometric 

attributes (dimensions) of a 'Virtual Product' to design decisions. Although the 

underlying principles can be applied manually to capture the design rationale (as 

demonstrated by the implementation case study in Chapter 7), this approach is 

best integrated as an extension to a history-based 3D CAD system. 

As the first attempt to propose a "Product-centric Dimension-driven" approach to 

capture design rationale, the work had been focusing on identifying the 

relationship between design decision and design dimensions. The proposed 

approach is not yet integrated into a 3D CAD system and no software has been 

developed to implement the proposed approach. Also, only nominal dimensions 

annotated in the 3D models or 2D drawings had been considered. It is no doubt 

that there are plenty of rooms for improvements. However, it is believed that the 
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current work has established a basic framework for future research and 

development. The following are some areas for future research: 

Integration of the proposed approach within a 3D CAD system 

Multi-CAD and concurrent engineering environment considerations 

Optimization and management of system performance as the dimension 

digraph and dimension-decision network grow 

Incorporating GD&T into the proposed approach 

Incorporating non-geometric information such as surface quality, 

materials into the proposed approach. 
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Appendix 1 

One-on-one interview with practising design engineers 

Al.l Objective of the interviews 

In order to develop a generic descriptive approach to design rationale capture for 

better knowledge reuse, it is necessary to understand the design decision making 

process and identify common criteria used by practising mechanical design 

engineers in making a design decision. A one-on-one face-to-face interview was 

therefore planned and conducted. The objective was to find common elements 

that could be used to develop a practical design rationale capturing approach that 

are independent of the design process and product being developed. 

At.2 Background of the interview 

Throughout the period from October 2003 to February 2004, 10 practising 

engineers from 7 different industries were invited for a one-on-one face-to-face 

interview. Each interview lasted for about 2 hours and the interviews were 

conducted in an interactive dialogue format. 

The interviewees represented a wide spectrum of the manufacturing industry in 

Taiwan - from industry design and aesthetic focused consumer products (design 

house), through typical 3C (computer, communication and consumer) products 

such as computer peripherals and communication equipment, to traditional 

machineries and mould and die industry. 
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All the 10 interviewees possessed over 10 years of experience in their respective 

area and have been using 3D CAD system as the design tool for over 5 years. 

Table Al-1 is a summary of the interviews taken place. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Date& 
Time 

2003.10.28 
09:30 

2003.12.11 
10:45 

2003.12.11 
13:30 

2003.12.11 
13:30 

2004.01.08 
13:00 

2004.01.08 
15:10 

2004.02.11 
10:20 

2004.02.11 
10:20 

2004.02.11 
14:00 

2004.02.11 
14:00 

Duration 

1:30 hrs 

1:45 hrs 

1:40 hrs 

1:40 hrs 

1:30 hrs 

1:50 hrs 

1:50 hrs 

1:50 hrs 

2:00 hrs 

2:00 hrs 

Location 

Taipei 

Taipei 

Taipei 

Taipei 

Taipei 

Taoyuan 

Taipei 

Taipei 

Taipei 

Taipei 

Position 

Owner, Chief 
Designer 

Section Chief, 
Stamping Dept. 

Deputy Manager, 
R&D Dept. 
Consultant, 
Product 
development 
Team leader, 
Product 
development 

Deputy Manager, 
Automation 
Develop. 

Manager, product 
development 

Design Engineer 

Chief, R&D Dept. 

Design Engineer, 
R&D Dept. 

Industry 

Design house 

Connectors 

Web Cam, 
Internet products 

Web Cam, 
Internet products 

Communication 
Equipment 

IT electrical 
components 

IC packaging 
Machinery 

IC packaging 
Machinery 

Screen Printing 
Machinery 

Screen Printing 
Machinery 

Table A1-1: Summary of the one-on-one interviews conducted during the period 2003.10.28 
to 2004.02.11 

A1.3 Interview findings 

Due to the fact that most Chinese customers are quite conservative and sensitive 

in formal interviews, the interview was conducted via an informal interactive 

discussion style rather than a more formal questions and answers style. The 

contents of the interviews were recorded via written notes. The key points of 

each interview are summarised in the following paragraphs. 
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Al.3.1 Interviewee 1 - chief designer of a design house 

1. Product scope 

The interviewee was the owner and chief designer of a design house focused on 

consumer electronics such as mouse, joy-stick, USB hub, scanner ... etc. Their 

clients are mostly 3C industry manufacturing who outsource the industrial design 

on project basis. The client may or may not provide ideas on the appearance of 

the product. The company have to come up with several proposals. In some cases, 

a non functional full size physical prototype is needed. 

2. Design focus 

As a design house, their expertise was in the industry design aspect and focus on 

the aesthetic and appearance of the product. Functionality is well defined and 

normally not the major concern. In most cases, the technology being used is 

mature and standard components are readily available either in-house or in the 

market to provide the required function. For example, in the case of designing a 

mouse, the clients will normally be specific whether it is a 2 buttons or 3 buttons, 

whether it is mechanical or optical operated, or whether it is wired or wireless 

and so on. In some cases, overall dimensions will be given to the design house as 

a rough guideline of the size. 

3. Design decision criteria 

Appearance, in this case, is the most important criteria. Once the client accepted 

a particular concept, details will be worked out between the design house and the 

clients' mechanical engineers. The company needs to provide the casing to house 
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the components and assemblies and provides the correct interface to internal 

mechanisms that provide the functionality. Sizes of standard components such as 

purchased components as well as the client's in-house standard components are 

of secondary importance. Other design considerations include mating constraints 

and results from analysis program such as stress/strain analysis and thermal 

analysis. 

4. Design realization tools 

For this company, 3D CAD system is being used as the major authoring tool to 

realize and communicate the design concept. Photo realistic rendering are printed 

and submitted to their client prior to concept approval. Detailed 2D drawings 

were created along with the 3D model as part of the design delivery. All 2D 

drawings were fully dimensioned for downstream mould making and 

manufacturing. 
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Al.3.2 Interviewee 2 - section chief of stamping department 

1. Product scope 

The interviewee was the section chief of the stamping department of a connector 

manufacture. This company manufactures high precision connectors used by 

various 3C products such as connectors for computers and its peripherals, mobile 

phones, and other consumer electronics. Most of these connectors contain 

multiple metal pins spaced tight-closely and packaged by plastic as insulator. The 

metal pins are formed by precision stamping (progressive die) and the connector 

produced by injection moulding. 30% were ODM and 70% were OEM products. 

2. Design focus 

In contrast to the previously interviewed company, this company focuses on 

manufacturability rather than appearance. The function of a connector is simply 

to provide the connectivity between electronic devices, be it an RGB video 

connector to connect a notebook with a monitor or data cable connecting two 

PDAs for data transfer. The size and arrangement of pins are well defined by 

International Standards. The only variations are the packages surrounding the 

pins that make them look different. Occasionally, there are some proprietary pins 

arrangements but the working principle is basically the same. The technology is 

hence more on the tooling design and manufacturing capability. 
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3. Design decision criteria 

Manufacturability and assembleability, in this case, are the most critical design 

considerations. Designs are represented in 2D drawings and must be fully 

dimensioned with tolerance. The functionality of the product can only be 

achieved if the male and female connectors are manufactured and connected 

correctly. 

4. Design realization tools 

For the OEM business (70%), 90% of their clients will provide both 3D models 

and 2D drawings, 10% of their clients provide only 2D drawings. In this case, 3D 

models give an overview of how the connector looks like for quick estimation of 

the quotation. The detail quotation has to be calculated based on the detail 2D 

drawings, considering the manufacturing capability, time and costing. 

Manufacturability is the number one design consideration criteria. 3D models are 

being used as a communication media regarding design changes while 2D 

drawings are used for mating and tolerance analysis. All pins features must be 

fully dimensioned with tolerance. In this company, one design engineer is 

responsible for one project and he/she is responsible for generating a full set of 

production 2D drawings. Each design engineer spent about 50% of his/her time 

in creating and dimensioning 2D drawings. Other design considerations include 

3C industry standards (connector standards), stamping mould design rules and 

plastic injection mould design rules. 
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A 1.3.3 Interviewees 3 and 4 - deputy R&D manager and product consultant 

1. Product scope 

Two interviewees from this company participated in this interview. Interviewee 3 

was the section deputy manager of the R&D department and interviewee 4 was 

the consultant of product development. This company designs and manufactures 

various network based video equipments such as network cameras, video servers 

and video receivers. This is a typical 3C equipment manufacturer that specializes 

in the integration of electronic components into IT applications. Most physical 

components such as electronics, mechanical parts are outsourced or sub

contracted to external manufacturer. 

2. Design focus 

The core technology is in electronic, signal processing and software rather than 

mechanical engineering. The product design focus is more on the efficiency of 

the data processing algorithm and software capabilities. However, mechanical 

design is required to hold, combine and interface the electronic components and 

software to produce the final product. 

3. Design decision criteria 

The design for the mechanical design team is more on the appearance and family 

products. For each product series, there are different models with variation in 

size, style and slight differences in functionality while the underlying core 

technology are basically the same. The industry design task was either outsource 
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to external design house or done by the in-house industrial designer. The 

mechanical engineering design area is mainly on the internal mechanism for the 

moving parts and the interface with the electronics components. 

Manufacturability and assembleability, in consideration of downstream mould 

making and production procedure were the major design concerns. Other design 

considerations include initial customer requirement in size and industry 

component and safety standards. 

4. Design realization tools 

3D CAD systems are extensively used in this company for all mechanical parts. 

3D models and rendering are being used as visualization and communication 

media during the concept generation stage. 2D detailing drawings are produced 

at the latter stage of the design process to fully describe the parts and components. 

Since the company was outsourcing and sub-contracting most of the product 

components, it is critical that parts and assemblies, especially non-standard 

components such as casing and other mechanisms are unambiguously defined. 

All production drawings in this company are fully dimensioned and toleranced 

prior their release to external sub-contractor. 
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Al.3.4 Interviewee 5 - design team leader of power equipment unit 

1. Product scope 

This company is one of the largest 3C manufacturers in Taiwan. Their product 

lines ranged from 1) power management equipment, 2) visual displays, 3) IT, 

telecom, consumers and automotive electronics components and 4) Networking 

and wireless solutions. Interviewee 5 was one of the design team leaders of the 

power management equipment unit. This unit designs and manufactures all kinds 

of power management equipment include switching power supply, UPS, telecom 

power, and AC/DC adapters. The interviewee is responsible for developing series 

of telecom power systems to meet different requirements and applications for the 

telecommunications industry. 

2. Design focus 

The mechanical design team is responsible for designing the casings and racks to 

house the telecom power systems. The feasibility to interchange power systems 

from rack to rack is of primary importance. Reliability is also a major concern, 

the casing and rack should be reliable to ensure the power system meet 

International and local power emission and safety regulations. 

3. Design decision criteria 

Modular design is the principle design criteria of the mechanical design team. 

The rack and casing should be readily configurable to meet different customer 

needs. Use of standard company parts and components is recommended. 
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Functionality is defined by customers need and market survey. Overall 

dimensions are often predefined by customers and industry standards. Product 

appearance is designed either by external or in-house industrial designers. The 

mechanical design team have to work out the design within the space provided 

by the industrial designers. Since the casings and racks mainly consist of sheet 

metal parts, manufacturability is also another key design concern. Other 

considerations include thermal analysis of the casings and stress analysis of the 

racks. 

4. Design realization tools 

3D CAD systems were being used for mechanical design. For new products, the 

mechanical design team will normally receive 3D models of the outer shape from 

the industrial designer. For variant designs, existing 3D models were retrieved 

and modified based on the new requirements. Fully dimensioned unfold 

drawings of the sheet metal parts are created along with the 3D models for 

downstream manufacturing. 3D models were mainly used for visualization and 

communication as well as finite element analysis while the 2D drawings were 

mainly created for manufacturing purposes. 
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A 1.3.5 Interviewee 6 - deputy manager of automation development department 

1. Product scope 

The interviewee was the deputy manager of automation development department. 

This company designs and manufactures a wide range of electrical components 

for the 3C industry. Product line included tuner module, RF cable assembly, pin 

headers, connectors, RF components and interface parts. The interviewee's 

department designs and manufactures make-to-order connectors and interface 

parts for mobile phone, handheld devices and notebook computers. 

2. Design focus 

The 3C industries in Taiwan formed a very strong and interrelated supply chain 

relationship. The customers of this company are typical 3C OEM manufacturers 

that manufacture components such as electronic modules, or semi-products such 

as hard disks, controllers, graphics cards as well as consumer products such as 

mobile phones, handheld devices and notebook computers. The overall lifecycle 

of such 3C products are short comparing to traditional mechanical products or 

machineries. This company designs and supplies both standard and custom made 

connectors to their customers. According to interviewee 6, 50% of the new 

designs are based on existing designs and 50% are brand new. Each product 

consists of around 30% purchased standard parts. 
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3. Design decision criteria 

Appearance is not important since most of the company's products are internal 

components. On the contrary, form and fit are the major concern due to fact that 

3C products are getting smaller and strike for space. The design challenge was 

more on the quality, cost and highly depended on the manufacture process and 

capability. Design errors must be minimized and changes should be reacted fast 

due to extremely short product development time. Functional specification, 

specifically pins and slots arrangement, fitting tolerance and conductivity are 

well defined by internationally accepted industry standards and must be 

conformed. 

4. Design realization tools 

2D CAD systems are being used as the key design tool for design, 

communication and creation of production 2D drawings. The 2D drawings are 

fully dimensioned and toleranced. Visualization of such a product is not 

important since people in this field are familiar with the 2D representation and 

know the industry standard very well. However, there is a trend to use 3D CAD 

system for interference detection and downstream FEA analysis and simulations. 
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Al.3.6 Interviewees 7 and 8 - manager and designer of product development 

1. Product scope 

This company is the key semiconductor post-processing equipment manufacturer 

and supplier in Taiwan. It designs and manufactures IC packaging equipment and 

IC production automation systems for the semiconductor industry. Product lines 

include IC package equipment such as chip sorter, die bonder, trim & form 

machines, Flat Panel Display (FPD) processing equipment such as bevelling 

machine, COG bonder, burr checker etc. Two interviewees from this company 

participated in this interview. Interviewee 7 was the manager of the product 

development department and interviewee 8 was a design engineer for IC post

processing machine. 70% of the products are built to order, 20% are 

enhancement and modification of existing products and 10% are innovative 

products that does not exists. 

2. Design focus 

Most of the products are built to order. Although most customers are from the 3C 

industry, the company's core technologies were in the mechanical engineering 

such as trim and form, precision moulding, automation and control. To continue 

develop state-of-the-art semi-conductor processing technology is the focus of the 

R&D department. Since the core technology was developed in-house, almost all 

new designs are based and referenced to existing designs. Therefore, integration 

of existing technologies and modular design are of high importance. 
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3. Design decision criteria 

Functionality as specified by customers was the key design consideration. The 

core technology to provide the required functionality was developed in-house as 

described above. For the product design team, their major design concerns are 

the interoperability between various modules and re-use of existing design data. 

Other design considerations include fulfilment of International Standard and use 

of external purchased parts. Assembleability is one of the key design decision 

criteria. 

4. Design realization tools 

Most of the new products are based and made with reference to existing design. 

Both 3D CAD and 2D CAD systems are being used for product development. 

This company has introduced 3D CAD system since 1998 and hence 

accumulated a large number of 3D part models and assemblies. 70% of new 

design are based on existing 3D models, 10% of new designs were referencing 

existing 2D drawings to create new 3D models. 20% of new designs are based on 

modifying existing 2D drawings. Although this company use 3D CAD tools 

extensively, 2D drawings are produced to fully describe the product for 

manufacturing. 40% of the dimensions are automatically generated by the 3D 

CAD tools while 60% of the dimensions are detailed manually in the 2D drawing 

environment. 
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Al .3.7 Interviewee 9 and 10 - chief and design engineer from R&D department 

1. Product scope 

This company is a screen print equipment manufacturer, specializing in the 

design and manufacturing of advanced screen print equipment for applications 

spanning every major sector of the screen-printing and graphic-imaging 

industries. This company has also been investing on various automated CNC 

high precision machine tools. The core technology is in the printing and 

automation areas. The two interviewees are the chief designer and design 

engineer of the company's R&D department. 

2. Design focus 

Half of the products are built to order. Since the core technology was developed 

in-house, almost all new designs are based and made with reference to existing 

designs. Therefore, integration of existing technologies and modular designs are 

of high importance. 

3. Design decision criteria 

Functionality as specified by customers was the key design consideration. The 

core technology to provide the required functionality was developed in-house. 

For the product design team, their major design concerns are the interoperability 

between various modules and re-use of existing design data. Other design 

considerations included use of external purchased parts and in-house common 

standard parts. Assembleability is one of the key design decision criteria. 
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4. Design realization tools 

Both 3D CAD and 2D CAD systems are being used for product development. 

This company has introduced 3D CAD tools since 2000. 45% of new design are 

based on existing 3D models, 5% of new designs were referencing existing 2D 

drawings to create new 3D models. 50% of new designs are based on modifying 

existing 2D drawings. Although 3D CAD is the major design authoring tool, the 

complete output of each design project included a set of detailed 2D drawings for 

manufacturing purposes. 70% of the design time is spent on 3D CAD systems 

while 30% of the design time is spent on 2D CAD system. The 2D CAD system 

is used for detailing. 
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A1.4 Summary 

Al .4.1 Product scope and design task 

Past product design experiences of the interviewees covered a wide range of 

products: from consumer electronics such as USB hub and scanners to highly 

engineered industrial products such as IC packaging machinery and screen 

printing machinery. The nature of the design task of the interviewees also varied 

from design houses to manufacturers. Manufacturers are typically involved in the 

whole product life cycle (from design to make), while design houses focus on 

developing products according to information from clients and are not involved 

in manufacturing. Some other interviewees participate in the re-configurations or 

minor modifications of standard modules and components. In all cases, 

modification or re-configuration of a product or design is typically the result of 

matching market trends or customer needs. 

Al.4.2 Design focus 

The variation in design focus of the interviewees is highly related to the type of 

product and the nature of design task. The design focus for consumer products 

such as mouse or joy-stick is on the aesthetic and appearance while high-tech 

companies and manufacturers focus on incorporating state-of-the art technology 

in the end product, such as semi-conductor processing machineries. 

A 1.4.3 Design decision criteria 

In spite of the variation in product scope and design focus, functionality is the 

prime design decision criterion for all the interviewees. This applies to 
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interviewees from both companies that have their own core technology and 

others which simply acquire and integrate existing mature technologies to 

achieve the product functionality. In addition to functionality, several other 

common decision criteria have been identified. They are: appearance, 

interoperability, conformation to international and in-house standards, 

assembleability, and manufacturability. The importance of these criteria in 

making design decision varied from company to company and quite dependent 

on the nature of the product. 

Table A 1.2 summarised the importance ratings of design decision criteria for the 

7 companies interviewed. Note that functionality, safety, reliability, quality and 

costs are not listed since they are all considered as important criteria for 

engineering design task. 

Company 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

Appearance 

Very important 

Less important 

Very important 

Less important 

Not important 

Less important 

Not important 

Inter
operability 

Not 
important 

Less 
important 

Less 
important 

Very 
important 

Important 

Very 
important 

Very 
Important 

Standards 

Important 

Important 

Less 
important 

Very 
important 

Very 
important 

Important 

Important 

Assembly 

Less 
important 

Very 
important 

Important 

Less 
important 

Less 
important 

Important 

Important 

Manufacturing 

Not important 

Very important 

Important 

Important 

Less important 

Less important 

Less important 

Table A1-2: Summary of the importance ratings of several decision criteria identified. 
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Al.4.4 Design realization tools and design dimensions 

For the purposes of communicating and visualising design decisions, all 

interviewees used 3D models in parallel with fully dimensioned 2D drawings as 

production aid. While interviewees used feature-based parametric 3D CAD 

systems as design tools, for manufacturing purposes, either 2D drawings carrying 

design dimensions would be directly generated from 3D CAD systems or 

drawing layouts would be exported from 3D to 2D CAD systems for detailed 

dimensioning. Occasionally, system-generated 2D drawings may be 

supplemented with manually created fully-dimensioned drawings. In any case, 

even designers would view design dimensions of any product as either being 

critical, important or unrelated, they will still be represented in the 3D or 2D 

drawings. 
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Appendix 2 

Large scale survey of mechanical design engineers at work 

A2.1 Objective of the survey 

In order to understand the requirements in developing a generic systematic 

design rationale approach that could be integrated with the design tools being 

used to capture the design rationale for better reuse of existing designs, a 

specific survey targeting design engineers at work was planned and conducted. 

The survey targeted practising mechanical design engineers from various 

industry and locations who used some kind of 3D CAD systems as the primary 

authoring tool. The objective of the survey was to understand and identify: 

1) How companies and mechanical design engineers at work acquire and manage 

design knowledge 

2) What common criteria form the basis of the engineers' design decision 

making 

3) How and to what extent existing designs are being used for new designs 

4) The role of 2D and 3D CAD in authoring the form and fit of a product 

A2.2 Background of the survey 

In this study, a questionnaire was given to candidates who took a 3D skill test -

an international recognized 3D skill test called "Certified SolidWorks 

Professional" (CSWP) examination. After the test, the candidate was asked to 

complete the questionnaire and return to the proctor. Between 24l October 2004 

and 21st July 2007, 851 questionnaires were sent out and 773 were returned 
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(Table A2-1). Out of the 773 returned questionnaires, 702 were complete and so 

valid for analysis (Table A2-2). 

Questionnaires returned? 

Total (851): 
Returned 

773 
% 

90.83% 

Not 
returned 

78 
% 

9.17% 

Table A2-1: 773 (90.83%) out of 851 questionnaires returned. 

Questionnaires valid for 
analysis? 

Mainland 
Taiwan 

Hong Kong 

Total (773): 

Valid 
121 
550 
31 

702 

% 

90.82% 

Not 
Valid 

0 
71 
0 
71 

% 

9.81% 

Table A2-2: 702 out of 773 returned questionnaires are valid for analysis. 121 (17.24%) from 
Mainland China, 550 (78.35%) from Taiwan and 31(4.42%) from Hong Kong. 

Out of 702 returned valid questionnaires, 403 (57.40%) are from industry and 

299 (42.6%) are from education and research Institutions (Table A2-3). 

Respondent from 
Industry? 

Total (702): 
YES 

403 

% 

57.40% 
NO 

299 
% 

42.60% 

Table A2-3: Q4-ls the respondent from Industry? 1) Yes 2) No 

Of the 403 respondents who came from industry, 222 of them are practising 

engineers whose major responsibility at work is mechanical design - mechanical 

design engineers (Table A2-4). 

Mechanical design is key 
daily task? 

Mainland 
Taiwan 

Hong Kong 

Total (403): 

YES 
64 
156 
2 

222 

% 
28.83% 
70.27% 

0.90% 

NO 
28 
146 
7 

181 

% 
15.47% 
80.66% 
3.87% 

Table A2-4: Q5-ls mechanical design the respondent's major daily work? 1) Yes 2) No 
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The number of questionnaires sent and returned, and the distribution of the 

returned questionnaires are summarised in Table A2-5 below. 

Summary: 
Questionnaires sent: 
Questionnaires returned: 
Valid questionnaires: 

Industry: 
Mechanical design engineer: 
Non mechanical designer: 

Non-industry: 
Student: 

Non student: 

851 
773 
702 

403 (57.40%) 

299 (42.60%) 

222 (55%) 
181 (45%) 

169(56.5%) 

130(43.5%) 

Table A2-5: 222 mechanical design engineers answered the questionnaire 

The questionnaire consists of 31 questions and was divided into 4 sections: 

Section 1 collected general information such as the participant's name, email 

address, company name as well as date and place. 

Section 2 consists of questions regarding the job nature and working experience 

of the participant, including experiences with 2D CAD and 3D CAD systems. 

Section 3 focused on the usage of 2D and 3D CAD systems. Participants were 

asked on how the CAD systems were being used and the time spent on using the 

CAD tools. The ratio of new designs developed based on existing designs as well 

as the ratio of reference made to paper drawings, 2D CAD files and 3D CAD 

models was also asked. 
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Section 4 focused on the decision making and knowledge management within the 

design team and company. 

A2. 3 Survey findings and discussion 

A2.3.1 Working and CAD experience 

The findings on the respondent's working, 3D CAD and 2D CAD experiences 

are summarised in Table A2-6 to Table A2-8 below. 

An average of 217 respondents answered these three questions on working, 2D 

CAD and 3D CAD experience. 92% of the engineers have over 1 year of 

working experience and are distributed evenly among the ranges intervals 1 to 3, 

3 to 5, 5 to 10 and over 10 years working experience (Table A2-6). This 

indicated the sample under investigation represented a fair combination of 

different working experience classes at work. 

Working experience 

Total (216): 
< 1 yr 

17 

7.87% 

1-3 yr 
56 

25.93% 

3-5 yr 
46 

21.30% 

5-10 yr 
50 

23.15% 

> 10 yr 
47 

21.76% 

Table A2-6: Q7-What is the respondent's working experience? 

It is interesting to see at first glance that for those who have less working 

experience (less than 5 years), their corresponding average 2D CAD experience 

is higher than their working experience (10.14% to 7.87% for less than 1 year, 

27.19% to 25.93% for 1 to 3 years and 31.34% to 21.30% for 3 to 5 years). A 

detail investigation into the data confirmed that the average 2D CAD experience 
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is slightly higher than their corresponding average working experience. On the 

contrary, for those who have more working experience, their corresponding 

average 2D CAD experience is less than their average working experience 

(21.66% to 23.15% for 5 to 10 years and 9.68% to 21.76%). A detail 

investigation into the data confirmed that the average working experience is 

slightly higher than their corresponding average 2D CAD experience. This 

indicated that the younger generation (working experience less than 5 years) 

acquired the 2D CAD skills before going to work, while the older generation 

(working experience more than 5 years) acquired the 2D CAD skill as part of 

their job. 

2D CAD experience 

Total (217): 
< 1 yr 

22 
10.14% 

1-3 yr 
59 

27.19% 

3-5 yr 
68 

31.34% 

5-10 yr 
47 

21.66% 

> 10 
21 

9.68% 

Table A2-7: Q8-What is the respondent's 2D CAD experience? 

Regarding 3D CAD experience, only 9.13%> have more than 5 years experience 

(Table A2-8), compared to 44.91%) of them who have more than 5 years working 

experience, this indicated that most of them only use 3D CAD recently and their 

3D CAD experience (from 1 to 3 years, 47.48%>) is less than their working 

experience. A detail investigation into the data suggested that the more 

experience engineers actually acquired their 3D CAD skill as part of their job. 

3D CAD experience 

Total (219): 
< 1 yr 

47 
21.46% 

l-2yr 
58 

26.48% 

2-3 yr 
46 

21.00% 

3-5 yr 
48 

21.92% 

> 5 
20 

9.13% 

Table A2-8: Q9-What is the respondent's 3D CAD experience? 
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A2.3.2 3D and 2D CAD tools usage 

The findings on the usage of 3D CAD and 2D CAD tools are summarised in 

Table A2-9 to Table A2-11 below: 

Use other 3D CAD ? 

Total (221): 
NO 

159 
71.94% 

YES 
62 

28.06% 

Table A2-9: Q10-ls respondent using other 3D CAD? 1) No 2) Yes 

Use 2D CAD ? 

Total (221): 
NO 

18 
8.15% 

YES 
203 

91.85% 

Table A2-10: Q11-ls respondent using 2D CAD? 1) No 2) Yes 

Use 2D CAD for: 

Total (203): 
Design 

39 
19.21% 

Detail 
48 

23.65% 

Both 

87 
42.86% 

Others 
29 

14.29% 

Table A2-11: Q12-What is 2D CAD being used for? 1) Design 2) Detail 3) Both 4) Others 

72% of the respondents use only one CAD system at work (Table A2-9). 

However, 92% of them use 2D CAD along with their existing 3D CAD tool 

(Table A2-10). 19.21 % use the 2D CAD tools for design, 23.65% for detailing 

(dimensioning and annotations) and 42% for both design work and detailing. 

14.29% use 2D CAD for other purposes (Table A2-11). 

These findings showed that most engineers use one 3D CAD as the major design 

or modelling tools while at the same time, a 2D CAD tools is being used for 
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design, detailing or both. This indicated that although 3D CAD tools are 

becoming popular and the primary design tool, engineers still spent some time on 

using a 2D CAD for design and drafting. This may suggest that 2D CAD is still 

required to reference and/or edit exiting designs even though the engineers have 

access to a more powerful design authoring tool. This may be due to the reason 

that most company's existing designs are stored using 2D drawings rather than 

3D models. 

A2.3.3 Time spent on 3D and 2D CAD tools 

The findings on the time spent on using these tools are summarised in Table A2-

12 to Table A2-14 below: 

Time 
spent on 
primary 
3D CAD 

Total 
(212): 

<1
0%

 

18 

8.49% 

11
-2

0%
 

11 

5.19% 

21
-3

0%
 

10 

4.72% 

31
-4

0%
 

13 

6.13% 

41
-5

0%
 

18 
8.49% 

51
-6

0%
 

13 
6.13% 

61
-7

0%
 

14 

6.60% 

71
-8

0%
 

54 

25.47% 

81
-9

0%
 

27 
12.74% 

>9
0%

 

34 

16.04% 

Table A2-12: Q13-How much time did the respondent spent on using the primary CAD (% of the 
total work time)? 

Time 
spent on 
other 3D 
CAD 

Total 
(178)): 

<1
0%

 

138 

77.53% 

11
-2

0%
 

20 
11.24% 

21
-3

0%
 

4 

2.25% 

31
-4

0%
 

5 

2.81% 

41
-5

0%
 

6 
3.37% 

51
-6

0%
 

0 

0.00% 

61
-7

0%
 

2 

1.12% 

71
-8

0%
 

1 
0.56% 

81
-9

0%
 

1 

0.56% 

>9
0%

 

1 

0.56% 

Table A2-13: Q14-How much time did the respondent spent on using other 3D CAD (% of total 
work time)? 
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Time 
spent on 
2D 

Total 
(203): 

<1
0%

 

90 
44.33% 

11
-2

0%
 

50 
24.63% 

21
-3

0%
 

16 
7.88% 

31
-4

0%
 

10 
4.93% 

41
-5

0%
 

11 
5.42% 

51
-6

0%
 

4 

1.97% 

61
-7

0%
 

4 
1.97% 

71
-8

0%
 

4 
1.97% 

81
-9

0%
 

5 
2.46% 

>
90

%
 

9 
4.43% 

Table A2-14: Q15-How much time did the respondent spent on using 2D CAD (% of total work 
time)? 

Reviewing the time spent on 3D and 2D CAD tools indicates which tools are the 

most common tools of mechanical design engineers thus pointing to the desirable 

product design environment. The software SolidWorks is defined as the "Primary 

3D CAD Tool" because the 3D CAD Skill Examination the survey participants 

took was conducted in SolidWorks. 

Of the 212 mechanical engineers who use the Primary 3D CAD Tool, more than 

half of them spent 70% or more of their time in using the Tools (Figure A2-1). 

No. 
70 j 

60 

50 

40 

30 -

20 

10 •• 

0 -
<10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51-60% 61-70% 71-80% 81-90% >90% 

(212 respondents) 

Figure A2-1: Percentage of time spent on the primary 3D CAD tool 

For those who have access to secondary 3D CAD tools, over 75% of them spent 

less than 10% of their time on the secondary 3D CAD tools (Figure A2-2). 
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No. 

140 

120 

100 

80 

60 

40 

20 -

0 <10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51-60% 61-70% 71-80% 81-90% >90% 

(178 respondents) 

Figure A2-2: Percentage of time spent on 3D CAD tools other than the primary Tool 

This finding showed that even a secondary 3D CAD tool is available, engineers 

spent most of their time on their primarily CAD tools. This suggested that the 

design task is carried out mainly on one primary 3D design tool to avoid data 

translation problems between different 3D CAD tools. This assumption is further 

confirmed by the time these engineers spent on 2D CAD tool (Figure A2-3), 

although 2D CAD tools are used in association with the Primary 3D CAD Tool, 

69% of them spent less then 20% of their time on 2D CAD, compared to their 

time spent on their primary 3D CAD (67% of them spent more than 50% of their 

time on 3D CAD). 

No 
100 

<10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51-60% 61-70% 71-80% 81-90% >90% 

(203 respondents) 

Figure A2-3: Percentage of time spent on primary 2D CAD tool 
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It can be concluded that for companies who already migrated to 3D design 

environment, one single CAD tool can be used as the primary design authoring 

tool. 

A2.3.4 Time spent on creating drawing and detailing 

The findings on the time spent on creating drawing and detailing are summarised 

in Table A2-15 to Table A2-18 below: 

Detailing is part of the 
work? 

Total (222): 
NO 

20 
9.01% 

YES 
202 

90.99% 

Drawing 
11 

5.45% 

Detailing 
167 

82.67% 

N/A 
24 

11.88% 

Table A2-15: Q16-ls the respondent required to create drawings? 1) No 2) Yes. If yes, then 1) he 
only need to create the drawing or 2) he has to create the drawing as well as 
dimensioning and detailing. 

Direct produce drawing 
from 3D? 

Total (218): 
YES 

155 
71.10% 

NO 
63 

28.90% 

Table A2-16: Q17-ls the respondent creating the drawing directly from 3D model? 1) Yes 2) No 

Tool used for create 
drawing and detailing? 

Total (221): 

Primary 
3D CAD 

92 

41.63% 

2D 
CAD 

59 
26.70% 

Both 
70 

31.67% 

Table A2-17: Q18-What tool the respondent used for detailing the drawing? 
1) 3D CAD 2) 2D CAD 3) Both 
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Time 
spent on 
create 
drawing 
and 
detailing? 

Total 
(208): 

<
10

%
 

23 

11.06% 

11
-2

0%
 

25 

12.02% 

21
-3

0%
 

46 
22.12% 

31
-4

0%
 

32 

15.38% 

41
-5

0%
 

34 

16.35% 

51
-6

0%
 

21 

10.10% 

61
-7

0%
 

9 

4.33% 

71
-8

0%
 

13 

6.25% 

81
-9

0%
 

3 

1.44% 

>9
0%

 

2 

0.96% 

Table A2-18: Q19-How much time did the respondent spent on creating drawing and detailing? 

Figure A2-4 showed that 91% of the respondents are required to create 2D 

engineering drawings for their design. Over 80% of them have to do 

dimensioning and annotating (detailing) besides creating drawings. 

Figure A2-4 (a): 
Percentage of Creating Drawings as part of 
the Respondent's Job 
(222 respondents) 

11.90% 

5.50% 

82.60% 

D Q-aw ing only • Draw ing and Detailing D Not Applicable 

Figure A2-4 (b): 
Among those required to Create Drawings, 
the Actual Duties of the Respondent 
(91%, i.e. 202 of the 222 respondents) 

This gave a strong indication that the role of engineers has shifted. Past practices 

of having draftsman performing the detailing work is now shifted to the 

engineers with the introduction of 3D CAD. The role and position of draftsman is 

vanishing. Engineers are now not only seeking solutions to design problems, but 

at the same time, they are using 3D CAD tools to realize their thoughts and 
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finally create the detailed descriptions of their design. This shift in paradigm has 

made the knowledge flow within a company easier to capture. Within a 3D CAD 

environment, engineers who perform design work are now also the persons who 

detail the drawings (dimensioning and annotating). Any proposed design 

rationale system should be able to address and take advantage of this trend. 

Figure A2-5 also showed that 71% of the respondents are generating the 2D 

drawings directly from 3D models. This indicates a stronger association between 

3D models and drawings, thus enable easy tracking of design rationale between 

models and drawings. This is the key to the success of developing and 

implementing a CAD-based design rationale system. 

Figure A2-5: Percentage of Respondents that Produce Drawings Directly from 3D models 

Figure A2-6 showed that about 26.5% (55 of 208) of the respondents spent 40%-

60%o of their time in creating and detailing 2D drawings, while another 37.5% 

spent 20-40% of their time on it, totalling 64% of the total respondents. This 
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represents a significant amount of time spent on working out the details of the 

design. 

No. 

45 -

40 -

35 -

30 -

25 -

20 -

15 -

10 -

5 

n 

46 

25 
23 , — - , 

32 
34 

21 

13 

9 

3 

m 
2 

E T ^ l 
<10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51-60% 61-70% 71-80% 81-90% >90% 

(208 respondents) 

Figure A2-6 Percentage of Time Spent on Creating Drawings and Detailing 

A2.3.5 Reuse of existing designs 

The findings on re-use of existing design and the format of the existing design 

are summarised in Table A2-19 to Table A2-22 below: 

New design 
based on 
modifying 
existing 
design? 

Total (171): 

<1
0%

 

20 
11.70% 

11
-2

0%
 

27 
15.79% 

21
-3

0%
 

32 
18.71% 

31
-4

0%
 

21 
12.28% 

41
-5

0%
 

33 
19.30% 

51
-6

0%
 

12 
7.02% 

61
-7

0%
 

6 
3.51% 

71
-8

0%
 

14 

8.19% 

81
-9

0%
 

3 
1.75% 

>
90

%
 

3 
1.75% 

Table A2-19: Q20-What is the percentage of the respondent's design work based on modifying 
existing design? 
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Modification 
based on 
paper 
drawing? 

Total (187): 

<1
0%

 

81 
43.32% 

11
-2

0%
 

23 
12.30% 

21
-3

0%
 

25 
13.37% 

31
-4

0%
 

12 
6.42% 

41
-5

0%
 

19 
10.16% 

51
-6

0%
 

6 
3.21% 

61
-7

0%
 

2 
1.07% 

71
-8

0%
 

8 
4.28% 

81
-9

0%
 

4 
2.14% 

%
06< 

7 
3.74% 

Table A2-20: Q21-What percentage of design work is based on modifying paper drawings? 

Modificatio 
n based on 
2D drawing 
files? 

Total (193): 

<1
0%

 

62 

32.12% 

11
-2

0%
 

47 
24.35% 

21
-3

0%
 

24 
12.44% 

31
-4

0%
 

17 

8.81% 

41
-5

0%
 

22 

11.40% 

51
-6

0%
 

6 
3.11% 

61
-7

0%
 

4 

2.07% 

71
-8

0%
 

4 

2.07% 

81
-9

0%
 

4 

2.07% 

>
90

%
 

3 
1.55% 

Table A2-21: Q22-What percentage of design work is based on modifying 2D drawing files? 

Modificatio 
n based on 
3D model 
files? 

Total (199): 

<
10

%
 

37 
18.59% 

11
-2

0%
 

16 
8.04% 

21
-3

0%
 

14 

7.04% 

31
-4

0%
 

19 
9.55% 

41
-5

0%
 

30 

15.08% 

51
-6

0%
 

22 

11.06% 

61
-7

0%
 

13 
6.53% 
71

-8
0%

 

25 
12.56% 

81
-9

0%
 

8 
4.02% 

>
90

%
 

15 
7.54% 

Table A2-22: Q23-What percentage of design work is based on modifying 3D models? 

The reuse of existing design for developing new designs has always been the 

preferred direction for product designs. Figure A2-7 depicted the picture of 

design reuse in the industry generally. This indicated that new designs are more 

or less based on existing designs. According to this survey data, almost half of 

respondents perform less than 30% of their new design work by modifying 

existing designs, indicating a low reuse rate among the majority. In fact, a higher 

existing design reuse ratio was expected. Reasons for the discrepancy could be 

difficulty in systematically search and retrieve the appropriate existing design for 
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reuse, or the unavailability of existing designs - tasks that can be performed with 

help from good knowledge management. 

No 

40 

35 4-

25 4 

<10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51-60% 61-70% 71-80% 81-90% >90% 

(171 respondents) 

Figure A2-7: Percentage of new designs developed based on modifying existing designs 

Figures A2-8 to A2-10 below showed the engineers referred to existing design in 

all formats: paper drawings, 2D drawing and 3D models. It is interesting to note 

that engineers still refer to and/or modify paper drawings. For one-third of 

respondents, one-third or more of the new design works are based on modifying 

paper drawings. This finding is not surprising, because in practice, engineers 

would use whatever information that is immediately available. If a paper drawing 

is more accessible at the time the engineer wants it, the paper drawing will be 

used. Having said that, it should be noted that the existing paper drawings did not 

necessarily come from traditional drawing broad, it could be created by a 2D or 

3D CAD system. Sometimes, paper-forms of these drawings are more accessible 

than the 2D files and 3D models themselves which therefore engineers chose to 

create a new design based on these "paper drawings". 
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<10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51-60% 61-70% 71-80% 81-90% >90% 

(187 respondents) 

Figure A2-8: Percentage of new designs based on paper drawings 

<10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51-60% 61-70% 71-80% 81-90% >90% 

(193 respondents) 

Figure A2-9: Percentage of new designs based on 2D drawing files 

No. 
70 

60 

50 4 

<10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51-60% 61-70% 71-80% 81-90% >90% 

(199 respondents) 

Figure A2-10: Percentage of new designs based on 3D models 
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A2.3.6 Making design decisions 

The findings on decision making are summarised in Table A2-23 to Table A2-24 

below. 

About half of designs are completed by the individual designer and about half of 

the designs are completed by design teams (Table A2-23). 

Design complete by 
individual or in group? 

Total (144): 
Individual 

64 

44.44% 

Group 
80 

55.56% 

Table A2-23: Q24-ls the respondent complete the design on his own or by a group? 
1) On his own 2) By group 

Design 
decision 
based on? 

Total 
(143): 

D
es

ig
n 

Sp
ec

. 

82 

57.34% 

E
xt

er
na

l 
St

an
da

rd
s 

82 

57.34% 

C
om

pa
ny

 
St

an
da

rd
s 

67 

46.83% 

A
ss

em
bl

y 

103 

72.02% 

A
pp

ea
ra

nc
e 

83 

58.04% 

Fu
nc

tio
n 

117 

81.81% 
M

an
uf

ac
tu

ra
 

bi
lit

y 

105 

73.42% 

C
os

t 

87 

60.83% 

O
th

er
s 

9 

6.30% 

Table A2-24: Q25-What are the factors that the respondent needed to consider when the 
respondent is required to make a final design decision? 

1) Design specification 2) External Standards 3) Company internal standards 4) 
Assembleability 5) Appearance 6) Function 7) Manufacturability 8) Cost 9) Others 

No. of 
options 
selected in 
Q25 
Total (143): 

1 

8 

5.59% 

2 

15 

10.49% 

3 

17 

11.89% 

4 

19 

13.29% 

5 

22 

15.38% 

6 

15 

10.49% 

7 

12 

8.39% 

8 

29 

20.28% 

9 

6 

4.20% 

Table A2-25: Raw data from Q25 are sorted by number of options selected per respondent. 35 
respondents (24.48%) have selected all the 8 options while only 8 of them (5.59%) 
have selected only one option. 

In the course of design decision making, design decision criteria play an 

important role. Further Section 4.2.3.3 above, the survey investigated more 

extensively criteria affecting design decisions. While about half of the 143 
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respondents work out designs on their own and half of them work in groups, 

design decision criteria can be generalised into 8 major areas, namely 1) Design 

Specification, 2) External Standards, 3) Company Standards, 4) Assembleability, 

5) Appearance, 6) Functionality, 7) Manufacturability, and 8) Costs. The results 

are summarised in Figure A2-11 below. 

No. 
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Figure A2-11: Factors to be taken into consideration in finalising design decisions 

A total of 735 counts were recorded for 143 respondents and the ratings are quite 

evenly distributed among the 8 factors. The fact that only 9 respondents selected 

Others indicates that these 8 factors well covered the concerns of a mechanical 

design engineer in making a design decision. 

The fact that 82% of the respondents chosen Functionality as a factor to consider 

concurs with the findings from the interview (see Section 4.2.3.3 above). The 

next important factors are distinctly the two manufacturing-related design factors: 

Manufacturability and Assembleability. These findings indicated that whether 
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the product can be assembled and manufactured to perform the desired function 

are the key factors for the mechanical design engineer to consider when making 

design decisions. Any practical design rationale system should at least be able to 

capture this kind of information. 

From the actual number of factors chosen, over 72% of the respondents (103 out 

of 143) selected 4 or more factors. 80 of them have included Assembleability, 

Functionality and Manufacturability in their choices, whereas 6 of them chose all 

8 factors and Others. It is also found that over 50% of the 143 respondents 

selected varying combinations of factors as their design decision criteria. This 

indicated that design decisions are made based on a wide range of criteria such as 

industry, role of design engineer, stage of the design process, and so on. 

It is also interesting to note that only 8 respondents have selected one option in 

this question. Out of these 8 respondents who have selected only one option, 3 

selected Design Specification, the remaining 5 selected either Company 

Standards, Assembleability, Functionality, Manufacturability, or Costs. None 

among External Standards, Appearance or any other factors came up as the prime 

concern of mechanical design engineers in design decision making. 

The break down of the choices by each respondent is shown in table A2-26 

below. More than half (73 out of 143, 51%) of the respondents selected different 

combinations of the available options ranging from a single option to all options. 
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This indicated that design decisions are made based on a wide range of criteria 

such as industry, role of design engineer, stage of the design process etc. 

Total # 
of 
options 
selected 

9 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 

4 

Selected 
options 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 
1,2,3,4,5,6,8 
1,2,3,4,6,7,8 
1,2,4,5,6,7,8 
1,3,4,5,6,7,8 
2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
1,2,3,4,6,7 
1,2,3,4,7,8 
1,2,3,5,6,8 
1,2,4,5,6,8 
1,2,4,6,7,8 
1,2,4,7,8,9 
1,2,5,6,7,8 
1,4,5,6,7,8 
2,3,4,5,6,7 
2,3,4,6,7,8 
2,4,5,6,7,8 
1,2,3,4,8 
1,2,3,6,7 
1,2,4,6,7 
1,2,5,7,8 
1,4,5,6,8 
1,4,5,7,8 
1,4,6,7,8 
2,3,4,6,8 
2,3,6,7,8 
2,4,5,6,7 
2,4,6,7,8 
3,4,5,6,7 
3,4,6,7,8 
4,5,6,8,9 
1,3,6,7 
1,4,5,7 

1,4,6,7 

#of 
respondent 

6 
28 

1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

2 

Total # 
of 
options 
selected 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Selected 
options 
2,3,5,7 
2,3,6,7 
2,4,6,7 
2,5,6,8 
2,6,7,8 
3,5,6,8 
4,5,6,7 
5,6,7,8 
1,3,6 
1,4,6 
2,4,6 
2,5,6 
2,5,7 
2,5,8 
2,6,7 
2,6,8 
3,4,5 
4,5,7 
4,6,7 
4,6,8 
5,6,7 
6,7,8 
1,6 
3,5 
4,6 
4,7 
4,8 
5,6 
6,7 
7,8 
1 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
Total: 

#of 
respondent 

1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

143 

Table A2-26 Raw data from Q25 are further sorted by the combination of options selected per 
respondent. There are altogether 73 (73 out of 145, 51%) unique combinations of 
options and 45 (45 out of 73, 62%) of them appeared only once. 
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A2.3.7 Knowledge management: 

The findings on knowledge management are summarised in Table A2-27 to 

Table A2-29 below: 

Have you heard about 
knowledge management? 

Total (145): 
YES 

98 

67.59% 

NO 
47 

32.41% 

Table A2-27: Q26-Has the respondent heard about knowledge management? 1) Yes 2) No 

Company has knowledge 
management system? 

Total (141): 
YES 

51 
36.17% 

NO 
90 

63.83% 

Table A2-28: Q27-Has the respondent's company had management system? 1) Yes 2) No 

Do you think PDM/ERP 
kind of KM system? 

Total (130): 
YES 

102 

78.46% 

NO 
28 

21.54% 

Table A2-29: Q28-Does the respondent consider PDM/ERP kind of knowledge management 
system? 1) Yes 2) No 

Good knowledge management is the key to successful reuse of design, but what 

is knowledge management? 

Data from the survey indicated that 98 out of the 145 respondents (67.59%) had 

heard about knowledge management (Table A2-27) and 51 out of 141 (36.17%) 

think that their company have some sort of knowledge management system 

(Table A2-28). Only 28 out of 130 (21.54%) respondents think that PDM and 

ERP are not knowledge management (KM) systems (Table A2-29). 
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Further investigation into the data showed that among those 98 who heard of 

knowledge management, 41 of them (42%) replied that their company have 

knowledge management system. Interestingly, only 3 (out of 41) of them (7.3%) 

think that PDM and ERP are not knowledge management (KM) systems. The 

surprisingly small number indicates that the respondents are confused with the 

terms "knowledge management" and "knowledge management system". This 

may be the result of the vast number of terminologies and information 

management solutions available in the market. 

A2.3.8 Acquiring and managing design knowledge: 

There are two multiple selection questions in this group, the respondent can 

select as many options as he thinks the options are appropriate. The findings on 

how the respondent's company manages knowledge and how to acquire design 

knowledge are summarised in Table A2-30 to Table A2-31 below: 

How is your company 
managing knowledge? 

Total (135): 

N
ot

 
m

an
ag

ed
 

46 
34.07% 

L
og

-b
oo

k 

19 
14.07% 

O
ff

ic
e 

so
ft

w
ar

e 

58 
42.96% 

K
M

 
sy

st
em

 

27 
20.00% 

O
th

er
s 

7 
5.18% 

Table A2-30: Q29-How do the respondent's company manage knowledge? 1) Not managed 
2) Record by Log-book 3) Use office software such as Word, Excel to manage 
4) Dedicated knowledge management system 5) Others [Note: respondent 
can select more than one] 

How do you acquire 
domain knowledge for 
your design work? 

Total (146): 

No 
specific 
method? 

18 

12.32% 

Ask 
Supervisor 

52 

35.61% 

Own 
experience 

94 

64.38% 

Others 

54 

36.98% 

Table A2-31: Q30-How does the respondent acquire domain knowledge for his design work? 
1) No specific method 2) Ask supervisor 3) By own experience 4) Others 
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The findings on how the respondent's company manages knowledge and how to 

acquire design knowledge are summarised in Figure A2-12 to Figure A2-13 

below. 

Figure A2-12 showed that, more than one-third (46 out of 135) of the 

respondents think that their companies did not use any method to manage the 

company's design knowledge, may it be papers, generic office applications, or 

dedicated knowledge management (KM) systems. In view of all the respondents 

came from companies that already employed advanced 3D CAD systems as 

design tools, the relatively high percentage indicated some companies are either 

unconscious of the importance of knowledge management or they wanted to but 

did not know how to manage knowledge. 

No. 

90 -

80 -

70 -

60 -

50 -

40 -

30 

?0 -

10 

n 

19 

58 

27 

7 

46 

Logbook General off ice Dedicated knowledge 
applications management system 

(135 respondents, respondents may choose more than one answer) 

Other means Know ledge is 
not managed 

Figure A2-12: Ways in which companies' knowledge are managed 

Referring to A2.3.7 above, it is those 3 of out these 27 respondents whose 

company use dedicated KM systems that realized PDM and ERP systems are not 
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KM systems. It is questionable whether the remaining 24 respondents are 

referring to real KM systems when they state they are using "dedicated 

knowledge management systems". Without a KM system, recording of the 

design process on the whole, not to mention design rationale, would be extremely 

difficult. 

Figure A2-13 showed that, to acquire domain knowledge required in performing 

a design work, majority of the respondents (94 out of 146) relied on their own 

experience and/or their supervisors (52 out of 146). Other means to acquire 

design knowledge include seminars, exhibitions and magazines, but not 

information systems. This suggests that design knowledge mainly resided in 

human brain, even for mechanical design engineers and for companies 

employing information systems to aid their design work. 
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Figure A2-13: Ways to acquire domain knowledge required in a design work 
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A2.3.9 Importance of KM to a company 

The last question asked if the respondent think that knowledge management is 

important to a company. All respondents agreed that knowledge management is 

important to a company (Table A2-32). 

Do you think KM is 
important to a company? 

Total (143): 

YES 

143 

100.00% 

NO 

0 

0.00% 

Table A2-32: Q31-Does the respondent think that knowledge management is important to a 
company? 1) Important 2) Not important 
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Appendix 3 

Studies on the modelling approaches employed by engineers 

using a history-based solid modelling system 

A3.1 Challenges faced with feature based CAD systems 

Over the last decade, feature-based parametric 3D solid modelling systems have 

been replacing 2D CAD just as 2D drafting package had replaced the drawing 

boards another decade ago. These modern feature-based parametric CAD 

systems have the ability to record the modelling sequence of the parts and 

assemblies [Shah 1995], thus captured some of the intent behind the information 

modelled for later reuse. It seemed that feature-based parametric CAD systems 

are promising platforms for design rationale capturing during the course of 

geometry creation. However, these systems just capture the geometric relations. 

They did not model the actual decision structure and did not give the rationale for 

the captured relations. It was difficult to generalize ways of obtaining useful 

knowledge directly from the operation data recorded by these CAD systems 

[Ishino 2002]. 

Moreover, different engineers might employ different approaches to create the 

model geometry, thus affecting the consistency of the relations being captured. 

Given the same history-based 3D CAD system, will different engineer employ 

the same modelling approach to create the same model? If the modelling 

approaches are different, what are the variations? Will these variations affect the 

"design intent" captured? These are the challenges that design engineers face 

with history-based 3D CAD systems to effectively capture the design intent 
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during the course of model creation [Chan 2006a]. There is, however, amazingly 

little formal research on the effects of these systems on the design engineer and 

on the final products, and there is little experimental evidence on how well 

feature-based parametric CAD systems capture the design engineer's design 

intent. There was no formal empirical study on how practising mechanical 

engineers use feature-based parametric 3D systems [Ullman 2002]. 

A3.2 Studies to understand the different modelling approach 

Therefore, for feature-based parametric CAD systems to be used as the common 

platform for design rationale capture, the understanding on how practising 

mechanical engineers use feature-based parametric 3D systems is necessary. 

Also, the common element that could be used to develop a practical design 

rationale approach within a 3D CAD environment that is independent of the 

CAD system being used and product being developed has to be identified. In 

view of this, three studies have been conducted in examining and analysing a 

series of 3D CAD models and assemblies created by engineers at work. 

The source of the sample models examined in this study came from a collection 

of solid models created by engineers during a solid modelling skill test - the 

Certified SolidWorks Professional (CSWP) examination. 

A3.2.1 About the test 

The test lasted for 8 hours and consisted of a written portion and a hands-on 

portion. The written portion lasted for 1 hour 15 minutes and the hands-on 

portion lasted for 6 hours 45 minutes. The hands-on exam consisted of two 
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sections: the compulsory basic skills hands-on modelling exam and the advanced 

skill hands-on modelling exam. For the compulsory basic skills hands-on exam, 

the candidates were given a set of detailed 2D drawings and were required to 

build the models and assemblies using the CAD software. Candidates were first 

graded on whether the models were correctly constructed. Once the models were 

created, the candidates were further required to change some dimensions in the 

model and points were given if the model could be changed accordingly. 

For the advanced skill hands-on modelling test, the candidate selected and 

completed one from 3 advanced topics, namely free form modelling, sheet metal 

or top down assembly. 

Once the test is finished, the candidates submitted the models for scoring. Points 

were given if the models were modelled correctly and could be changed 

accordingly. 

The main objective of this test was to test if a candidate could build the model 

with design intent. Marks were given to those models that were correctly 

developed and could be changed accordingly. If the model could not be changed 

accordingly, the candidate would fail the test. 

A3.2.2 About the sample models 

Two collections of exam models are used in these studies. 
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For Study I, a collection of CAD models from an earlier version of the CSWP 

examination conducted in the US in the year 1999 was examined. 20 sets of 

models from this first collection were randomly selected and analysed. 

The second collection of the CAD models came from the current version of the 

CSWP examination conducted in China, Taiwan and Hong Kong between Oct 

2004 and Aug 2007. For Studies II and III, two sets of 100 models from the 

second collection that passed the CSWP examination were randomly selected 

and analysed. 

A3.3 Study I: Do engineers take different approaches to model the same 

part? 

3D CAD models from one of the earlier hands-on test conducted in the year 1999 

were randomly selected for Study I. This earlier CSWP examination was held in 

US and a group of 20 engineers took the test. Although these 20 engineers came 

from various industries, all of them were practising mechanical engineers and 

had been using a history-based 3D CAD system as modelling or design tool. A 

simple part, as shown in Figure A3-1, was chosen as the model for investigation 

in this Study. This part is simple and relatively easy to model, and so it would be 

easy to identify if similar modelling approaches had been taken. Initially, in view 

of the simplicity of the model, it was expected that variations in modelling 

methods should be minimal. 
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Figure A3-1: Part to be modelled by candidate 

A3.3.1 Study method 

Out of the 20 submitted models, only 17 of them were completed. Each of these 

17 models was opened with the same CAD software and the history tree was 

analysed and compared. Comparisons were made at three levels of arrangement: 

(i) Overall arrangement (Concept phase): the first feature created was 

analysed, 

(ii) Feature arrangement (Embodiment phase): the number of features and their 

orders were analysed, 

(iii) Dimension arrangement (Detail phase): the ways that the dimensions were 

arranged were analysed. 

A3.3.2 Study findings: 

A3.3.2.1 Overall arrangement 

This refers to the overall modelling strategy and could be represented by the first 

feature - the indicator of how design engineers visualized the model at the 

conceptual level. As shown in Table A3-1, 16 engineers (94.2%) used the 
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revolve feature to create the base part. Only one engineer (5.8%) used the 

extrude feature to create the base part. In his approach, the revolve feature was 

replaced by the extrude feature. 

First Feature 

Revolve 

Extrude 

Total 

No. of 
Engineers 

16 

1 

17 

Overall 
Percentage 

94.20% 

5.80% 

100% 

Table A3-1: Variation of first feature created 

The fact that most engineers took the revolve approach rather than the extrude 

approach (16 out of 17) might due to the fact that the object was perceived by 

most engineers as a thin disc. Thus, sketching a 2D profile and then rotating it 

along its axis seemed to be the most obvious modelling approach. If the 

appearance of the part is changed as shown in Figure A3-2, it might be perceived 

as a rod instead of a disc. We could then expect that more engineers might use 

extrude rather than revolve as the first feature to create the model. 

\ 
Y/ 

SECTION A-A 

H" 

Test Part B 
(Variant of Part A) 

"^1 A 

Figure A3-2: Test Part B (Variant of Part A) 
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A3.3.2.2 Feature arrangement 

The total number of features and the order of the features used to model this part 

were compared. The number of features representing the number of different 

modelling approaches taken to model this part is summarized in Table A3-2. 

Total No. of Features 

1 feature 

2 features 

3 features 

4 features 

Total 

No. of 
Engineers 

4 

5 

7 

1 

17 

Overall 
Percentage 

23.53% 

29.41% 

41.18% 

5.88% 

100% 

Table A3-2: Variation in No. of Features in Study I 

Out of the 17 engineers, 7 of them (41.18%) used three features. The engineer 

who used four features (5.88%) was the one who employed the extrude feature 

approach. Of the 5 engineers who used 2 features to model the part, 3 of them 

created the revolve feature with the slot at the bottom and then applied the fillet 

as the 2nd feature. The other 2 included the fillet in the 2D sketch for revolving 

before cutting the slot at the bottom. One of them used revolve-cut and 1 of them 

used extrude to cut out the slot. On the whole, 17 engineers employed 5 different 

approaches (summarised in Table A3-3 below). 
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Modelling 
Approach 

I. 

II. 

Ill 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

#of 
features 

1-feature 

2-features 

2-features 

2-features 

3-features 

3-features 

3-features 

4-features 

No. of 
Occurrence 

4 

3 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

1 

Steps 

1st 
Revolve with slot 
and fillet 

Revolve with slot 

Revolve with 
fillet 
Revolve with 
fillet 
Revolve without 
fillet and slot 
Revolve without 
fillet and slot 
Revolve without 
fillet and slot 

Extrude 

2nd 

~ 

Fillet 

Cut revolve 
(slot) 
Cut extrude 
(slot) 
Cut extrude 
(slot) 

Fillet 

Cut revolve 
(slot) 
Cut extrude 
(slot) 

3rd 

-

-

~ 

~ 

Fillet 

Cut extrude 
(slot) 

Fillet 

Cut revolve 
(chamfer) 

4th 

-

~ 

-

~ 

-

-

-

Fillet 

Table A3-3: Detailed breakdown of different modelling approaches at the feature arrangement level 

A3.3.2.3 Dimension arrangement 

The dimension set used to define the 2D sketches and features in each step was 

compared. To fully define this part, a dimension set consisting of 9 dimensions is 

required. For example, the dimension set {DIM1} = {Dl, D2, D3, HI, H2, H3, 

al, rl , r2} as shown in Figure A3-3 could be used to fully define the sketch. 

Other possible dimensions are also shown in Figure A3-3. 

Figure A3-3: Dimensions that could be used to define the 2D sketch 
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Out of the 4 engineers who decided to model the part with just one feature, only 

1 of them used exactly the above dimension set {DIM1}. One engineer combined 

the two fillet radius rl and r2 into rl, other engineers used Rl, R2 and R3 instead 

of Dl, D2 and D3. One engineer did not manage to fully define the sketch. The 

other 13 engineers all used different dimension sets to define the model, as 

summarized in Table A3-4. 

Sample 
# 

101 

102 

103 

104 

201 

202 

203 

301 

302 

401 

402 

403 

404 

405 

406 

407 

501 

Modelling 
Approach 

I-a 

I-b 

I-c 

I-d 

Il-a 

Il-b 

II-c 

III 

IV 

V-a 

Vl-a 

VH-a 

Vll-b 

V-b 

Vl-b 

VII-c 

VIII 

J St 

Feature 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Revolve 

Extrude 

Dimension used 

Dl, D2, D3, HI, 
H2, H3, al, rl, r2 

Dl, D2, D3, HI, 
H2, H3, al, rl 

H l , a l 

Rl, R2, R3, HI, 
H2, H3, a2, rl 

Rl, R2, R3, HI, 
H2, H3, al 

Dl, D2, D3, HI, 
H2, H3, al 

Dl, D2, D3, HI, 
H2, H3, a3 

Dl, HI, H2, al, 
rl 

Rl, HI, H2, al, 
rl 

D1,H1,H2, al 

D1,H1,H2, al 

D1,H2, al 

D1,H1,H2, a3 

D1,H1,H2, al 

Rl, HI, H2, a3 

D1,H1,H2, al 

D lxHl 

2nd Feature 

Fillet (2) 

Fillet (2) 

Fillet (2) 

Cut revolve 

Cut extrude 

Cut extrude 

Fillet (2) 

Cut revolve 

Cut revolve 

Cut extrude 

Fillet (2) 

Cut revolve 

Cut extrude 

Dimensio 
n used 

rl 

rl 

rl 

D2, D3, 
H3 

D2, D3 x 
H3 

D2, D3 x 
H3 

rl 

D2, D3, 
H3 

D2, D3, 
H3 

D2, D3 x 
H3 

rl 

D2, D3, 
H3 

D2, D3 x 
H3 

3rd 

Feature 

Fillet 

Groove 

Fillet 

Fillet (2) 

Fillet 

Cut 
extrude 

Fillet 

Cut-
Revolve 

Dimension 
used 

rl 

D2,D3 x H3 

Rl 

al ,H2 

4* 

Feature 

Fillet 

Dimension 
used 

rl 

Table A3-4: Summary of the different modelling approaches 
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A3.3.3 Conclusion of Study I 

Using the same CAD system, different engineers with different background and 

experience may employ different approaches to create the model. An engineer 

who used to work in a drawing environment is more likely to take approach IV 

while engineers well trained in solid modelling may take approach I or approach 

V. In this Study, 17 engineers took slightly different approaches in creating the 

same model. The differences come from the following three levels of modelling. 

Variations in overall modelling strategy (Revolve vs. Extrude): It is interesting to 

note that 1 engineer chose to use the extrude command instead of the revolve 

command (Sample #501). The significance of this result is that how the engineer 

perceive the part to be modelled would definitely affect the overall modelling 

strategy and hence the approach to create the first feature. 

Variations in the number of features used and their orders (Draft vs Detailed 

sketch): 16 out of 17 (94.2%) engineers choose to use the revolve command by 

creating a 2D sketch first. However, we can see from Table 5.4 that there are 4 

different 2D sketches which differ in details. 4 out of 16 (25%) created the 2D 

sketches in detail so that the model is completed in two steps (1 - sketch, 2 -

revolve). Other sketches varied in the details and the total number of steps in 

creating this model also varied. 

Variations in dimensioning (Design vs. Manufacturing): It is down to this 

dimension level that the part is fully described. The dimension scheme being 

employed is the reflection of the engineer's design intent on how dimensions 
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related to each other [Thimm 2005]. Table A3-4 showed that all 17 engineers 

used a slightly different dimension set to define the model. 

In summary, different engineers may employ different approaches to build the 

same part. The differences could arise from: 1) how the engineer perceives the 

design concept, 2) how he wants to use the software, and 3) how he defines the 

design dimensions. In fact, this is the characteristic of the design process: there 

are indefinite routes to arrive at a design solution. 

A3.4 Study II: The effect of an explicit modelling instruction on engineer's 

modelling approach 

The results from the Study I indicated that different engineers will use different 

modelling approaches to create the same model. The differences were in the 

procedures, not the end results. That is to say, even the end results were the same, 

the procedures to model them could be very different. It would be interesting to 

know whether the provision of explicit modelling guidelines and rules would 

avoid difference in the modelling approach. 

The model under investigation, i.e. from the Oct 2004 to Aug 2007 set of CSWP 

examinations, is shown in Figure A3-4. As part of the hands-on examinations, 

similar to Study I, the engineers were asked to build this model using a feature-

based modelling system. However, the candidates were instead asked explicitly 

to build this model with one single feature: the revolve feature. Creating a model 

not using the revolve command or having more than one feature would fail the 

examination. 
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Part A - Revolved Features - The Pulley 
Section 1 

Instructions: 
1. Create a new part. 
2. Using the drawings provided on Sheet EX 1 -

Al build this Pulley using a single revolved 
feature. 

3. Save the part in your folder as "Pulley." 

Design Intent: 
• The pulley is created using a single revolved feature as the base feature. 
• The origin should be at the parts center of mass. 
• All diameters are concentric. 
• The part is always symmetrical about the vertical and horizontal axes. 

• The outside diameter must work for a range of values from 3.00" to 5.25" 
• The bore diameter must work for a range of values from .50" to 1.25" 
• The inside surfaces have a draft angle of 3.5 degrees and are always equal both updating 

with change. 

• All fillets and rounds are to be 1/8 inch unless otherwise noted. 
• Maintain the design intent indicated by the part dimensions on the drawings provided in 

EX1-A1. 

01.063 

2.625 

2.500 

.500 t— 

BELTTIGHTENER PULLEY 
CONFIGURATION 1 

01.750 03.500 

Figure A3-4: Part to be modelled in Study I 
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A3.4.1 Study method 

Each model was opened with the same CAD software and the history tree was 

analysed and compared. Comparisons were again made at the three levels of 

arrangement: (i) Overall arrangement (Concept phase), (ii) Feature arrangement 

(Embodiment phase), and (iii) Dimension arrangement (Detail phase), as in 

Section A3.3.1 above. 

A3.4.2 Study findings 

A3.4.2.1 Overall arrangement 

In this test, the candidates were asked explicitly to build this model with one 

single feature: the revolve feature. It is expected that all the engineers would 

visualize and take similar modelling strategy to create the model. In this Study, 

all 100 models were created using the revolve feature as the first feature. 

A3.4.2.2 Feature arrangement 

The total number of features and the order of the features used to model this part 

were compared. This represented the number of different modelling approaches 

being used to model this part. 94 out of the 100 models were created using 

exactly one revolve feature as instructed. However, there were still 6% of the 

models created using two features, shown in Table A3-5. 

Total No. of Features 

1 feature (revolve) 

2 features (others) 

Total 

No. of 
Engineers 

94 

6 

100 

Overall 
Percentage 

94% 

6% 

100% 

Table A3-5: Variation in No. of features for Study II 
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A3.4.2.3 Dimension arrangement 

Out of the 100 sample models, 94 models used exactly the same dimension set 

(i.e. the 9 given dimensions as shown in Figure A3-4) to define their 2D sketches. 

6 models, i.e. those 6 engineers who built the model with two features, used 

different dimension sets to define their 2D sketches. 

A3.4.3 Conclusion of Study II 

The result from this Study suggested that when modelling requirements and 

design intent are explicitly given, majority of the design engineers will take the 

same modelling approach and use the same dimension set to model a part. For 

this simple case, 94% of the 100 candidates used exactly the 9 given dimensions 

to define the sketch. For those 6 engineers who failed to do so, there were at 

least two reasons: 

• Lack of discipline - they know how to do it but just do not want to do it. 

This is the group of people who do not want to follow the instruction. 

• Lack of skills - They know they have to do it but just do not know how to 

do it. This is the group of people that who do not have the skill to follow 

the instruction. 

From the results of Study II, we could conclude that although it was not 

impossible to enforce people to use the same modelling procedures and 

parameters to build a part, it would still require a detailed and comprehensive 

description to portray how the model should be built. This means, a part was to 

be fully defined and the procedure to build the part was to be optimized before it 

was built. This prescriptive way of modelling may be useful for modelling 
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standard parts or family parts where the dimensions and rules to build the part 

were fully understood. In this sense, the role of the CAD system is merely a 

modelling tool rather than a design tool. A design tool should allow users to 

gradually realise their design ideas from concept to details through the use of the 

tool. Users should be free from modelling constraints and may try out as many 

"what-if" analyses as possible. 

A3.5 Study III: Do engineers take different approaches to build the same 

assembly? 

Most engineering product consists of more than one component. The components 

are connected together to form assemblies. It is in most cases that the relative 

motion and interface between components that serves this function. 

Understanding why and how the components are arranged in such a way give us 

a great hint of the design rationale of the product [Whitney 2006]. The most 

important benefit that resulted from modern feature-based 3D CAD technology is 

its ability to assemble components in the virtual 3D space. This allows users to 

simulate the relative motion of the assembly and allowing user to perform real 

time collision detection [Chan 2006b]. However, before such benefits can be 

seen, users must assign the appropriate mating conditions to the components. 

Study III examines if different engineers will take different approaches to build 

the same assembly. 

Subsequent to the Study II, the assembly under investigation was the advanced 

hands-on question from the CSWP examination running between Oct 2004 and 

Aug 2007. The engineers were asked to build the assembly incorporating the 
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design intent as shown in Figure A3-5 using the Top-Down Design modelling 

approach. 

f . "> 

c 

l_ 

© 

3 

• ' l _ H ' 

ITEM NO. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

QTY. 

t 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 

PART NO. 

OUTER PIPE 

INLET 

OUTLET 

HANDLE 

INNER PIPE 

END PLATE 

SWING C O V E I 

LEG 

GK 
DESCRIPTION 

f STD PIPE 

1" STD PIPE 

1" STD PIPE 

SUPPLIED 

T STD PIPE 

1/4" THICK PL 

l l ~ l 

Figure A3-5: Parts and mating condition of the assembly to be built in Study III 

A3.5.1 Study method 

Each assembly was opened with the same CAD software and the mating 

conditions were analysed and compared. Comparisons were made from (i) 

Overall arrangement (i.e. the concept phase), (ii) Mate relation (i.e. the 

embodiment phase), and (iii) Mate reference (i.e. the detail phase). 

A3.5.2 Study findings 

16 design engineers completed the advanced hands-on question from the CSWP 

examination. 13 out of these 16 engineers passed the test, indicating the assembly 

was built correctly and could be subjected to design changes as described. 

8 mating relations could used to define the assembly: In-Place, Concentric, 

Coincident, Tangent, Symmetric, Parallel, Distance and Width. Table A3-6 

showed the variations of mating relation being used by the 13 engineers. This 
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study showed that none of the engineers used exactly the same combination of 

mating relations to define the assembly. 

Sample/ 
Engineer 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

In-Place 

6 

8 

4 

7 

6 

5 

6 

8 

7 

6 

7 

7 

8 

Concentric 

5 

5 

3 

5 

4 

6 

2 

4 

4 

5 

4 

2 

3 

Coincident 

7 

4 

13 

6 

11 

7 

5 

2 

7 

6 

6 

2 

3 

Tangent 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Symmetric 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Parallel 

1 

1 

1 

Distance 

1 

2 

Width 

1 

Total 

19 

18 

20 

20 

22 

22 

16 

14 

20 

19 

19 

11 

14 

Table A3-6: No. of mates used to define the assembly 

A3.5.3 Conclusion of Study III 

A conclusion similar to that for Study I could be drawn - it showed that, even the 

final assembly behaved as required, the way to model the assembly as well as 

applying the mating conditions were not the same. Basically, none of the 

engineers built the assembly in the same way. As the shape of the component 

played an important role in the function of a design, the way the components 

were arranged and assembled together played the same important role in 

achieving the function requirement of the product. Understanding the 'how' and 

'why' the components are assembled together is the key to understand the 

rationale of a design. This study suggested that although modern history-based 

CAD systems provided sophisticated and powerful tools in applying mating 

conditions between components, how the mates were applied and which 
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components to mate varied from engineer to engineer. Engineers with less 

experience may under-define or over-define an assembly, merely using the 

mating information as kept in the assembly to reveal the design rationale is 

therefore not feasible. 

A3.6 Summary 

Modern history-based 3D CAD systems have the ability to record the steps and 

parameters to build models. This provides the foundation to capture design intent 

during the course of design. However, to capture the design intent while building 

the model remains a challenging task. The challenges are two folds: one related 

to the CAD system and the other related to the user. CAD developers are 

embedding intelligent features technology to better handle the issue arose from 

ordering and re-ordering of features. 

This appendix reported three case studies on how engineers took different 

approaches to model the same part and assembly. The results also showed how 

an engineer interpreted a part affected not only the way in which the model was 

created, but also the possibility for subsequent design changes and further 

operations. 

Even using the same CAD system, approaches to create the same model vary 

with the skill level and experience of individual engineers. The variations are in 

the overall modelling strategy; the order which the features are applied; the 

dimension set being used to define the model, or a combination of them. This 
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huge variation makes it impossible to merely use the history record as the source 

of extracting design intent. A more consistent and robust source of the design 

should be used as the base to capture the design intent. 

The three empirical studies reveal that design dimension is the only common 

element in defining models despite of the variations in the approach for different 

engineers to build the same model and assembly. Design dimensions that are 

always readily available in models from feature-based parametric 3D CAD 

systems, not only define a model but also contain the embedded relations among 

parts, assemblies and drawings. This suggested that design dimensions could be 

used as the common element to link the design rationale system with a feature-

based parametric 3D CAD system. 
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